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111 

We should be careful to get out of an experience only the wisdom that is in it - 

and stop there; lest we be like the cat that sits down on a hot stove lid. She will 

never sit on a hot stove lid again - and that is well; but also she will never sit 

down on a cold one anymore. 

Mark Twain. 



Abstract 

Clusters containing both metallic and non-metallic elements have been synthe-

sised by pulsed laser vaporisation of a solid target, followed by entrainment and 

nucleation of the vaporised material in a pulsed supersonic expansion with an 

inert carrier gas. The resulting cluster distributions were characterised by laser 

photoionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometry. 

Such spectra display intensity anomalies, or so-called 'magic numbers', associ-

ated with enhanced geometric and/or electronic stabilities, for particular cluster 

sizes. These are known as shell effects. 

An overview of the shell effects used to account for cluster magic numbers is 

presented. Details of the types of electronic and geometric structures which can 

be used to rationalise the existence of particularly stable clusters are discussed. 

The abundance patterns and intensity anomalies found in the cluster mass spectra 

obtained in this work are interpreted in these terms. 

Studies of clusters of the alkaline earth elements of group-hA reveal a corn-

petition between pre-crystalline icosahedral structures and fragments of the bulk 

crystal form. These are the first reported laser vaporisation experiments on such 

systems. Barium clusters containing up to 32 atoms showed a preference for an 

icosahedral geometry, even on the inclusion of a small number of oxygen atoms. In 

comparison, strontium clusters of a similar size were found to attract more oxygen 

atoms, and to adopt a very different structure based on the face-centred cubic 

(fcc) lattice of bulk strontium oxide. These observations are related to the known 

structures of other group-hA metal clusters and cluster oxides. 

In order to examine shell effects in more complex systems, photoionisation mass 

spectra have also been recorded for iron clusters containing up to several hundred 

atoms. In this case, intensity anomalies in the cluster distributions could not be 

attributed to one particular shell effect, but involved a competition between both 

electronic and geometric shell structure. 
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Chapter,1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

The term "cluster" can be applied to several different types of chemical system. 

In an inorganic context the word evokes images of many metal atoms bonded 

together, and enclosed by a shell of stabilising ligands. Molecular clusters also 

exist where the component molecules are held together by weak van der Waals 

forces. The type of clusters studied in this work fall into the category of valence-

bonded elemental clusters, primarily unligated metal clusters. These can consist 

of anywhere from two to. several thousand metal atoms bonded together. 

Scientific journals in the area of chemical physics have contained an increasing 

number of articles on the subject of cluster research over the last 15 - 20 years. 

One, of the major driving forces behind research on these species has come from 

a desire to link the previously disparate areas of atomic or molecular science and 

solid state physics. Much is known about the properties of distinct atoms or 

molecules at-one limit, and of bulk systems at the other limit. It is no surprise, 

then, that scientists were curious as to the properties of clusters lying between 

these two limiting states of matter. 

Clearly, there must be an evolution of the electronic and physical properties 

of the cluster as it increases in size, eventually becoming indistinguishable from 

the bulk material. In terms of metal clusters, the question of where molecular 

chemistry and metal physics meet is an interesting one, and will depend on how 

metal atoms arrange themselves in a cluster, and what happens to the electronic 

1 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 	 2 

states of the system as the cluster grows. Thus one can see the purely scientific 

reasons for the study of metal aggregates. 

If more incentive is required, then it can be found in the fact that metal clus-

ters can be closely linked with various catalytic processes. If one thinks about 

heterogeneous catalysis by finely divided support metals, it isn't difficult to imag-

ine that the active sites for chemisorption could be modelled by a cluster which 

has a similar geometric and electronic profile to the convex crystal defects thought 

to be responsible for catalytic activity [1,2]. 

Specific examples do exist. Nickel deposition has been shown to be promoted 

by palladium clusters containing between 4 and 20 atoms [3]. The Fischer-Tropsch 

catalyst [4] is composed of iron cluster microcrystals supported on an inert surface. 

Other met al- containing clusters such as Fe 4 S4  can be found at the active sites of 

some enzymes [5]. 

The experimental and theoretical study of transition metal clusters, in particu-

lar, is therefore of cOnsiderable relevance to the field of catalysis. Many scientists, 

however, embarked on a voyage into the field of cluster research mainly because 

it was a great uncharted area at the junction of physics and chemistry, with the 

potential to generate new avenues of research for years to come. The high level 

of research activity in the area of cluster science has spawned the development of 

many new techniques to create and study these species, and has led to one of the 

most universally exciting discoveries of modern cluster science 7  the detection of 

buckminsterfullerene [6,7]. 

1.2 Metal Cluster Experiments 

One of the first widely used techniques for the preparation of cluster species was 

matrix isolation [8]. Metal atoms, usually generated by an electric discharge, or 

vaporised from a quartz or stainless steel cell, were co-deposited onto a cold, clean 

surface with an excess of matrix gas. Typical experiments involved deposition 

onto polished copper or platinum plates cooled to 5K, or onto a suitably cold 
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sapphire or NaCl window. The matrix gas was typically argon or krypton. Metal 

dimers were routinely made, and were studied by techniques such as absorption 

spectroscopy or electron spin resonance spectroscopy [9,10]. Larger clusters could 

also be produced by allowing a controlled temperature gradient to exist within 

the matrix. This encouraged metal atoms or dimers to diffuse slowly through the 

matrix, eventually coalescing to form larger clusters [11]. 

The size of clusters that could be produced in matrices was limited, however, 

by the need for an excess of matrix gas to keep the clusters separated. A higher 

proportion of metal atoms was required to make larger clusters, and this system 

could react to a slight disturbance by spontaneously forming macroscopic crystals. 

One great difficulty with matrix studies of metal clusters was the ambiguity in-

volved in the assignment of spectral features to a specific cluster. Matching known 

spectral features with gas-phase studies on metal dimers could be accomplished 

most of the time, but the lack of mass-selectivity allowed no definite identifica-

tion of the species responsible for a new spectroscopic transition [12]. Even with 

a known feature, assignment could be difficult at times because of perturbations 

from the host matrix. Rotational structure was lost in broadened peak profiles, 

and the actual peaks themselves could be split and shifted by up to 1000cm 1  due 

to the different sites available in the solid host, and to interactions between host 

and cluster species [13]. 

The first experiments on gas-phase metal clusters used the technique of Knud-

sen effusion mass spectrometry [14,15]. The Knudsen cell, containing the metal 

of interest, was heated to the point of vaporisation, whereupon the metal vapour 

passed through an effusive nozzle into the ion source region of a mass spectrometer. 

These experiments allowed the determination of binding energies of the clusters 

[16], although metal aggregates larger than dimers were rarely detected due to 

inefficient cooling during the effusive expansion. 

The use of hot ovens to produce clusters has been very successful for alkali met-

als. Clusters were originally produced in free jet expansions, but the oven source 

was subsequently coupled with seeded-beam supersonic expansion techniques to 

make this experimental method very powerful indeed [17,18]. In fact, some of the 
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larger clusters studied in recent experiments have been produced by this method. 

For example, the detection of sodium clusters containing up to 22000 atoms pre-

pared in this fashion has recently been reported [19]. Access tothis size range of 

metal aggregates is very exciting to the true cluster scientist. 

The main drawback to the hot oven - seeded beam technique is that it is 

limited in its applicability to refractory materials, such as the transition metals. 

The extreme temperatures required to generate an adequate vapour pressure of a 

refractory metal canresult in contamination from the oven walls, and even clogging 

of the nozzle beam orifice. The continuous nature of the molecular beam produced 

in these experiments also demands a large scale pumping system to cope with the 

constant gas throughput. 

Over the years there have been a few other techniques employed for cluster 

generation which have met with limited levels bf success. Ligand-stripping from 

metal- cluster- carbonyls has been studied [20], but the cluster core tends to frag-

ment when the ligands are removed. Another approach employed an electric dis-

charge to produce silver dimers [21]. In its infancy this method was not linked to 

a mass-selective detection device, and also produced internally hot clusters, giv-

ing rise to heavy spectral congestion due to the population of many rovibrational 

levels. It thus proved difficult to characterise the exact compositions of clusters 

created. A recent renaissance of this experimental method has seen it linked with 

supersonic expansion and mass spectrometric techniques, assuming the acronym 

PACTS (Pulsed Arc Cluster Ion Source) [22,23]. This source looks very promising, 

although its use has been mainly in experiment.s on positive and negative cluster 

ions, which are directly produced in abundance by this technique. 

The barrier to the creation of large clusters of refractory materials was broken 

down in 1981 by Smalley's group [24]. It was already known that the supersonic 

expansion technique utilised for the generation of alkali metal clusters would pro-

duce a broad distribution of cluster sizes. Studies of the effects of varying the 

expansion conditions had been reported [25]. It had also been shown that metal 

targets could be vaporised easily when subjected to the radiation from pulsed, 

high-power lasers [26]. Smalley's idea was to combine these two techniques into a 
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new method for the generation of refractory metal clusters. In fact, the synergism 

of these two techniques proved to be astounding. The pulsed laser vaporisation 

allows extreme local heating of a solid metal target, but without the complications 

of having a complete high temperature system and the concomittant design diffi-

culties. The pulsed, inert carrier gas facilitates very rapid cooling and clustering 

of the metal vapour, and supersonic expansion further cools the nascent clusters. 

The cluster beam then contains high concentrations of metal aggregates which 

have been cooled to the lowest rovibronic levels by collisional energy relaxation 

during the expansion process. 

This laser vaporisation - supersonic expansion (LVSE) technique allowed the 

experimentalist to pursue either of the main topics of cluster science with far 

greater ease than ever before. On the one hand, spectroscopic studies of small 

metal clusters, dimers and trimers, would be much easier due to the spectral 

simplification of studying energetically cold systems. The pulsed nature of the 

production technique was ideal for a mass-selective detection method. Indeed, 

the laser vaporisation sources were commonly being coupled to time-of-flight mass 

spectrometers. In the space of only a few years many of the electronic states of 

transition metal dimers had been probed with this new technique [13]. As well as 

providing small, extremely cold metal dimers, trimers, etc., the laser vaporisation 

technique allowed the production of very large clusters, depending on the choice of 

source conditions. This allowed another aspect of cluster research to be followed, 

namely the evolution of physical and chemical properties with cluster size, through 

the greatly extended range of cluster sizes available. Such a laser vaporisation 

cluster source was employed to carry out the experiments reported in this thesis. 

The increased interest in the study of metal clusters initially proved to be a 

boon for the theoreticians. The new experiments performed on metal dimers in 

particular allowed the theoretical scientists to check their predictions of molec-

ular constants (bond lengths, vibrational constants, bond energies, etc.), and to 

modify the models or techniques used. It didn't take long before the amount of 

experimental data had exceeded the theorists postulated properties for the cluster 

systems. The theoreticians have revelled in this setting, being able to fine-tune 
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existing models, and make intuitive leaps to prepare new models which could ac-

count for the wealth of experimental data provided. As the spectroscopic studies 

of dimer and trimer systems became more routine, the scientists in both camps 

ventured into the realms of larger clusters. 

Shell models were borrowed from nuclear physics, and adaptd to model metal 

cluster systems rather than groups of nuclear particles. These were developed 

into theories which allowed the prediction of electronic stabilities for some metal 

cluster species. This area of cluster research has been far from fully explored. The 

continual enhancement of experimental techniques means that a larger variety of 

clusters can be studied, and to a greater size regime. 

An excellent review of the theoretical techniques employed to study small metal 

clusters is presented in an article by Kouteck and Fantucci [27]. The results of 

calculations on many of these systems are summarised therein. The methods used 

for larger clusters are discussed in a later chapter of this thesis. 

The actual experiments that can be performed to produde the data that is 

so useful to theoreticians are many. An idea of how a molecule will behave in 

reactions can be gained through knowledge of how likely it is to donate or accept 

electrons. Thus measurements of ionisation potential (IP) and electron affinity 

(EA) are very important, and these types of measurements are possible on metal 

clusters produced by laser vaporisation. Metal cluster IPs can be bracketed [28], 

or inferred from photoionisation spectra obtained by varying the wavelength of 

ionisation [29]. The electron affinities of cluster anions can be obtained simply 

by studying the fluence dependence of the photodetachment process at different 

photon energies [30,31]. 

• An offshoot from photodetachment of electrons from mea.l cluster anions is 

the study of photofragmentation. If a specific cluster is mass-selected then its 

fragmentation channels can be probed by detection of the daughters produced 

after laser irradiation at various wavelengths [32,33,34]. Additionally, analysis of 

the kinetic energy of a detached electron by photoelectron spectroscopy provides 

a true insight into the evolution of band structure. One such study on copper 

clusters showed that by the time the cluster contains 410 constituent atoms, the 
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electronic levels have grown into electronic bands which are indistinguishable from 

those of bulk copper [35]. 

The laser vaporisation source can be modified to allow the introduction of 

various reagents into the cluster beam, thus permitting the study of the actual 

reactivities of various cluster species. The modification involves the use of a flow-

tube reactor, which is simply a channel into which dilute reactants are injected 

as the clusters flow through. The results of the reactions may often reveal details 

about chemisorption processes [36,37,38]. 

Of course, various spectroscopic techniques can be employed to probe small 

metal clusters. Resonant 2-photon ionisation (R2PI) and laser-induced fluores-

cence (LIF) are two of the most versatile techniques used to gain information 

about electronically excited states of cluster species [13]. Assignment of spectral 

features does become very difficult for clusters containing more than three atoms, 

however, so the bulk of data on larger clusters consists of IP and EA measure-

ments. Also for the larger systems, specific stabilities can be accounted for by 

proposing models which suggest favoured geometric or electronic structures for 

certain cluster species. One way in which these stabilities can manifest themselves 

is in the appearance of "magic numbers", anomalies in cluster abundance spectra. 

Certainly, the wealth of techniques available for studying clusters is over-

whelming. Another example is the observation of giant resonances within the 

photofragmentation cross-sections of mass-selected silver clusters [39], and simi-

larly for sodium clusters [40]. These plasmon resonances are attributable to col-

lective electronic excitations, and magic numbers are also exhibited in this type 

of experiment. 
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1.3 Outline of Thesis 

The exact topic of study in such a diverse field is obviously very difficult to choose. 

The laboratory in which the present studies were carried out contains two molecu-

lar beam machines which both allow cluster generation by laser '('aporisation, and, 

subsequent to laser photoionisation, detection by time-of-flight mass spectrometry 

(TOFMS). Previous workers in this particular group have concentrated on the 

electronic spectroscopy and IP measurements of coinage metal dimers [41,42,43]. 

As seen already, reviews from up to seven years ago have dealt with a vast propor-

tion of the homonuclear metal dimers available [13]. The study of heteronuclear 

dimers is straightforward if the melting points of the two metals are similar ( e.g. 

for CuAg [42] ), or if the luxury of the use of two vaporisation lasers is feasible 

[44]. The production of a mixed metal target is more difficult for species which 

have vastly different melting points. The inhomogeneity of the resultant target can 

lead to a varying amount of the heteronuclear dimer in the cluster beam from one 

sampling interval to the next. Needless to say, this situation is not close enough 

to the stable beam composition required to perform spectroscopic experiments. 

One area of the cluster field which is receiving a lot of interest now is the 

study of magic numbers for certain clusters. This side of the research field was 

considered to be an exciting alternative to the study of dimer systems, and leant 

more heavily towards the overall goal of cluster science, namely to help quantify 

the changes that occur with increasing cluster size. 

It was therefore decided appropriate to carry out experiments in order to at-

tempt to characterise some of these magic number cluster systems. This would 

diversify the range of experiments shown to be feasible on the cluster apparatus 

in this laboratory. The reasons for choosing the particular metal cluster systems 

that have been studied in this work are discussed in more depth in the individual 

chapters dealing with those experiments. The overall layout of this thesis is as 

follows : 
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In Chapter 2 the principles involved in the main components of the experimen-

tal cycle are described. Within this context the theories of the laser vaporisation 

and cluster growth processes are discussed, as well as the ionisation and detection 

techniques used for cluster identification. 

In Chapter 3 details of the actual equipment used in the cluster experiments 

reported in the remainder of the thesis are given. 

In Chapter 4 an outline of the electronic and geometric shell effects that have 

been used to account for cluster magic numbers is presented, together with illus-

trative examples from the literature of these two effects. 

Chapter 5 presents mass spectra obtained in this work for a variety of cluster 

systems to show the versatility of the laser vaporisation technique. Magic numbers 

from the spectra are commented upon, some of which are rat oiialised within the 

context of the models described in Chapter 4. 

In Chapter 6 the work carried out here on the Group-hA alkaline earth metal 

clusters, and their cluster oxides is described. The magic numbers observed for 

these species are examined, and compared with other work. 

Chapter 7 relates the work carried out in Lyon as part of a collaborative pro-

gramme sponsored by the British Council. The experimental set-up is described, 

and mass spectra of iron clusters are presented. Possible explanations of the ob-

served magic numbers for this system are detailed. 
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Chapter 2 

EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLES 

This chapter deals with the processes involved during the cluster experiments 

reported in the later chapters of this thesis. The experimental cycle can be broken 

down into several distinct elements from the vaporisation process to the detection 

of the clusters, and these are detailed here. Actual details of the equipment used 

to carry out the experiments are given in Chapter 3, and the slight variations for 

the apparatus used in Lyon are described in Chapter 7. 

2.1 The Experimental Cycle 

As intimated in the introduction, the technique used to generate clusters was 

that of pulsed laser vaporisation coupled with supersonic expansion. All of the 

experiments undertaken were of a pulsed nature, befitting the requirements of the 

laser vaporisation technique. The repetition rate of the experimental cycle was 

10Hz in Edinburgh, and 7.51lz in Lyon. The simplest way to expose the more 

vital components of the experiment, which will merit further discussion, is to 

follow the progress of a single metal atom through the molecular beam machine. 

For the sake of argument, this metal atom begins life near the surface of a 

metal taret which is housed in an evacuated vacuum chamber. Every tenth of 

a second a high density pulse of helium gas passes over the surface of the metal, 

but contained within a channel with a diameter on the order of 1mm. This gas 
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pulse is delivered from a molecular beam valve, and is typically a few hundred 

microseconds in durtion. As the helium passes over the target, the focussed, Q-

switched output of the Nd:YAG vaporisation laser strikes the surface of the metal. 

The point of interrogation is less than 1mm across. This laser pulse causes the 

rapid ejection of many metal atoms in the form of a hot plasma, and our atom 

of interest leaves its bulk surroundings to enter the gas phase. At this point it 

is swept along in the stream of helium carrier gas, and undergoes many collisions 

with atoms of both helium and metal. One metal atom maystick to another as 

the collision energy is removed by a third atom, and in this way clusters grow. 

After many such collisions, the cluster beam expands supersonically into the 

high vacuum chamber from the high pressure clustering region. Our metal atom 

is now part of a meta1 cluster whose internal degrees of freedom have been cooled 

dramatically into mainly translational energy in the direction of the carrier gas 

pulse. The beam of neutral clusters is collimated by passing through a skimmer, 

and then enters a second high vacuum chamber. 

There another pulse of laser light, normally in the ultraviolet region of the 

spectrum, intersects the cluster beam. The metal clusters absorb one or several 

photons, and the energy provided allows an electron to be ej&cted. The cluster is 

now charged, and feels an electrostatic pull in a direction perpendicular to that 

of its original flight. This force comes from the electric field existing between the 

plates of the ion source region of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS). 

The cluster ion is now accelerated to a velocity dependent on its mass. It then 

travels in a field-free region for a short while before it collides with a detector plate. 

This collision scatters many electrons which are detected, amplified and processed 

by a computer-controlled data acquisition system. The cluster's existence is over, 

but a record of it is stored in the computer, and we can judge how many atoms 

were incorporated in it by the length of time it took to hit the detector. 

Back at the cluster source in the main vacuum chamber, the whole process is 

beginning again. The metal target has rotated to expose a fresh, unpitted surface 

to the vaporisation laser beam, and another pulse of helium carrier gas passes over 

the surface to promote more cluster growth. 
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Thus we have described the experimental cycle and the general processes in-

volved. We can see that the important principles which should be understood 

include; the laser vaporisation process, the details of cluster growth and super-

sonic expansion, the photoionisation event, and the method of detection. These 

processes, which are fundamental to the workings of our cluster experiments, are 

now described in greater detail. 

2.2 The Laser Vaporisation Process 

Various processes can occur when pulsed laser radiation interacts with a metal 

surface [1]. The result of this interaction depends mainly on the power density, 

and on the duration of the laser pulse. The properties of the metal target are also 

important in determining how quickly heat diffuses through the material, and at 

what temperatures melting and vaporisation will take place. 

The main interaction processes are depicted in Figure 2-1. As the laser light is 

absorbed by the surface (Figure 2-1a), the metal begins to heat up, and eventually 

reaches the melting temperature. Thermal conduction allows propagation of the 

solid/liquid interface into the target material (Figure 2-1b). Meanwhile, the laser 

pulse is continuing to heat the target surface up to the vaporisation temperature, 

at which point gaseous material is driven from the surface, and a hole is drilled 

into the metal (Figure 2-1c). 

A higher power density could be obtained by using a Q-switched laser pulse [2]. 

The technique of Q-switching relates to rapidly changing the Quality (Q) factor of 

the laser. A high Q value essentially means that losses from the cavity are small. 

As energy is building up in the cavity, a steady state is reached when any further 

population inversion provided by the pump source is depleted by lasing action 

within the cavity. If this lasing action is halted, then the population inversion 

can be vastly increased. Typically, an electro-optic device is used to shield one 

of the cavity's end mirrors, resulting in a lowered Q value, and a build-up of 

energy. When the electro-optic shutter is opened, the Q factor is immediately 
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Figure 2-1: Results of laser interaction with-a metal surface. 
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switched to a high value, and the stored energy is released as a short, intense 

pulse of laser radiation. This pulse is a lot shorter than that provided by an un-

Q-switched laser, and power densities can easily exceed 10 8Wcm 2 . Under these 

extreme conditions, a different interaction process with the metal target can occur. 

One might reasonably assume that a higher power density would remove more 

material from the metal surface, but in fact an unexpected phenomenon occurs. 

The extremely rapid heating renders the melting process insignificant, and the 

metal surface vaporises on the nanosecond timescale. The ejected material is in 

the form of a hot, opaque plasma which shields the metal surface from the rest of 

the laser pulse, and itself absorbs more energy to become superheated (Figure 2-

1d). Thus the higher power density laser beam actually removes less material than 

one with a lower power density [3]. 

For our cluster experiments then, which process should we utilise? The less 

powerful laser pulses (lower than 108  Wcm 2 ) of longer duration (100zs-1ms) seem 

to be able to remove more material. If this was our only criterion then our choice 

is simple. However, the state of the material after removal is of great importance, 

and the low power density laser pulses tend to. cause the ejection of liquid droplets 

due to the slower, heating process. These liquid droplets can act as nucleation 

centres and use up the supply of free metal atoms which are the base units for 

cluster formation. 

It seems, therefore, that a compromise must be reached between the amount 

of material liberated from the surface, and the state it is in when released. So 

we return to the high power density regime depicted in Figure 2-1d, in which 

plasma production is favoured [4]. The only problem to be overcome is that of the 

excessive heating of the plasma. It turns out that entrainment in the carrier gas 

pulse does provide enough cooling to allow cluster growth to occur. Indeed, the 

scientific groups which carry out cluster experiments by this technique all tend to 

use a Q-switched N,:YAG or a noble gas-halogen excimer laser to accomplish the 

vaporisation step. 

Since we will work with a high power density and short laser pulse for our 

vaporisation proces, let us now examine this interaction more closely. We have 
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Figure 2-2: Helium pulse profile with no laser vaporisation. 

seen that in this power regime an opaque plasma forms very rapidly above the 

metal surface, shielding the target from the rest of the laser pulse. The plasma 

is not static, but continues to expand due to the pressure gradient present. The 

plasma then decouples from the surface and propagates towards the laser as a 

laser-supported absorption (LSA) wave. Evidence of this LSA wave has been 

provided photographically [5], and its presence can also be. monitored during the 

experiments performed here. 

Since the LSA wave propagates back towards the vaporisation laser, we can 

reason that during these cluster experiments it must interact with the pulse of 

helium carrier gas which passes over the metal surface as vaporisation occurs. 

Comparison of the helium pulse profile when the vaporisation laser is turned off 

with the profile when the laser is firing should, show some evidence of the LSA 

wave. 

Figure 2-2 shows a typical helium pulse profile. This set of data is obtained 
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Figure 2-3: 'Hole burning' in helium profile by LSA wave resulting from the 

laser vaporisation process. 

by ionising the helium beam after it has traversed the distance to the ion source 

region of the TOFMS, and detecting the signal from the resultant helium ions. 

The actual observation of a helium ion signal may have been unexpected due to 

the high ionisation potential of the helium atom. On interaction with laser light 

at 193 nm, four photons are required to ionise helium. The cross-section for this 

process is very small, but may be augmented by accidental near-resonance in one 

of the photon absorption steps. The overwhelming density of helium atoms in 

the molecular beam certainly contributes to the appreciable signal intensity which 

results. Varying the time at which the ionisation laser is fired provides a means of 

determining the helium density at different points in the gas pulse. Compare this 

with the pulse profile shown in Figure 2-3 in which a 'hole' is blown in the helium 

pulse by the LSA wave. The resulting local reduction in gas density at this point 

in the carrier gas pulse is preserved as the helium travels through the molecular 
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beam machine. Note that after the plasma has decoupled from the metal surface 

it does eventually dissipate to allow the vaporisation laser to interact with the 

surface once again. 

Thus, we now have some insight into the laser vaporisation process which causes 

the ejection of material from the metal surface in the form of a hot, dense plasma. 

This material expands from the metal surface into the path of the inert carrier gas 

pulse, and is swept along with the helium. 

2.3 Cluster Formation 

The actual process by which clusters form is difficult to b absolutely certain 

about, but a realistic model can be constructed which accounts for the cluster 

distributions observed. 

Firstly, the material vaporised from the metal target is assumed to be mostly 

in the form of single atomic units due to the extremely high temperatures at 

which the vaporisation process is driven [6]. This assumption is supported by the 

fact that the metal atom and dimer signals detected after ionisation are much 

more intense than any other species, even given that they generally have higher 

photoionisation thresholds than larger clusters. The entrainment process is ac-

complished by simple two-body collisions between metal species and carrier gas 

atoms. Once the plasma material has been swept into the carrier gas pulse with 

a certain amount of quenching, clustering can proceed by three-body collisions in 

which two metal particles collide, and excess energy is removed by collision with 

an inert gas atom. In this way the inert carrier gas acts as a heat bath for the 

dispersion of the condensation energy of clusters formed [7]. 

The larger clusters can be constructed either by coalescence of smaller clusters, 

or by an aggregation route in which single-atom addition to existing clusters is the 

main formation mechanism. Due to the overwhelming presence of atomic species 

in the beam, as mentioned previously, it is the second mechanism which is assumed 

to statistically dominate the cluster growth process [8,9]. 

lJ1 
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Since it is the three-body collisions which promote cluster growth, then one can 

assume that the cluster size distribution will he related to the length of time that 

the beam remains in a high pressure region in which collisions are frequent. Thus 

larger clusters can be preferentially formed by containing the cluster beam within 

a constricted channel for a longer period before expansion into the high vacuum 

occurs, which is the next step in the experimental cycle. Various geometries have 

been tested for these so-called clustering channels, and the results have shown 

agreement with the above arguments for cluster growth [10,11,12]. The other 

main factor which helps determine the extent of clustering is the backing pressure 

of the carrier gas. A higher pressure will allow more energy transfer collisions, and 

should thus promote the formation of larger clusters [6]. However, there is not a 

linear relationship between the backing pressure of the carrier gas and the size of 

clusters produced. If the backing pressure is too great then cluster growth can be 

impeded as the metal species find it difficult to come together within this denser 

sea of helium atoms. 

2.4 Supersonic Expansion of the Cluster Beam 

After cluster formation has occurred, the cluster beam is then expanded into the 

high vacuum region of the apparatus. The dynamical processes involved in this 

expansion depend on the Knudsen number, K, which is defined as 

(2.1) 

where 

A 0  is the mean free path of particles within the nozzle, and 

D is the diameter of the nozzle orifice through which the expansion takes place. 

Two distinct processes can be described. When K is 1arg, the conditions are 

such that effusive flow through th 
I 

e nozzle occurs. In this case there are effectively 

no collisions taking place. as material passes through the nozzle orifice. The second 

case is when K << 1, which is normally achieved by increasing the stagnation 

pressure within the nozzle to lower A 0 . These conditions lead to the beam exiting 
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the nozzle as a supersonic expansion [13,14]. This type of expansion was first 

proposed [15], and tried [16] simply in an effort to enhance the beam intensity 

relative to that achieved by effusive processes. However, other advantages were to 

result from this expansion technique. 

In the regime A o  << D, many collisions take place as the particles in the 

beam exit the nozzle orifice. These binary collisions cool the internal degrees of 

freedom of the beam species, allowing the conversion of translational, rotational, 

and vibrational energy into directed mass flow with a corresponding increase in 

beam velocity [17]. As the expansion continues, this leads to very low temperatures 

in the beam 1 , normally of the order; Ttrans = 0.5 - 20K, Trot  2 - 50K, T1b = 

10 - lOOK [18]. Very soon after expansion the beam becomes collisionless due to 

the high degree of directionality, and to the small spread in the velocities of the 

beam species, and these energy distributions become fixed. 

One effect of a seeded supersonic expansion in a carrier gas that must be noted 

is that of velocity slippage. The light carrier gas has a high thermal velocity, 

and two-body collisions will cause acceleration of the slower clusters which have 

been formed. It is only after this velocity averaging of all beam species takes 

place that the internal cooling, as mentioned above, can be promoted by lower 

energy collisions. For low carrier gas pressures the acceleration of seeding molecules 

remains incomplete, and this can give rise to velocity differences between the 

heavier clusters and the lighter carrier gas atoms [19]. This velocity slip effect can 

be overcome if a high carrier gas density is used, and the employment of a pulsed 

molecular beam valye leads to high enough helium pulse densities to render the 

velocity slippage effect negligible. 

An idea of the extent of the reduction in the spread of beam velocities can be 

gained from Figure 2-4. The velocity spread for a beam of helium atoms at 300K 

is given by the typical Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The temperature of the 

1 The higher vibrational temperature reflects the smaller cross-section for collisional 

removal of vibrational quanta from molecules in the expansion 
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Figure 2-4: Velocity distributions in a beam of helium atoms at 300K, and at 

5K. 
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supersonic beam produced in the experiments in this laboratory has been deduced 

from the comparison of experimental:results with simulations [20]. A spectroscopic 

study of the CuAg molecule at rovibronic resolution showed rotational level pop-

ulations consistent with an internal rotational temperature for the dimer of less 

than 20K. Since the molecules are colder translationally than rotationally, then 

the translational temperature was estimated to be approximately 5K. The velocity 

spread for such a helium beam at 5K is also shown in Figure 2-4. However, the 

most probable velocity is now about 1700ms 1 . As well as the reduced spread in 

velocities, we can also see that the supersonic expansion leads to a higher propor-

tion of beam constituents having the average velocity. This property manifests 

itself in a reduced degradation of the beam pulse shape as it travels downstream. 

The term 'supersonic expansion' refers to tFle fact that the beam velocity ex-

ceeds that of the local speed of sound, which is lowered by the effective temperature 

decrease in the beam (the speed of sound is proportional to the square root of the 

temperature). This supersonic expansion results in a beam which is much less 

diffuse than the beam emitted effusively from a nozzle. This increased direction-

ality allows analysis of a greater proportion of the beam species, even after the 

expansion has proceeded a long way downstream from the nozzle orifice. 

The advantages which were revealed in this new expansion process are related 

to the extreme cooling of the beam species which occurs during expansion. Spec-

troscopic work is made more straightforward. The spectral simplification and 

enhanced transition intensities that result from having the molecules in only a 

few quantum states make the assignment of spectral featured' much less arduous. 

The cooling also permits the study of very weakly bound molecules or complexes 

which would normally be difficult to study as they tend to dissociate even at room 

temperature. 

The cooling process obviously depends on the carrier gas used, and studies of 

the degree of cooling for different carrier species have been made [21]. Normally, for 

the type of cluster experiment described in this work, helium is the chosen carrier 

gas. It leads to the creation of very cold beams, but avoids the complications which 
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can arise when more polarisable carrier gases, such as argon, form complexes with 

metal particles. 

As well as the distinctive properties discussed above, the supersonic expansion 

also produces a shock wave which travels ahead of the expansion. This has the 

effect of pushing residual gas out of the path of the oncoming cluster beam [22], 

and thus has the bonus effect of allowing a higher background pressure in the 

vacuum chamber. This makes the pursuit of these types of experiments more 

feasible, as the pumpingrequirements are made less stringent. 

However, one cannot simply accept this benefit which results from the shock 

wave without probing any disadvantageous effects which may also be present. The 

experiments performed in this laboratory involve skimming this supersonic cluster 

beam, and one study has shown that the relationship between the dimensions 

of the skimmer and the properties of the shock wave are very important indeed 

[23]. It is found that the bow shock wave tends to 'attach; itself to the tip of 

the skimmer cone, but it is found that when the skimmer cone angle exceeds a 

certain critical value, the shock wave can detach, leaving a free area between the 

shock front and the apex of the skimmer. This may not seem important, but if 

the gas passes the skimmer edges in the post-shock state, then the advantages of 

supersonic expansion will be lost as the beam is reheated. 

One further point which must be considered is the placement of the skimmer. 

If it is too near a vacuum chamber wall, then hackscattered gas can interfere with 

the cluster beam. The solution is simply to stand the skimmer off the wall upon 

which it is mounted. 

Once all of these points have been considered, the experimental set-up pro-

duces a beam of cluster species seeded in an inert gas expansion. After passing 

through the skimmer for collimation purposes, the beam can be truly described 

as a molecular beam. Ramsey [24] describes a molecular beam as 

a large number of molecules moving practically collision free in a highly 

evacuated space in straight and almost parallel trajectories. 
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This molecular beam continues to travel onwards until it reaches the ion source 

region of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer. It is here that the clusters interact 

with laser light in one of various possible ionisation steps. 

2.5 Laser Photoionisation Processes 

The interaction of one or more photons from the laser light field with a metal 

cluster can have different effects depending on the energy of the photons, and on 

the specific configuration of eigenstates within the absorbing species. In these 

cluster experiments, detection requires that the metal aggregates be in the form 

of ions, so we must examine how this cluster-photon interaction can give rise to 

charged clusters. 

The main processes are depicted in Figure 2-5 which show only 1- and 2-photon 

processes. More photons can be absorbed, but this is less likely, and in any case 

can be easily related to the absorption schemes shown. Figure 2-5a shows the 

simplest process in which the energy imparted to the cluster by absorption of a 

single laser photon is sufficient to cause the ejection of an electron, leaving a cluster 

with a single positive charge. This first case can show the versatility of the laser 

as an ionising tool. At low laser power densities only one photon is absorbed and 

an idea of the neutral cluster distribution can be obtained. If the laser power is 

increased, then further photon absorption above the ionisation limit can lead to 

fragmentation of the cluster. The important point is that it is possible to control 

the 'hardness' of th ionisation process with laser sources [25]. 

The remaining schematics in Figure 2-5 show possible 2-photon ionisation 

processes, which are generally much less likely to occur than 1-photon processes 

if no resonant enhancement takes place. We can get an idea of the relative ease 

of these ionisation schemes by examining the rate equation for photon absorption, 

which is generally given as 

W, = cr,I" 	 (2.2) 
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Figure 2-5: The main photoionisation schemes for laser light interactions with 

molecules. 
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where 

W is the transition rate of an n-photon process in 

o is the absorption cross-section for an n-photon process, and 

I is the radiation flux in photons cm 2  

Typical values for the absorption cross-sections [261 are 

o•i 	1O 8cm 2  

0'2 10 50 cm 4 s 

It is apparent that the simultaneous absorption of two photons is much less likely. 

Thus a higher laser power must be used in order to provide a sufficient number 

of ions via a 2-photon ionisation process. This non-resonant absorption process is 

depicted in Figure 2-5b. The energy provided by the first photon promotes the 

molecule to a 'virtual', state from which the second photon can ionise the molecule 

[18]. 

If the first photon excites the cluster to real intermediate rovibronic state, as 

shown in Figure 2-5c, then a resonant-enhancement occurs, and the two-photon 

cross-section is much higher than that given above for a non-resonant transition. 

Similarly, if the virtual level is even close to a real eigenstate of the cluster, then 

some degree, of enhancement of the transition probability occurs. 

Finally, Figure 2-5d shows that it is possible to construct a two-colour ex-

periment which is useful for probing electronic states less than halfway between 

the neutral and ionic ground states. Here, the first photon is resonant with a 

real level from which a more energetic second photon can ionise the molecule of 

interest. The R2PI schemes shown in Figures 2T-5c  and 2-5d were made use of in 

some of the spectroscopic experiments carried out. In practice this involved scan-

ning the wavelength of a dye laser and monitoring the detected cluster ion signal 

intensities. A spectrum of signal intensity against laser wavelength for a partic-

ular cluster then reveals electronic level structure as enhancements in cluster ion 

intensity occur when a photon is resonantly absorbed. 

A simple method for deducing the number of photons of a specific energy that 

are required to ionise a particular cluster can be found by reformulating the photon 

absorption rate equation given above. If logarithms are applied throughout then 
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the equation takes the form 

lnW=lnci+n1nI 	 (2.3) 

Thus if the logarithm of. the laser power density is plotted against the logarithm 

of the cluster intensity, a straight line with an integral gradient should result, this 

gradient being equal to the number of photons, n, required to ionise the cluster [27]. 

In this way, the ionisation potential (IP) of the cluster can be broadly bracketed 

since 

(n - 1)E < IF <nE 	 (2.4) 

where E is the energy of a single photon. By considering these power dependence 

plots for several different wavelengths of ionising radiation it is possible to roughly 

place the ionisation potentials of cluster species [28]. 

We can now summarise the effects of photoionisation with respect to these 

types of experiments. The characteristics of the laser source are very well suited 

to controlling whether the ionisation process is soft or hard. The properties of 

these photoionisation processes also mesh well with the ion source requirements 

for time-of-flight mass spectrometry, which is our choice of detection method. 

These properties include the formation of ions in a very short time, within a very 

definite and restricted volume if required, and resulting in a high density of nascent 

Ions. 

One final point must be made with respect to the degree of fragmentation which 

can be expected when ionising a particular cluster. For hydrogen-bonded, and 

some van der Waals clusters, fragmentation can occur even under very soft ionisa-

tion conditions. This is due to a fundamental difference between neutral and ionic 

ground state geometries. However, it has been calculated that for metallic clusters 

containing more than four atoms, the neutral and ionic ground state geometries 

are typically very similar. Hence for metal clusters the degree of fragmentation 

should only depend on the power density of the, ionising laser [29]. 
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2.6 Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometry 

The use of time-of-flight mass spectrometry works well in the types of experiment 

described here, since, as previously mentioned, it provides a detection method 

which complements the pulsed ionisation technique very we11. The main principle 

determining the action of this technique is very simple. It relies on the fact that 

the ions are all created within a uniform electric field which imparts an equivalent 

amount of kinetic energy to each ion formed. As the ions are accelerated out of 

this field, and into a field-free path leading to the detector, they each attain a 

velocity dependant on their mass to charge ratio. The velocities of the nascent 

ions are such that the flight time, t, in the field-free region is related to the cluster 

mass, m, assuming equal charges on all species, in the following manner: 

tcx/ 
	

(2.5) 

In this way, clusters of differing mass separate temporally during the flight pe-

nod, impacting at the detector in discrete bunches. As the cluster mass increases, 

the time between detection of two consecutive particle bunches becomes smaller, 

and the resolution is eventually limited by this factor. 

The advantages of using a time-of-flight detection set-up are readily apparent 

[30]. A particularly attractive feature is that a complete mass spectrum can be 

obtained from a single ionisation event, allowing very small amounts of sample 

to be completely characterised. Routine sampling rates can allow an entire mass 

spectrum to be recorded in a matter of microseconds, which compares exceedingly 

well with electric or magnetic sector instruments which must be slowly scanned 

over the course of several hours to collect a full mass spectrum. To contrast with a 

sector instrument again, the time-of-flight experimental set-up is far more robust, 

as its accuracy depends on electronic circuitry rather than on accurate mechanical 

alignment or stable magnetic fields. The TOFMS also caters for an effectively 

unlimited mass range, depending on experimental parameters. 
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The main disadvantage of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer when originally 

introduced was the very low mass resolution. On older instruments it was fre-

quently not possible to resolve adjacent mass peaks above 100 mass units. This 

was a crucial drawback, and was the reason why this type of mass analyser was 

hardly utilised at all prior to the 1960s. Since then, there have been many ad-

vances in time-of-flight technology, resulting in enhancements in resolution of over 

three orders of magnitude. Nowadays, with this one major disadvantage overcome, 

the TOFMS instrument is one of the most versatile forms of mass spectrometer 

available and is extremely well regarded and widely used. 

The main factors which caused the deterioration of resolution were first anal-

ysed by Wiley and McLaren [31]. Up until this analysis, conventional time-of-flight 

mass spectrometers consisted of a single extraction field coupled to a field-free drift 

region. After analysing the reasons for such low resolution, Wiley and McLaren 

proposed the addition of an extra extraction field, creating the double-field instru-

ment which is the forefather of all modern time-of-flight machines. 

The factors which limit the resolution can be listed and examined in order to 

discard the trivial points, and tackle the major problems [32]. The mass resolution 

depends on the time spread of a bunch of equhalent ions as it reaches the detec-

tor. This is affected detrimentally by space charge effects as the ions are created, 

inhomogeneous electric fields in the source, the finite frequency response of the 

detection system, the temporal spread of the ionising laser pulse, the initial dis-

tribution of ion velocities, and the size of the ionisation volume. Let us deal with 

each point in turn, presenting solutions which inhibit the contribution of specific 

factors to the resolution problem. 

Space charge effects involve the temporal spreading of an ion packet due to 

coulombic repulsion. These effects are normally significant if ion densities exceed 

107cm 3  [33]. The densities calculated in the ion source region of our machine 

rarely exceed 10 6cm 3  for a typical cluster experiment [20]. In any case, ion 

densities can be reduced by using lower laser powers. As such, space charge effects 

are anticipated to, have a negligible contribution to the degradation of resolution. 

Inhomogeneous electric fields must be reduced by careful design of the extrac- 
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tion optics. Care must be taken to decrease the effects of fringing fields and field 

deformations due to the presence of grids in the extraction plates. Since the ion 

source region is one of the most crucial areas in the experimental set-up, enough 

care is usually taken during fabrication to provide sufficiently homogeneous elec-

tric fields for the ion extraction. Again, this factor contributes very little towards 

resolution problems. 

The question of the response of the detection system is irrelevant due to the 

sub-nanosecond rise times of microchannel plates, and the fast, high-frequency 

counting rates available through modern electronics. 

The increase in cluster ion packet width due to the finite duration of the ion-

ising laser pulse is another factor which has been effectively solved by modern 

technology. Identical ions can be created at the start or end of the laser pulse, 

leading to a finite time interval between the extraction of the two ions. This would 

have caused a great lowering of resolution were it not for the advent of very short 

duration pulsed lasers. The ionisation laser used here has a pulse width of about 

iOns which allows us to discount this factor from influencing the resolution of the 

mass spectr9meter to any substantial degree. 

The final two points to be considered turn out to be the most influential. Since 

the mass spectrometer is usually mounted perpendicularly to the cluster beam 

source, then any off-axis velocity components in the beam species lead to problems 

when extracting equivalent ions which possess different initial velocities along the 

axis of the spectrometer. In the present work this problem is less important due to 

the choice of the cluster production method. The fact that a supersonic molecular 

beam is used means that the off-axis component of cluster velocities is several 

orders of magnitude smaller than can be obtained with a thermal source. This 

limits the effect of this factor on instrument resolution, but its contribution will be 

discussed anyway. In addition, the size of the ionisation volume is finite, leading to 

the creation of ions in different positions within the extraction field. This definitely 

leads to resolution problems. A closer look at these more important factors is now 

warranted. 

Firstly, we can easily visualise the time-of-flight mass spectrometer as con- 
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sisting of several regions containing electric fields. Figure 2-6 shows the original 

single-field instrument, and the Wiley and McLaren double-field modification. In 

these schematics we can describe the effects on machine resolution by following 

the trajectories of two ions created within the first electric field, E 3 , bounded by 

voltage plates Vi and V2. These ions have equivalent mass and charge. Three con-

tributions to the resolution can be detailed. Time resolution is due to the creation 

of these two identical ions at different points in time, the maximum time difference 

dictated by the duration of the ionisation laser; pulse. As mentioned, this factor 

can be neglected due to the short laser pulses in use. The contribution known 

as energy resolution stems from the initial velocity components along the axis of 

the mass spectrometer. These two identical ions formed at the same position, but 

with oppositely directed velocities of the same magnitude will be separated by 

the time taken for the electrostatic field to turn around the ion initially travelling 

away from the detector. The use of a molecular beam does limit the contribution 

of this factor. 

Space resolution gives a measure of how well the spectrometer can resolve 

masses despite the initial space distribution of ions in the source, caused by the 

finite ionisation volume. Again, if we follow two identical ions, but this time 

separated in space, then the ion nearest the field-free region Qbviously enters this 

region first. However, the second ion attains a greater velocity while it takes longer 

to exit the extraction region. There is a point known as the 'space focus' where 

the faster ion catches up with the slower ion. If the detector is placed at this point 

of space focus then the optimum space resolution is achieved. However, for the 

single-field mass spectrometer, the space focus is given by the purely geometric 

condition D = 2s, where D is the distance from plate V2 to the space focus, 

and So is the distance from the point of ion creation to plate V2. This condition 

requires the detector to be so close to the extraction region that the short ion flight 

times hinder mass discrimination for higher mass clusters. It is plain to see that 

longer flight times would give the opportunity to achieve a system with greater 

resolution. The addition of the second field by Wiley and McLaren introduced 

two new system parameters; the distance, d, between plates V2 and V3, and the 
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Figure 2-6: Schematics of the single- and -double-field timeof-fiight mass spec-

trometers 
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ratio of the fields, Ed/E3.  Here, the space focus position is variable, depending on 

the field ratio parameter which is easily adjusted. It is this Wiley and McLaren 

set-up which is used in the experiments reported in later chapters. 

Since the time of the initial improvement to the time-of-flight mass spectrom-

eter which made the machine competitive, there have been further modifications 

suggested which have improved the resolution attainable with a time-of-flight de-

tection system. For the double-field instrument mentioned above, the perpendicu-

lar arrangement of the molecular beam and mass spectrometer requires some way 

of compensating for the initial beam velocity after ion extraction. In our appa-

ratus this takes the form of a set of deflection plates positioned just behind the 

extraction region, and this is detailed in the next chapter. Another possibility is 

to tilt plates in the ion source so that a component of the electric extraction field 

counteracts the velocity of the incoming cluster, beam [34]. 

One of the most notable efforts to increase the resolution of the mass spectrom-

eter was the addition of a so-called reflectron mirror described by Mamyrin and 

co-workers [35]. The design of the second mass spectrometer in this laboratory is 

based on the reflecting field time-of-flight machine (RETOFMS) of Mamyrin, and 

a schematic of this is presented in Figure 2-7. It is clear that a reasonably long 

ion flight time is required to allow clusters of different mass to charge ratios to 

separate sufficiently in time. In a conventional mass spectrometer, this criterion 

would be fulfilled at the expense of mass resolution. However,, the reflecting field 

set-up is able to counter this problem. The lowered resolution would come about 

by two otherwise identical cluster ions temporally separating due to different ini-

tial kinetic energies. Although the faster ion reaches the reflecting field ahead of 

the slower ion, it penetrates further into the field due to its greater energy. The 

slower ion is reflected much more quickly, and emerges from the ion mirror ahead 

of the faster cluster ion. The ion mirror parameters are chosen so that the detector 

is positioned at the point where the fast ion catches up with the slower ion, thus 

resulting in an enhancement of resolution. 
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Figure 2-7: A representation of the reflecting field TOFMS, with ion trajectories 

shown. 
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Chapter3 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

This chapter presents details of the equipment used to perform the cluster experi-

ments described later. The main experimental principles outlined in the preceding 

chapter rely on the use of some quite sophisticated items of scientific apparatus. 

The molecular beam machine and laser systems are described, as well as the main 

functions of the experimental control and data acquisition set-up. A schematic 

diagram of the cluster machine used at Edinburgh is presented in Figure 3-1, 

showing the main elements of the apparatus and how they are linked together. 

Details of the cluster apparatus in Lyon are given in Chapter 7. 

3.1 The Vacuum System 

The need for a high vacuum system in which to carry out molecular beam ex-

periments is obvious. The molecular beam machine used at Edinburgh consists 

of three sequentially connected chambers evacuated by a system of rotary and oil 

diffusion pumps. All three chambers were fashioned from 16mm thick 304 stainless 

steel, and the pumping requirements were reduced by relying on the principle of 

differential pumping [1]. 

The main chamber is a stainless steel cuboid with outer dimensions of 635 x 

370 x 370mm, producing an internal volume of 69 litres. This chamber houses the 

molecular beam valve, cluster source, and beam skimmer. Access to these internal 
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components is afforded via the two aluminium side flanges which are both fitted 

with two 135mm diameter perspex viewing ports, and a central 50mm diameter 

quartz window through which the vaporisation laser is directed. The window to 

allow laser access is distanced from one side flange.on a 300mm long stand-off 

tubulation which helps to minimise the deposition of vaporised material on the 

quartz window. 

The main chamber pumping system allows base pressures of 2 x 10 7mbar to be 

reached, usually rising by two orders of magnitude when an experiment is running. 

This low pressure is achieved with a CVC PBA 1000 oil diffusion pump filled with 

1000ml of Convoil 20 pump fluid. This pump has a water-cooled half chevron baffle 

which reduces the maximum pumping speed from 53001s 1  to 26901s 1  for air up to 

10 3mbar. The diffusion pump is backed by an Edwards E2M40 two-stage rotary 

pump working in tandem with an Edwards E11250 roots blower which together 

can remove air at 8.5 mbar Is_i.  The chamber and pump foreline pressures are 

monitored by Edwards PRL 010 Pirani, and CP25-K Penning gauges. 

Since this vacuum chamber houses the metal cluster target, ease of access is 

essential for changing or cleaning targets, or modifying the source in order to 

limit the down-time of the machine. Thus the chamber can be quickly isolated 

from the pumping system, and from the second chamber by two pneumatically 

operated gate valves,. External adjustments to the cluster source can be made via 

the top and end stainless steel flanges. On the top flange is mounted the driving 

mechanism which continually moves the target to expose a fresh surface to the 

vaporisation laser, and the end flange is constructed in such a way as to allow 

three-axis adjustment of the cluster source position. 

As mentioned, within this chamber is also a molecular beam skimmer con-

structed of electroformed nickel (Beam Dynamics, Inc.). The skimmer orifice has 

a nominal diameter of either 2.5mm or 5.0mm, and an included angle of 30 0 . Be-

hind this skimmer is the gate valve which, when open, allows the cluster beam to 

enter the second vacuum chamber. 

This chamber, known as the A-chamber, is a stainless steel cube of 285mm 

outside dimension with an inner volume of 16 litres. The ion extraction region 
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of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer is housed here, and the cluster beam is 

therefore photoioniséd within this chamber. 

An Edwards E09 oil diffusion pump is suspended beneath the A-chamber, and 

is fitted with a water-cooled baffle, which limits the pumping speed to 20001s 1 , 

giving an ultimate pressure of 5 x 10 8mbar. This diffusion pump is backed by two 

Edwards E2M18 rotary pumps operating in parallel to allow easy maintenance of 

one of these pumps, if required. Chamber pressures are measured by a Balzers 

TPR 010 Pirani gauge for the range 100 - 5.6 x 10 4 mbar, and a Balzers IKR 

020 cold cathode ionisation gauge which covers the pressure region 5 x iO - 4 

x 10 10mbar. The base pressure in the A-chamber is normally 1.2 x 10 7mbar, 

typically rising to about 1 x 10 6mbar during an experiment. 

The interrogation of the cluster beam entering this chamber is achieved by 

directing the ionising laser beam in through a 50mm diameter quartz window 

positioned centrally on either of the two circular, stainless steel side flanges. The 

nascent ions are extracted by the time-of-flight ion optics positioned here, and these 

are connected through four high voltage feedthroughs in one of the side flanges, 

via MHV connectors to the high voltage supplies which generate the required 

extraction and deflection fields. The stainless steel field-free drift tube of the 

mass spectrometer extends vertically from the top flange of the A-chamber, and 

is 132cm long, with an inner diameter of 4cm. This top flange also supports 

a double-skinned dewar which surrounds the lower 66cm of the flight tube, and 

extends down into the chamber by 6.4cm to support the ion optics mount. During 

experiments this dewar is filled with liquid nitrogen, and the resulting cryopumping 

effect can reduce the base pressure in the A-chamber by an order of magnitude. A 

copper cryoshield is affixed to the base of the dewar, and encloses the ion source 

region. There are four 40mm diameter holes in the copper box to allow passage 

of the molecular beam and the laser. 

Any unionised clusters enter the third chamber (B-chamber) which acts as a 

dump tank to pump away the remainder of the beam. This chamber is identical in 

size to the A-chamber, and also has a double-skinned dewar on the top flange, but 

without the flight tube. The diffusion pump is an Edwards Diffstak 160, pumping 
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speed 13001s 1 , and this is connected to the same parallel combination of two 

Edwards E2M18 rotary pumps which back the A-chamber diffusion pump. The 

chamber pressure is measured by a Balzers TPR 010 Pirani gauge, and normally 

registers 7 x 10 8mbar, or 3 x 10 6 mbar whilst an experiment is running. 

All of the pressure gauges in the three chambers, and on the pump forelines are 

connected to digital (Balzers P1KG 100 and Edwards 1105) or analogue (Edwards 

Penning 505) controllers. 

3.2 The Molecular Beam Valve 

The output from the molecular beam valve is directed down the axis of the cluster 

machine by incorporating it within a holding mount fixed to the end flange of 

the main chamber. This holding mount is actually a tube which extends into 

the chamber from the centre of the stainless steel end flange. The degree of 

protrusion of the tube into the chamber can be varied by means of a screw-type 

Z-axis translator. The lateral and vertical position of the tube can also be varied 

by adjusting the positioning screws which hold the flange in place. This coarse 

XYZ translating device is extremely useful for adjusting the alignment of the 

molecular beam with respect to the skimmer and A-chamber ion source region. 

The molecular beam valve itself is held in place within the central tube, allowing 

the valve body to be exposed to exterior atmospheric pressure whilst presenting 

the valve orifice, through which the carrier gas is pulsed, to the high vacuum of the 

main chamber. The electrical and gas supplies to the valve can be passed through 

the hollow tube and connected easily to the rear of the valve. 

The carrier gas pulse is produced by opening and closing the valve rapidly, and 

these events are signalled by trigger pulses from a computer-controlled pulse delay 

generator. The actual opening and closing mechanisms depend specifically on the 

type of molecular beam valve used, and two different valves were utilised during 

the course of these experiments. The first valve was a Newport Model BV100. 

Its operation has been described in the literature [2], but briefly its action relies 
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on the use of two coiled solenoids and a soft iron actuator. The actuator has a 

viton tip at one end, and this seals against the 500,am output orifice of the valve. 

The application of a current to the solenoid known as the 'open' coil induces a 

magnetic field in the coil which is sufficient to pull the actuator towards it and 

away from the orifice, allowing the carrier gas to escape. The current to the 'open' 

coil is terminated as a current is applied to the 'close' coil. This snaps the actuator 

back to its original position allowing the viton tip to seal the valve orifice, and 

cutting off the gas pulse. The use of this particular valve was limited due to its 

unreliability when operating at pulse lengths shorter than 900s with high backing 

pressures. 

A more reliable pulsed nozzle was the General Valve Corporation Series 9 

pulsed valve, which was employed for the majority of the experiments reported 

here. The operation of this valve is essentially the same as the Newport Model 

BV100 but for the fact that a spring is used in place of the 'close' coil. Applying 

current to the 'open' coil results in the valve orifice opening as the teflon tipped 

actuator is retracted. When the current ceases to flow, however, the valve seals as 

the actuator is driven back into place by the spring. 

A comparison of the performance of the two valves revealed that the Newport 

valve produced more intense pulses of gas with a sharper profile, but the General 

Valve was found to be superior in terms of reliability. Its slightly degraded pulse 

profile was still acceptable as is demonstrated by the profile of the helium gas pulse 

from this valve which was shown earlier in Figure 2-2. 

For some of the experiments discussed in the later chaptèrs the usual nylon 

feed line for the carrier gas from the helium cylinder to the molecular beam valve 

was replaced with a length of copper tubing. A section of this tubing was coiled 

and immersed in liquid nitrogen. This served to trap out any impurities present 

in the helium supply, and also cooled the helium to some extent. This alteration 

was used on some of the experiments on the Group-hA metals due to the fact that 

these species react very readily with impurities, especially oxygen. 
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3.3 The Cluster Source 

The entire clustering process relies on the interaction of the vaporisation laser, 

the metal target, and the pulse of helium carrier gas in the cluster source. The 

source consists of a faceplate which can be attached to the output orifice of the 

molecular beam valve. The specific geometric considerations of the faceplate design 

depend on which of two basic target types are utilised. Originally, the target was 

presented in the form of a cylindrical rod, but a flat disc is also commonly used 

as a vaporisation target. 

The most often used target in this laboratory, and generally by other cluster 

groups is the rod source. A representation of the rod source faceplate in which 

clustering is promotd can be seen in Figure 3-2. 

The details of the faceplate, which was made from brass, are very simple and 

the design originates from the earliest cluster experiments using the laser vapor-

isation technique [3]. Three mutually perpendicular channels are drilled through 

the faceplate allowing passage of the laser vaporisation beam, the helium pulse 

from the molecular beam valve, and accommodating the target rod. The body of 

the faceplate is 29 x 29 x 11mm, and the three channels havelightly differing di-

mensions. The acces channel for the vaporisation laser pulse is 3mm in diameter, 

and passes laterally through the faceplate. The helium carrier gas enters and exits 

the faceplate via a 1mm diameter channel from the centre of the back of the plate 

which lies directly over the output orifice of the valve, intersecting the first chan-

nel. The third channel is 5mm in diameter, and passes vertically down through 

the faceplate, but slightly displaced from the central position so that when the 

rod is suspended through this hole the helium pulse can graze the rod's surface 

without having its flow characteristics perturbed too much. The faceplate has one 

additional feature which is necessary to minimise any off-axis gas leakage. The 

laser access channel is fitted with a 1mm inner diameter insert,piece which still al-

lows passage of the vaporisation beam, but limits the amount of carrier gas which, 

may escape by this route. 
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Onto the front of the faceplate is fitted an extension attachment which simply 

provides a longer channel in which the helium and entrained species can interact. 

An 0-ring is positioned between the faceplate and the attachment piece, of which 

several were fabricated with varying channel geometries. Also shown in Figure 3-

2 are extender pieces which were simply fixed over the snout of the extension 

attachment with a grub screw. This again allowed a quick and easy method for 

altering the length of the clustering region before supersonic expansion could take 

place. 

Most of the target rods used were obtained commercially, and machined to 

snugly fit the approiiriate channel in the faceplate. The top of the rod was coupled 

by universal joints to an 8-32 UNF rod which in turn was connected through a 

Cajon seal in the top flange of the main chamber to a stepper motor (McLennan 

Model 34 HS-106). This permitted rotation of the rod, along with simultaneous 

translation by coupling to a screw mechanism. Two microswitches were used to 

change the direction of travel of the rod, thus limiting the target area probed. 

The range of clusters which could be generated using the rdd source was limited 

by the bulk charactristics of the target species. If a metal is too brittle or too soft 

then there is a danger that the rod will break or adhere to the inner channel of 

the faceplate. The rod source also proved to be a hindrance when the production 

of mixed cluster species became a desirable goal. The formation of mixed metal 

rods could be accomplished in some cases such as for the studies of CuAg carried 

out in this laboratory [4], but the materials to be combined only mix well if they 

possess similar melting points and densities. One way around this problem is 

to vaporise two different rods mounted within the same faceplate [5]. This is 

not the most easily accessible solution, however, since the requirement for two 

vaporisation lasers is not the optimum way of utilising limited facilities in most 

academic laboratories. 

In 1986 a modification to the cluster source region was described which allowed 

a circular disc of material to be used as a target in place of the usual rod [6]. mi-
tially this was designed to allow vaporisation of circular semiconductor wafers, but 

it was found that discs of mixed materials could be easily made and interrogated 
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using this source configuration. A schematic diagram of the disc source used in 

this work is shown in Figure 3-3. The source consists of two ecentric cams linked 

by a belt drive and pivot arm. This disc source mount was fixed to the beam 

valve, and coupled to the stepper motor in the same way as the rod source. The 

motion of the stepper motor was translated into a slow rotation of the disc, and 

the cam shaft system also caused the axis of rotation to move slowly. In this way, 

1he vaporisation laser cut a spiral pathway over the surface of the disc. 

Target discs were produced simply by compressing metal powder within a 

stainless steel mould under a hydraulic press. The integrity of a mixed metal 

disc tended to vary according to how well matched the bulk properties of the 

two bulk metals were. Two separate coinage metals would combine well into a 

hard, strong disc, whereas a mixture of alkali and coinage meal powders resulted 

in the production of a brittle disc that could be used for only a moderate time 

before major fracturing occurred. In general, though, it should be possible to 

make a great variety of mixed metal targets, even using a further metal powder to 

help with binding, or to study cluster species containing three or more different 

constituent elements. 

3.4 Laser Systems 

The lasers used in this laboratory for cluster experiments are described below. 

The alignment of these laser systems with respect to the molecular beam ma-

chine is critical, so all lasers were positioned on extremely sturdy tables which 

were constructed of steel to allow the attachment of magnetic mounts to hold the 

required optical components. Adjustable feet on these tables permitted coarse 

movement of the laser, but the more critical manoeuvring of the output beam 

position was achieved by fine adjustments of the turning or focussing optics. Of 

the laser descriptions that follow, the Nd:YAG laser was used as the vaporisation 

laser, whilst the other laser systems described were used to photoionise the cluster 

species generated. 
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3.4.1 Nd:YAG laser 

The active medium in an Nd:YAG laser consists of the isotropic crystal Y 2 A150 12  

(yttrium-aluminium garnet, YAG) in which approximately 1% of the yttrium is 

replaced by neodymium: Energy levels of the Nd 3  ion within the YAG crystal 

environment are positioned such that efficient lasing action can occur with the 

generation of predominantly 1064 nm light. 

The actual model of Nd:YAG laser used in these experiments was a JK Hyper-

YAG Model HY750 which was set up with a folded-geometry oscillator-amplifier 

configuration. The lasing material consisted of two 3" long Nd:YAG rods, one of 

4mm diameter in the oscillator assembly, and the other of 8mm diameter in the am-

plifier stage. Each rod was pumped by a xenon flashlamp, and both the oscillator 

and amplifier stages' featured a x2 Galilean telescope which helped to compensate 

for thermal lensing 'effects. The oscillator cavity was bounded by a 5m radius 

of curvature, concave rear mirror of maximum reflectivity, and also contained a 

plane output coupler. Beyond the oscillator was a Pockels cell which allowed the 

possibility of Q-switching the laser output. The Q-switch assembly consisted of 

a dielectric polariser with a Brewster-angled KD*P  crystal and an optical rhomb 

to compensate for any beam deviation. The oscillator output passed through the 

amplifier region, and the amplified output then impinged on a thermally stabilised 

oven containing CD*A  and  KD*P  doubling crystals. The positioning of either or 

both of these crystals in the beam path allowed the generation of second, third, or 

fourth harmonics of the fundamental 1064 nm laser line. These higher harmonics 

were separated by passage through a pair of Brewster-angled gull wing prisms. 

Typical powers available from this laser at 10Hz were: 

1064 nm 	800 mJpulse 1  

532 nm 	320 mJpulse' 

355 nm 	170 mJpulse' 

The second harmonic 532 nm output was used 'to vaporise the target species for 

cluster generation. The operation of the laser required a trigger pulse to fire the 
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flashlamps, and a separate pulse to operate the Q-switch. The computer-controlled 

data acquisition and control system allowed precise timing of these trigger pulses, 

and the output power of the laser was most easily varied by changing the time 

delay before Q-switching. The problem of thermal lensing, which is caused by 

temperature gradients within the beam path leading to gradients in the refractive 

index [7], is minimised by running the laser at a strict, invariant repetition rate of 

10Hz. 

Typically the YAC output power used was anywhere up to 50 mJpulse 1 , 

focussed by a 1000mm Newport BK7 piano-convex lens to a spot of less than 

1mm diameter on the target material. The laser power was measured outside the 

vacuum chamber with a Coherent Model 210 power meter. 

3.4.2 Lumonics excimer laser 

The class of lasers known as excimers are gas lasers in which the active molecules 

possess a bound excited state, but dissociative, electronic ground states. Lasing ac-

tion can be induced by pumping these molecules to the bound excited state from 

which they can emit energy as they decay to the ground state, whereupon the 

molecule dissociates once more. The actual molecules which fit into the category 

known as excimers are rare gas dimers, or rare gas halides. Since the radiative 

process is swift, the pumping step is the bottleneck. However, with fast transverse 

discharges, and high gas densities to increase the number of collisions, excimer 

molecules can combine very quickly, in times of the order of 10 8s [8]. The wave-

length emitted obviously depends on which excimer gas species is used, as the 

photon energy is linked to the specific energetics of the electronic levels within the 

excimer molecule. 

The actual laser used was a Lumonics Model TE-861T-4, and this was primarily 

run with the excimer molecules ArF and KrF to provide photonswith wavelengths 

at 193 nm and 248 nm respectively. A thyratron-switched electric discharge at 

almost 40kV was used to stimulate the lasing action, and again the timing was 

controlled using pulse delay generators. This excimer laser required two trigger 
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pulses, the first to initiate the capacitor charging cycle, the so-called 'charge on 

demand', and a second pulse, after a delay of approximately 12ms, to trigger 

the thyratron. Some degree of control over the output pulse energy could be 

gained by varying the charging period of the capacitors, or by limiting the peak 

charging voltage. The actual lasing action took place within a cavity fitted with 

the electrode assembly, and filled with the required excimer gases (F 2 , and Ar or 

Kr) along with an excess of helium buffer gas to take the pressure within the gas 

reservoir to about 3 atmospheres. The cavity gases were continually circulated 

through an exhaust gas filter containing various molecular sieves. This helped to 

protect against loss mechanisms when excitation took place. 

The cavity optics initially consisted of a fully reflecting rear mirror and a fully 

transmitting front optic. to provide a slightly divergent beam from this stable 

resonator set-up. At a later stage this laser was onverted to run with an unstable 

resonator configuration. The rear optic for this set-up possesscf-a slightly concave 

rear reflecting surface with a wedged front surface, and this was arranged confocally 

with the front optic. The previous front optic for the stable resonator was used 

here also, but was mounted with an optical baffle to prevent shock waves from 

the discharge from damaging the optic. The feedback was actually provided by 

an alumi nium- coated 3mm diameter mirror mounted on a rod external to the 

laser vessel. The mirror position was easily adjustable to allow optimisation of 

the energy, beam shape, and focal position. The use of unstable resonator optics 

provided an output with much less divergence than with the stable resonator set-

up, but the output pulse energies were reduced. Pulse energies available from the 

laser were of the order: 

ArF 	KrF 

STABLE RESONATOR OPTICS 
	

80mJpulse 1  90mJpuIse 1  

UNSTABLE RESONATOR OPTICS 
	

35mJpulse 1  60mJpulse 1  

The lifetime of the excimer gas mixture was of the order of several hours, with 

pulse energies depreciating noticeably over this time period. This reduction in 
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laser power was due to the formation of non-lasing species which contribute to the 

loss mechanisms. To prolong the lifetime of a single gas fill, these species could 

be trapped out in liquid nitrogen. The gas delivery line of the laser was thus 

modified to carry out this function by linking a diaphragm pump (Air Dimensions 

Inc. Model 193 13VYPR) with a gas filter to the laser cavity via lengths of copper 

tubing. One length of tubing was coiled and immersed in a container of liquid 

nitrogen. This served to trap out the contaminating species as the laser gases 

were pumped around this system. 

This laser was used routinely to photoionise clusters. The high energy photons 

of the ArF line (6.4eV) meant that most cluster species could be efficiently ionised 

by a non-resonant two-photon absorption scheme, and many required only one 

photon. Thus the ArF radiation provided a good method of blanket ionisation in 

order to characterise the cluster species present in the molecular beam. 

3.4.3 Questek excimer laser 

For some of the work reported, the Lumonics excimer laser was replaced with a 

Questek 2740 excimer laser obtained from the loan pooi operated by the SERC 

Laser Facility. This laser worked in the same manner as the Lumonics laser and 

was operated primarily on ArF. This system was configured as. a stable resonator, 

and also featured a recirculating pump with a liquid nitrogen cryotrap to prolong 

the life of the lasergases. The output pulse energy for this laser tended to be 

higher, at around 400mJpulse' for ArF. Again, similar to the Lumonics laser, 

dual trigger pulses served to engage the capacitor charging cycle followed by the 

laser firing command. However, for the 1011z repetition rate used during the 

cluster experiments, the Questek laser could be run with a single trigger pulse. In 

this set-up, charging occurred automatically after the laser had fired, as long as 

at least a 20ms delay was allowed between each laser shot. 

One advanced feature of this laser was the ability to lock the output power 

to a user-set value. An internal high-speed detector sampled the output energy 

and compared a running average with the desired pulse energy which could be 
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easily set on the control panel. The gain of the laser would then be modified by a 

microprocessor to maintain the desired output energy. 

3.4.4 Excimer-pumped dye laser 

This tunable laser system had been previously used in this laboratory to perform 

spectroscopic measurements on transition metal dimers, but could also be used 

simply as an alternativesource of ionising radiation with broadly variable wave-

length. The laser system was manufactured by Lambda Physik, and consisted of 

an EMG 201MSC thyratron-switched excimer laser which was used to optically 

pump an FL3002 EC dye laser. 

The excimer was run on the XeC1 line at 308 nm. Typical output power from 

this laser was 400 mJpulse 1  measured at 1Hz a Gentec Model ED200 pyro-

electric joulemeter connected to a Tektronic Model 2445A 150MHz oscilloscope. 

Again, the exact time of firing of this laser was handled by the computer-controlled 

data acquisition and control system which delivered a single+trigger pulse to the 

excimer unit at the appropriate time, repeating at the experimental frequency of 

10Hz. 

The excimer output beam was directed into the dye laser where three dye 

cuvettes were situated, the dye solutions being continually circulated around these 

systems. Part of the pump beam was directed transversely onto the first cuvette 

which acted as an oscillator within a Hinsch-type cavity [9]. The rear reflector of 

the laser was a Littrow grating containing 600 lines per mm. At the front end of 

the oscillator cavity was a dielectric reflector to couple the generated radiation to 

the amplifier stage. Beam expansion prisms were positioned between the grating 

and cuvette to reduce the chance of grating damage from high,power density light. 

Adjustment of the grating angle provided the means to scan the output wavelength 

over the available gain profile of the laser dye in use. 

The remainder of the 308 nm pump beam was focussed into the two amplifier 

cuvettes, overlapping the oscillator output already generated. The bandwidth of 

this laser was normally less than 0.2 cm 1  at 500.nm, and could be greatly reduced 
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with the insertion of an air-spaced intracavity etalon, which was synchronously 

angle-tuned with the grating if the laser was actively scanned Single-mode oper-

ation of the laser could be accurately assured by projection of the fringes resulting 

from the passage of laser light through a further monitor etalon. 

The typical range of dye solutions used provided output pulse energies of the 

order 10 - 15mJpulse 1  depending on the specific dye in use. This output could 

also be frequency doubled to produce ultraviolet radiation by means of a second 

harmonic generating crystal. After calibration procedures, the dye laser micro-

processor could be relied upon to accurately control the position and motion of 

the grating and various etalons, crystals, and compensating optics to ensure a 

spatially stable laser beam. 

The laser systems described above were those used in the experiments carried 

out at Edinburgh. A description of the lasers used in Lyon is given in Chapter 7. 

3.5 Ion Optics 

A schematic diagram of the ion optics which make up the ion source region of the 

Wiley-McLaren double-field time-of-flight mass spectrometer described in Chapter 

2 is shown in Figure 3-4. The ion extraction fields are generated by connecting 

the plates shown schematically in the diagram to high voltage power supplies. The 

repeller plate, draw-out grid, and flight grid plates are all constructed of 0.5mm 

thick stainless steel, and are 72mm squares. The draw-out grid and flight grid 

both have 40mm diameter, centrally located holes to allow passage of the newly 

ionised clusters. The integrity of the electric fields in this region is disturbed some-

what by these holes, but this effect is minirnised by covering the holes with 90% 

transmitting nickel mesh. The mesh is fixed to the plates with silver conducting 

paint. The plates are held in place by insulating Deirin support rods which hold 

the repeller 32mm from the draw-out grid, and this in turn is 6mm from the flight 

grid. 
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Above the flight grid are two parallel deflection plates made of 1/4" aluminium 

plates. These are used to compensate for the off-axis velocity component of the 

clusters, as was mentioned in the previous chapter. 

The entire set of ion optics are suspended from the roof of the A-chamber, 

enclosed within a copper. box which is in thermal contact with the double-skinned 

liquid nitrogen dewar which sits atop this chamber. The cryopumping effect, and 

the isolation of the ion source area result in a reduction of the background signal 

which commonly arises from the presence of stray pump fluid. 

The voltages applied to the plates are listed in Figure 3-4. These voltages were 

supplied through MHV vacuum electrical feedthroughs to which fishplated wires 

were connected. The grounded flight grid is also' connected to the copper box, and 

the entire chamber is earthed to ensure the elimination of any extraneous fields. 

Voltages were supplied by the following high voltage power supplies: 

Repeller 	LeCroy Model 2415 (CAMAC-based) 

Draw-out grid 	Power Designs Model 1570 

Deflection plates Power Designs Model 2K20A 

The extracted ions travelled along the field-free flight tube situated above the ion 

source region, and were detected at the end of this drift tube. 

3.6 Ion Detection 

The detection of cluster ions was accomplished with the use of a dual microchannel 

plate (MCP) obtained commercially from R.M. Jordan Co. The construction of 

an MCP detector makes it ideal for use in the types of experiments detailed here. 

The MCP used is a dual chevron type with two Galileo MCP-18B plates fabricated 

from a lead glass material, and with an active detection area of 2.48cm 2  per plate. 

Each plate is honeycombed with an array of 10gm diameter channels, the channel 

centres separated by 12.51im. The lead glass material has been developed to 
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have optimum secondary emission characteristics from each channel, and to be 

sufficiently semiconducting to allow charge replenishment from an external voltage 

source [10]. The external voltage to the detector is supplied by a Power Designs 

Model 1556C high voltage power supply. The typical working voltage of 3 - 3.5kV 

was passed through a home-built resistor chain which divides this input voltage 

across the plates. The incorporation of high vaJue capacitors into this unit helps 

to prevent voltage loss from successive impacts by cluster ion .packets. 

The high gain and fast response times of the dual MCP detector makes it 

the most widely used detector for pulsed laser ionisation experiments [11]. The 

gain expected depends on the length to diameter ratio of the channels, but is 

typically of the order of 10 3  at 1000V per plate [12]. The detector was used in 

this work in the grounded anode configuration in which the rear plate is biassed at 

OV, and the front plate is negatively biassed. This field accelerates positive ions, 

increasing the effective gain of the detector. However, this factor is countered by 

the requirement for a field-free drift region, necessitating a grounded entrance grid 

before the detector. The grid has an 82% transrrission thus lessening the detection 

sensitivity somewhat. The fact that the rear MCP plate is groun4ed  makes it easy 

to connect the output signal to an amplifier without the need to capacitatively 

decouple from the anode. 

During some experiments, the signal could be boosted by the use of a pream-

plifier. A LeCroy Model. 134 linear amplifier was frequently used containing two 

channels, each providing a gain factor of 10, or 100 if used in series. The amplifier 

was situated within the CAMAC crate along with the transient digitiser to which 

the signal was passed. - 

3.7 Experimental Control 

A sophisticated package of hardware and software is used in this laboratory to 

control the running of the experiments, and to process the data in real time. The 

hardware system consists of a number of units designed to allow the easy operation 
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of all of the equipment crucial to the experimental procedure. These modules 

are housed in a CAMAC crate (WES FHD-DV3) which conforms to the IEEE 

specifications for a Computer Automated Measurement And ,Cbntrol (CAMAC) 

system [13]. The crate provides communication lines allowing the transfer of data 

to and from the appropriate instrumentation. The crate itself is linked to an 

IBM PC-AT which runs control software written by a previous student in this 

laboratory [14]. 

The IBM PC-AT contains a 16 bit Intel 80286 microprocessor with an added 

80287 maths coprocessor, and is linked to a monitor equipped with an enhanced 

graphics adaptor. An operating program, known as THOR, which was written 

in the C programming language with some assembler language routines to speed 

up operation when commands are issued to the crate units, was used for data 

acquisition and control. The interface between the IBM PC-AT and CAMAC 

crate was via a crate controller module (Transiac 6002) which allowed two-way 

communication for the functions of experimental control and data acquisition. 

The hardware set-up is shown in Figure 3-5, and the duties and specifications of 

each CAMAC module are detailed here. 

3.7.1 Control hardware 

The crate controller link between the crate and computer allowed data transfer 

between the two systems at 700Kbs 1 ; The crat controller acted as a master unit, 

accepting commands from the IBM PC-AT and passing th instructions to the 

other control units in.the crate. The timing of the specific events which take place 

during one experimental cycle, such as the firing of the lasers and pulsed valve, 

are critical. Two CAMAC modules in the crate provide the control triggerpulses, 

as instructed by the THOR program running on the IBM. The first module shown 

next to the crate controller in Figure 3-5 is a Kinetic Systems Model 3655 pulse 

delay generator (PDC). This provides eight separate TTL level output signals, 

200ns wide, with a timing jitter of approximately ins. One of these outputs is 

used to trigger the LeCroy Model 4222 PDG which can output similar signals, 
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but with a reduced timing jitter of the order of 150ps. This second pulse delay 

generator was used to trigger the equipment which required more critical timing 

events, such as the transient digitiser. The Kinetic Systems PDG provided the 

trigger pulses to fire the vaporisation and ionisation lasers, and the molecular beam 

valve. 

The output signals from these two PDG's Were generally insufficient in pulse 

magnitude and duration to activate the required equipment. To solve this problem, 

the pulse delay generators were connected to home-built line driver units to ramp 

up the triggering pulse provided to the lasers and the pulsed valve. The two line 

drivers each contained eight channels with a choice of 5V, 501s duration, or 15V, 

10s duration output signal. These two signal profiles were sufficient to trigger 

all of the equipment running in the laboratory between them. A typical timing 

sequence of trigger pulses during an actual experiment is shown in Figure 3-6. 

Also housed in the CAMAC crate is a four-channel stepper motor controller 

(Hytec SMC 1604). This was linked to home-built drive cards which passed step-

ping and direction signals to the stepper motor which controlled the screw motion 

of the target rod during the experiment. One channel of the SMC 1604 was used 

to control the dye, laser via a digital to analogue conversion unit (Bi Ra Model 

5408) positioned in the crate. The driving pulse was timed to allow the dye laser 

wavelength to be scanned during the course of an experiment, with the wavelength 

steps taking place between laser shots. 

An CAMAC-based analogue to digital converter (Bi Ra Systems Model 5303 

ADC) was used to collect etalon fringes from the dye laser via a gated integrator. 

These systems were used in spectroscopic studies reported more fully in another 

thesis from this laboratory [15]. 

The time-of-flight mass spectra are acquired using a transient digitiser. The 

cluster ions strike the microchannel plate detector, with the signal being amplified 

as described previously, and digitised by a Tránsiac Model DSP 2001 transient 

digitiser which has a variable digitising rate and record length It can be operated 

at 100MHz, and can handle 512mV signals, with a minimum detection limit of 

2mV. The digitiser stores up to 21(b of information at the 1011z experimental 
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repetition rate until it is commanded to download the stored data to the IBM 

PC-AT. 

3.7.2 Software 

The executive program THOR allows experimental control in real-time, and pro-

vides an immediate on-screen view of the acquired data. The program runs the 

experiments at a repetition rate of 10Hz. Two main commands are given by the 

program during the course of summing several experimental hots, and these are 

known as TIC and TOC. The TIC function prepares the digitiser to store data, 

communicates the appropriate time delays to the pulse delay generators, and kicks 

off the experimental cycle by triggering the first channel of the Kinetic Systems 

3655 PDG. On the TOC command, the digitiser downloads stored data to the PC, 

and any data from the ADC is also collected. 

There are three main functions which THOR allows the user to perform. The 

first option is the mass spectrum acquisition, routine. This simply permits a user-

defined number of experimental shots to be summed before displaying a spectrum 

showing the cluster distribution recorded. There are many manipulations which 

can be performed, including a calibration routine to allow the cluster flight times 

to be converted to a mass scale. 

The second routine is the timescan function which allows the monitoring of 

the intensities of up to ten detected species as a function of one of the time delays 

shown in Figure 3-6. The normal use of this function is to optimise the time delay 

between the firing of the vaporisation and interrogation lasers. Examples of the 

result of a timescan were shown previously in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. 

The final main function permitted a frequency scan to be recorded. This 

operates in the same manner as the timescan, but instead of altering a time delay 

from one shot to the next, the wavelength of the dye laser is stepped between 

shots (or groups of shots). This shows any enhancement in ciister intensities due 

to resonances in the ionisation scheme, allowing vibronic or rovibronic spectra to 

be recorded. 
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Many other routines are incorporated within THOR which make experimental 

control a lot more manageable than it would be otherwise. Some of these routines 

may be mentioned at a later stage of this thesis, and will be described as they 

appear. 
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Chapter 4 

CLUSTER MAGIC NUMBERS: AN 
OVERVIEW 

4.1 Background 

In this chapter the topic of magic numbers exhibited by cluster systems is ex-

amined. These types of studies lead inevitably, towards an understanding of the 

geometries and electronic structures of cluster species. In this area, the theo-

retician relies heavily on experimental findings. The theoretical calculations for 

dimer systems are well understood, but for larger clusters the number of possible 

geometries available are enormous. This poses a great problem to the theoretical 

scientist who must have some idea of the environment in which the electrons move 

before being able to carry out in-depth calculations. The study of magic numbers 

can give the experimental scientist clues as to how the clusters are physically and 

electronically structured. Before any details of the occurrence of specific magic 

numbers, and the models used to rationalise these can be discussed, however, 

several questions must be addressed: 

• What are magic numbers? 

• How do they arise? 

• How can we observe them? 

In answer to the first question, magic numbers are the numbers of constituent 

atoms or molecules which make up exceptionally stable clusters. This stability 

69 
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may manifest itself in several ways, leading to the observation of magic numbers 

from a host of different types of experiments. Such magic number species can 

be more resistant to fragmentation, have higher ionisation potentials, or have 

markedly different reactivities to non-magic number clusters. The specifics of 

these differences will be discussed later in this chapter. 

• It is important to understand how the magic numbers arise so as to be able 

to construct models to justify the effects exhibited, and to predict further magic 

numbers. The concepts of geometric and electronic stabilities have been extremely 

successful in accounting for observed magic numbers in many cluster systems al-

ready studied. It is an intuitive step to imagine that some geometries may be 

preferred for certain cluster systems, and the types of geometries available allow 

a straightforward prediction of higher magic numbers. The rationalisation for 

electronically stable clusters was initially developed from the theory of the nu-

clear shell model which has subsequently undergone much detailed advancement 

to apply specifically to clusters. 

The experimental conditions required to observe these magic numbers depend 

on the exact type of experiment, but an understanding of their possible origin 

allows the experiment to be configured in such a way as to optimise the appearance 

of these effects. 

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: 

In section 4.2 the various models developed to account for magic numbers due 

to electronic shell structure are introduced. Predictions from these models are 

discussed, and evidence supporting the predictions is given. 

- Section 4.3 deals with geometric shell structure for cluster species. Details are 

provided of the different types of geometries available to clusters, and the reasons 

why clusters can exhibit these effects are discussed. 

Finally in section 4.4 examples of cluster systems that have been studied are 

given, and the shell effects, or other causes, responsible for the magic numbers 

that are observed are described. The manner in which a specific shell effect is 

attributed to an observed sequence of magic numbers is also discussed, as is the 
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possibility of competition between the two major types of shell structure for a 

single system. 

4.2 Electronic Shells 

4.2.1 The Jellium model 

The development of the jellium model to account for observed magic numbers in 

several cluster systems was prompted by a comparison with effects seen in nuclear 

physics several decades before. In the late 1940s physicists had observed that 

certain atomic nuclei seemed to be exceptionally stable. These nuclei contained 2, 

8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126 or 184 protons or neutrons, and the challenge was to come 

up with a model which could be used to rationalise the observation of these magic 

numbers of nucleons [1]. 

The initial assumptions made in the nuclear shell model were that the atomic 

nuclei were spherically symmetric, and that the potential well in which the nu-

cleons moved was relatively simple. The first assumption allowed the Schrödinger 

equation to be simplified to a radial function depending on the 'angular momentum 

quantum number, and on the radial dependence of the potential. The eigenval-

ues resulting from solutions of this Schrödinger equation were termed 'subshells', 

the filling of which led to stable numbers of nucleons. Thus the basic concept 

of shell effects had been formulated. However, ,  the magic numbers predicted by 

filling shells in this model did not account for the observed magic numbers of nu-

cleons. The observed shell structure could only be fitted once a strong spin-orbit 

interaction between the nucleons had been incorporated into the model [2,3]. 

The concept of shell structure was not confined to nuclei, however, as the 

layout of the periodic table of elements reflected a surprisingly similar type of 

shell structure within the atoms [4]. In this case the shell structure also results 

from the spherical symmetry of the system. The electrons move in a spherically 
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symmetric Coulomb potential generated by the positive nucleus. This symmetry 

again allows a grouping of the available angular momentum states into shells. 

The fact that effects observed for both atoms and nuclei could be accounted for 

by variations of the same model was unexpected due to the vastly differing nature 

of the forces involved in each regime. The similarity which does exist prompts a 

comparison between common effects in the two systems. In both cases a group of 

interacting fermions are confined within an effective one-particle spherical poten-

tial. The shell structure results from a grouping of the fermion states which occurs 

under these conditions. It seems logical, therefore, that any physical system which 

fits siniilar constraints to those described above should exhibit a shell structure 

which could be adequately described by a variation of the same model. 

One of the first pieces of evidence that magic numbers for metal clusters might 

be described by a similar model was presented in a publication by Knight and co-

workers [5]. This group had generated sodium clusters in an argon expansion, and 

had observed high intensity mass spectral peaks for clusters containing 8, 20, 40, 58 

and 92 atoms. These magic numbers corresponded well with some of the predicted 

numbers of fermions which would complete subshells in the nuclear model, prior to 

its modification for the nuclear spin-orbit effect. The specific grouping of fermion 

states into degenerate subshells had been calculated for several simple potentials, 

an example of which is shown in Figure 4-1 for electrons bound in a spherically 

symmetric square well potential. 

The fact that observed magic numbers for sodium clusters correlated well with 

the shell effect predictions is not in itself a justifiable reason to apply the model 

generally. However, knowing that one of the goals of cluster research is to create a 

link between molecular and bulk properties, one can look to these areas to provide 

confirmation that we are heading in the right direction. 

We now look at how sodium might be described in terms of solid state physics. 

All of the alkali metal atoms contain a single conduction electron which can be 

described well in a nearly-free electron approximation in the bulk. Any existing 

pseudopotential does not perturb the electronic motion greatly since the Fermi 

surface for these metals is almost spherical, and is entirely contained within the 
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Cumulative Predicted 
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Count Shells 
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Figure 4-1: The grouping of fermion states into subshells within a square well 

potential. 
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first Brillouin zone [6]. Extrapolating these properties back to the cluster systems, 

we can now see the astonishing similarity with the nuclear and atomic shells. The 

link between these two environments was the existence of a group of interacting 

fermions confined to an effective one-particle spherical potential. The nearly-free 

electron properties of the alkali metals means that each atom in the cluster can 

contribute one electron (fermion) to the whole system. The potential in which 

these electrons move is generated by the remaining ionic cores in the cluster. At 

this stage we can introduce the Jellium model, as the positions of the ions are as-

sumed to be unimportant, each ion merely contributing to the overall potential in 

which the valence electrons move. This assumption can only be made if the elec-

trons are strongly delocalised, as is the case for metal systems which conduct well 

One further constraint upon the cluster system is that, like the nuclear shell 

model, we assume spherical symmetry for the cluster, simplifying any shell struc-

ture calculations. So, we now have a spherical jellium model, so-called because the 

ionic cores in the cluster are pictured as a structureless ionic jelly through which 

the valence electrons are free to travel. 

One can see the overall similarity in the models for shellstructure in nuclei, 

atoms, and now clusters. Each system consists of interacting fermions. In nuclei 

these are confined to lengths of approximately 10 12 cm. For atoms the confinement 

region is about 10 8cm, and this increases to 10 7 cm or larger for metal clusters 

The jellium model, or giant atom model as it is sometimes known, should now 

allow the electronic shell structure to be calculated for cluster systems, although 

one must first decide on an appropriate potential to use as this will affect the 

groupings of the fermion states, leading to magic numbers which depend on the 

exact potential used. 

Calculations have been performed to demonstrate how the electronic states in 

a metal cluster will group if the electrons are confined within a three-dimensional 

harmonic oscillator potential, or in the square well potential as demonstrated in 

Figure 4-1. It has been generally shown that the best type of potential to use, 

which will predict the correct closed shells, is close in form to the square well 

A fairly rigorous self-consistent calculation by Ekardt [10] provided a useful 
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spherical jellium background potential, but this can be well approximated by a 

Woods-Saxon function [11], which was originally constructed for use in nuclear 

physics. The form of this potential function is that of a square well with rounded 

edges, allowing the electrons to 'spill out' through the surface of the cluster to 

some extent. The general form of this potential is: 

V0  
1 +R exp( 	) 	 (4.1) 

a0 

where 

V0  is the well depth, which can be estimated as the sum of the Fermi energy 

and the bulk work function, 

R0  is the effective radius of the cluster sphere, which is proportional to the 

cube root of the number of atoms in the cluster, and 

a0  is a surface thickness term which affects how hard the potential is at the 

cluster surface. 

Using typical values of the above variables for sodium clusters [12], the general 

form of the Woods-Saxon potential is shown in Figure 4-2 for three different 

cluster sizes. It can be seen that the potential well becomes effectively shallower 

as the number of atoms within the cluster increases. The well remains the same 

depth, but many more electronic levels must be fitted into the well for a larger 

cluster. This leads to a smaller spacing between the electronic energy levels, in 

turn reducing the magnitude of the shell effects. Thus, as the cluster grows the 

available electronic states gradually evolve into the system of electronic bands 

which can be associated with bulk metals. 

The observation of electronic shell effects depends on the type of experiment 

performed. For metal cluster studies in which detection follows an ionisation 

step, the magnitude of the observed effects depends on the specifics of the laser 

interaction with the metal clusters [13,14,15]. For high ionisation laser fluences, 

many photons are absorbed by the metal aggregates, and fragmentation occurs. 

Clusters with closed electronic shells are more stable, and less likely to fragment 

than open shell species. Thus the clusters with filled electronic shells show up as 

high intensity peaks in the mass spectrum. 
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Figure 4-2: Woods-Saxon potentials for three spherical, closed-shell sodium 

clusters 
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If the ionisation conditions are such that a low laser fluence is used with laser 

wavelengths close to the ionisation potential for the clusters studied, then an 

increased signal is seen for species with newly opened shells. This arises since the 

closed shell clusters are very stable, and an electron in a newly-opened shell is not 

as tightly bound, giving rise to a lower ionisation potential for this species. Thus, 

the absorption of one photon of near-threshold laser radiation will produce more 

cluster ions of newly-opened shell species. 

In general terms, then, the magic numbers attributable to electronic shell ef-

fects for cluster species can be noticed as anomalous intensity steps in cluster mass 

spectra. Altering the ionisation conditions allows differing degrees of fragmenta-

tion, as well as differentiating between the observation of magic numbers of the 

neutral or of the ioflised cluster systems. Other experimental variables can help 

to further elucidate the origin and nature of the magic numbers. One example of 

this is the use of a 'warming' laser to promote some atomic evaporation from a 

cluster before the ionisation event [15,16]. This effect, along with others, will be 

discussed later for specific cluster systems. 

4.2.2 Minor shell features 

In mass spectra of simple metal cluster systems which conform to the spherical 

jellium model, there often appears to be some fine structure in addition to the 

main magic numbers described above. The assumption that closed shell clusters 

are spherical has been borne out by the fact that the model works, and also 

verified experimentally to a good degree in ion mobility measurements and plasmon 

resonance results which will be detailed later. However, for metal clusters with 

unfilled electronic shells, there is no reason for these systems to be constrained to 

a spherical shape. In fact, the Jahn-Teller effect will cause clusters with partially 

filled shells to distort from a spherical shape to a less symmetric configuration in 

which the degeneracy has been lowered [17]. The jellium model has been extended 

by Clemenger [18] in such a way as to account for the minor shell features observed 

in cluster abundance spectra. Again a parallel is drawn with the nuclear shell 
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model which was modified by Nilsson to allow nuclei to deform into ellipsoidal 

geometries [1]. Clemenger applied similar corrections to cluster systems, allowing 

open-shell clusters to distort. Many of these were found to assume ellipsoidal 

shapes as minimum energy configurations. This change from the spherical closed-

shell species was accompanied by a change in the electronic level degeneracies 

and groupings, giving rise to new magic numbers. These new minor shells had 

noticeably enhanced stabilities over other open-shell clusters, but not quite of 

the same magnitude as the stable, spherical closed-shell species [8,19]. Typical 

clusters which are rendered more stable by adopting spheroidal geometries are 

systems containing 10, 14, 18, 26, 30, 34, 36, 38,. . . constituent atoms. Some 

understanding as to the shapes adopted by open-shell clusters can be gained with 

the use of a fairly simplistic picture, by looking at how the orbitals are occupied. 

If we direct our attention again to clusters with monovalent constituent atoms 

which, to a good approximation have free electrons, then we can predict cluster 

shapes. The dimer system (two electrons) is spherical due to the occupation solely 

of an s state. The tetramer assumes a prolate geometry in order to reduce the 

energy of the doubly-occupied p state. Additional occupation of the p, state 

forces the five- and six-atom clusters to adopt oblate structures. The eight-atom 

cluster has a completely filled p shell, leading again to a geometry of spherical 

symmetry. This picture does give a realistic view of how the clusters are shaped, 

backed up by more sophisticated calculations [20]. 

Some evidence that this deformation does take place has been provided in 

the literature. The measurement of absolute photofragmentation cross-sections of 

small, simple metal cluster ions conforming to jellium specifications was achieved 

by ion-beam depletion experiments [21]. Clusters containing 8 and 20 electrons 

(closed electronic shells) showed a giant resonance due to a plasmon excitation, 

that is a collective excitation of the cluster's valence electrons. In contrast, for 

clusters containing 10 and 14 electrons this giant resonance was split into two 

peaks. This effect is explained by the fact that the electronic excitations have two 

possible resonance energies, corresponding to the two main axes of an ellipsoidally-

shaped metal cluster. This is evidence that there does appear to be a fundamental 
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difference in the geometries of certain clusters, and that the spherical jellium model 

appears to fit cluster systems to a greater degree when the open-shell clusters are 

allowed to undergo an ellipsoidal deformation. 

4.2.3 Supershells 

Now that the jellium model, with appropriate corrections, seems to work well 

when applied to certain cluster systems, it would be worthwhile to see if there 

are any more predictions to be made with the model. Indeed, an analysis of its 

predecessor, the nuclear shell model, throws up one more major application. In 

this case the jellium model is able to go beyond the nuclear shell model because 

of a limitation in the size of existing nuclei. 

In 1971 a paper appeared by Balian and Bloch [22] showing the results of 

detailed calculations related to the nuclear shell model. They showed that the os-

cillations in the eigenvalue density which gave rise to shell effects were themselves 

enveloped by a longer wavelength oscillation. This was termed supershell struc-

ture, and seemed intuitively pleasing in that it :mirrored the fractal-like picture of 

nature. The problem with this work was that the prediction, for the wavelength 

of the longer oscillation covered approximately one thousand fermions. Since the 

model's application was restricted to nuclei and atoms, there was no prospect of 

seeing any evidence of this supershell structure in such size-limited systems. After 

the development of the spherical jellium model it was realised that there now ex-

isted a system which could act as a testing ground for the hypothesis of Balian and 

Bloch. Metal clusters have essentially no limit to their size, allowing an analysis 

of aggregates containing well over one thousand fermions, enough to verify the 

existence of a supershell structure. 

The original work of Balian and Bloch involved the calculation of the single-

particle level density for fermions in a spherical cavity. This type of cavity may 

have seemed too simplistic to apply accurately to metal cluster systems, so the 

calculations were repeated using potentials known to describe cluster species well 

[12], such as the previously mentioned Woods-Saxon potential. In fact, these 
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calculations turned out to give very similar results to the original calculations by 

Balian and Bloch, showing that the exact form of the potential was not too critical. 

To gain some idea as to what principles lie behind the appearance of supershell 

structure, let us again look back to the electronic shell structure which is cradled 

within. 

The range of sizes allowable for these cluster systems makes Bohr's correspon-

dence principle assume a great deal of importance [23,24]. This states that clas-

sical mechanics will emerge from quantum mechanics as high quantum numbers 

are attained. In this picture there should be a correspondence between the motion 

of classical particles, and the properties of the energy eigenvalues of quantised 

particles moving in equivalent potentials. 

The supershell structure itself can he pictured as a beating pattern caused 

by alternate constructive and destructive interference between two almost equal 

periodic contributions. In a quantum mechanical sense, these contributions can 

be attributed to two competing energy quantum numbers. Ho'vever, due to the 

correspondence principle we are permitted to picture this system semi-classically, 

and this provides an easier way of visualising what is occurring. In this approach 

the observed shell structure can be correlated with a system of closed orbits which 

can be traversed by a classical particle moving within the potential of the cluster. 

These orbits take the form of polygons with slightly rounded corners, and Balian 

and Bloch showed that the triangular and square orbits, as shown in Figure 4-3, 

are the dominant ones. It was shown that the neighbouring shell spacing in energy 

is proportional to the inverse length of the shortest available orbit (triangular), 

and that the supershell spacing is proportional to the inverse length difference 

between the triangular and square orbits. - 

The length of a polygon contained within a sphere of unit radius is given by: 

L(p,t) = 2psin(—) 	 (4.2) 
p 

where 

p is the number of sides, and 

t is the number of turns required to complete the polygon (i.e. t = 1 for the 
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Triangular orbit 	Square orbit 	Star orbit 

Figure 4-3: Semiclassical electron trajectories within a spherically symmetric 

metal cluster. 

triangular and square orbits, but t = 2 for the star orbit shown in Figure 4-3). 

From the above equation it works out that approximately eleven electronic shells 

should group into each supershell. This phenomenon manifests itself as an oscil-

lation in the size of the electronic shell effect over the supershell period. Thus, 

five or six shells after a maximum in the amplitude of the shell effect a minimum 

occurs. It then seems that the shell structure has disappeared, and bulk-like elec-

tronic properties have become established in the cluster. This occurs for a system 

containing approximately one thousand electrons. However, as the cluster size 

increases, the shell effects reappear again, the amplitude continuing to vary as 

governed by the supershell structure. 

Subsequent calculations have continually upheld the existence of supershell 

structure [25], although difficulties were encountered during attempts to verify 

this experimentally. One problem was that temperature effects tended to wash 

out the shell structure, but this could be compensated for with appropriate scaling 

factors [26]. With the use of such compensation methods to magnify mass spec-

tral intensity anomalies (magic numbers), along with the advent of experimental 

techniques for routinely creating metal clusters containing many thousands of con-

stituent atoms, evidence of supershell structure was finally obtained [27]. More 

details of the existence of supershells will be mentioned later in this chapter. 
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Overall, one can see that the nuclear shell model, when modified by cluster 

scientists, has provided an extremely good method to account for magic num-

bers observed in certain cluster systems. However, the importance of electronic 

structure is sometimes overshadowed by another effect in some systems, so-called 

geometric shells, and this efect is discussed next. 

4.3 Geometric Shells 

The importance of discovering cluster geometries can not be stressed enough. 

This is the type of data which the theoretician must have in order to make any 

reasonable electronic calculations for cluster systems. The goal of understanding 

catalytic activity alo hinges on this aspect of cluster research, as the active sites 

on catalytic surfaces are effectively small metal clusters of specific geometries. It 

is obviously desirable to obtain such structural information before being able to 

postulate on the details of the mechanisms involved in the catalytic process. Again, 

intuitive thought provides a guide-line as to what types of geometric structures 

might exist for cluster systems. These are generally highly-symmetric polyhedra, 

which one can imagine being very stable, and appear to be the preferential form 

for some clusters in the correct circumstances. There have been scientific papers 

showing the types of structures possible [28], with calcu1a6ons of the binding 

energies as a function of the numbers of constituent atoms. 

One interesting question is whether the bulk crystal structures of metals are 

responsible for the way the metal clusters are geometrically constructed. Some 

metal aggregate systems have indeed been shown to adopt a regular polyhedral 

structure of the same packing character as the bulk material. However, one type 

of favoured geometry which has been shown to be prevalent for many systems is 

not a crystalline structure at all. The ubiquitous icosahedron appears to be what 

might be termed a pre-crystalline phase. The general structure was proposed 

by Mackay [29] and is, in appearance, almost spherical with the surface atoms 

virtually close-packed. The first few Mackay icosahedra are depicted in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4: The structures of the first three Mackay icosahedral shells. 
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The general structure can be described as a five-fold symmetrical shape consisting 

of twenty close-packed, face-centred cubic tetrahedra which share a single vertex. 

The symmetry is preserved by a slight distortion from the tetrahedral angles, but 

the strain produced is virtually negligible [301. 

The extension from specifically stable geometries to 'geometric shells' comes 

about when considering the cluster growth sequence. If one considers a growing 

metal aggregate when it exists in a stable geometry, a Mackay icosahedron for 

example, one can see that if atoms are continually added to the surface sites of the 

cluster, then the next largest icosahedron will eventually result. This occurs when 

a complete 'shell' of atoms has been added, allowing the metal particle to regain 

the complete symmetry of the icosahedron. So a shell of atoms is defined as one 

layer arranged on the surface of a cluster such that the newly formed cluster has 

the same overall outer symmetry as the original cluster [14]. The picture for some 

types of geometry is not as simple, however. If one considers an octahedron, for 

instance, only four of the eight faces must be covered to produce the next largest 

octahedron. Thus for some structures we must consider these 'irregular shells', as 

they are called. From a wealth of experimental evidence, hosvever, it does seem 

that the icosahedron is the preferred geometry assumed by many cluster systems, 

and this symmetric structure does have a maxirnised binding energy in comparison 

with alternate geometries [31]. 

The observation of geometric structure in cluster systems again relies on the 

fact that complete shells should possess a greater degree of stability than ag-

gregates whose outer surface is an incomplete 'shell. In the type of experiment 

described in this thesis, the geometric stabilities are inferred from high intensity 

mass spectral peaks. This has to do with the 'bonding sites on the surface of a 

cluster. A completed symmetrical structure will have no terraces, steps or kinks, 

and the overall binding energy of the system will be high. An incomplete shell 

contains atoms which are less strongly bound, which can be evaporated easily 

during a laser ionisation/fragmentation process. Geometrically stable species can 

also be identified by their distinctly different reactivities to certain molecules when 

compared with open shell clusters. 
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It is apparent that incomplete shells should also exhibit different degrees of 

stability depending on the structure. This leads to the concept of 'subshells', 

analogous to the minor shell features observed in the electronic shell regime. Thus 

an icosahedron will readily lose a spare surface-bound atom if this is a singular 

protrusion, but will be slightly more resistant to single-atom evaporation if a 

complete triangular face has been covered with metal atoms. With reference to the 

octahedron, four triangular faces must be covered to create a completed geometric 

shell, but minor islands of stability are attained when each single triangular surface 

is fully covered with atoms. The strength of these subshell stabilities is obviously 

dependent on the particular system, and the magic numbers will sometimes, but 

not always, reflect the completion of these subshells. 

A generic model' has been developed to show how these shell completions are 

spaced [32], and this incorporates these subshell effects. An extrapolation from 

two-dimensional examples provides an easier way of visualising what is happening 

in the three-dimensional case. 

If one extends this picture to partially metallic heterocluster systems, and to 

non-metallic clusters, there is an increase in the range of stable geometries pos-

sible. These are compact structures, but not technically geometric shells. One 

famous example is that of buckminsterfullerene. Carbon happens to cluster pref-

erentially with sixty atoms into a truncated icosahedral cage [33]. This is the most 

stable carbon cluster, although others also have ,a high degree of stability (such as 

C70 , C84 , etc.). The study of these species has now blossomed into a whole new 

separate area of research, and will not be discussed in detail here. With respect to 

heteroclusters, ionic species have been shown to be exceptionally stable when they 

form complete face-centred cubic structures. In a similar manner to the general 

geometric shells discussed above, these systems are more stable if they have no 

excess surface atoms, kinks or terraces. 

The existence of all of the above systems, along with electronically stable clus-

ters is totally dependent on the exact system, and some guide as to the explana-

tions for certain magic number observations is given in the next section. 
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4.4 Magic Numbers of Real Cluster Systems 

In this section, examples of the shell structure actually observed for specific cluster 

systems will be given, as well as a description of other aggregates which exhibit 

magic numbers not attributable to shell effects. With respect to shells, one im-

portant point to discuss is how to distinguish between the several different mani-

festations of the shell effects. Another question which will be dealt with concerns 

the cross-over between electronic and geometric shells. It is important to know if 

these effects are mutually exclusive, and if so the reasons why one type of effect 

would be favoured over the other. If both effects can exist in the same system 

it is useful to have some idea as to which conditions or cluster sizes promote the 

occurrence of each effect. 

A series of magic numbers can be obtained from the mass spectra of many 

cluster species, simply by noting which c1ustershave anomalously high or low in-

tensities (depending on the experimental conditions). Whether these magic num-

bers actually correspond to real shell effects is an important question. It may 

be possible to look at a series of magic numbers and to sayth'at they may well 

be an experimental artefact, or attributable tosome complex phenomenon which 

has not yet been suitably modelled. However, there is a general way in which 

anomalously stable clusters can be assigned to a specific shell effect, regardless of 

whether electronic or geometric stability is being manifested. 

It turns out that all shell effects occur at roughly equal intervals on an n* scale, 

where n is the number of atoms in the cluster. The actual spacing is characteristic 

of the type of shell effect being exhibited. For geometrically stable structures the 

successive shells are obviously formed by completing a surface layer of atoms as 

described earlier. This results in the growth of the cluster by a shell with a width 

approximately equal to the interatomic distance. The total radius of the cluster 

is proportional to the cube root of the number of constituent atoms. Successive 

electronic shells also occur as the growing cluster radius increases by one unit of a 
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characteristic length, which in this case is related to the wavelength of an electron 

in the Fermi level. 

To decide on whether a specific series of magic numbers for a cluster system 

belongs to an electronic or to a geometric stability is, in principle, quite straight-

forward. If the cluster species exhibit magic numbers which are independent of 

the charge state of the clusters, then geometric stability is the underlying effect. 

If clusters are doubly-ionised for instance, then magic numbers due to electronic 

shell effects would shift to different cluster sizes, so that the stable systems still 

contained full electronic shells. 

It is reasonably straightforward to differentiate between alternate stable geome-

tries, or between electronic and geometric stability if the preparation of clusters 

in differing charge states is not possible. This can be done by calculating the ac-

tual spacing of the magic numbers on an n3 scale. If each successive shell closing 

(magic number) is denoted by a singularly increasing integer number known as the 

shell index, then this number can be plotted against the cube root of the number 

of atoms in the cluster. This plot results in a straight line which has a gradient in-

dicative of the specific shell effect present for that cluster system. The gradient can 

be easily compared with the gradients expected for different geometric stabilities 

or for an electronic shell effect, and the appropriate source identified. Occasionally 

this gradient will not immediately match any known shell effect until subshells are 

accounted for. A good example of this can be gained by looking at icosahedral 

stability. The number of atoms, n, in a cluster made up of K icosahedral shells is 

given by 

	

= (ioi' 3 - 151(2 + ilK - 3) 	 (4.3) 

which can be factored to give 

10 3  

	

n=(K— ') +
7.(x—) 	 (4.4) 

Since the shell index is an arbitrary integer one can remove the quadratic de-

pendence by substituting k in place of K - . This leads to a simplified relationship 

between the number of cluster atoms and the approximated shell index: 

n=k+O(k) 	 (4.5) 
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This gives the gradient expected from a plot of the effective shell index against 

the cube root of the number of constituent atoms. 

Now if subshells are included, then each shell index Ic actuallybecomes a sub-

shell index, k, which occurs more frequently. Each shell is broken down into a 

specific number of subshells, which depend on the cluster geometry and experi-

mental conditions. For an icosahedron one can imagine stable subshells occurring 

when a triangular face is completely covered, or when a pentagonal cap of the 

icosahedron is filled. These two cases would give rise to twenty or to four sub-

shells, respectively, within each complete geometric shell, so that one can replace 

k in the above equation by k or by 1 k. This would lead to a different gradient 

for the shell index plot, hopefully elucidating the shell effect origin for the system 

studied. In the case of geometric shell effects, Martin has calculated the shell index 

gradients expected from most of the permitted three-dimensional geometries [32]. 

4.4.1 Non-shell systems 

Before giving an idea as to what cluster systems are likely to conform to each 

type of shell effect it is important to note that certain systems may exhibit magic 

numbers which cannot be accounted for by either model. A prime example of 

this is the fact that clusters of silicon containirg 6, 10, 16, and 32 atoms appear 

as magic numbers in the mass spectrum [34,35]. The pronounced stability of 

these species is governed by the covalent bonding between the silicon atoms in the 

cluster. The structures formed are strongly determined by the directionality of 

the bonding in the system, which can he described as a 'network cluster'. This is 

in contrast with close-packing or near close-packing structures which conform to 

geometric shells. 

Another type of system which exhibits magic numbers not linked to one of 

the shell effects is the fcc-type (face-centred cubic) crystalline structure. The 

specific layout of these frameworks again depends on bonding, though in this case 

ionic. The alkali halide clusters that have been studied have shown evidence of 

magic numbers which correlate well with fcc structures. The mass spectra of 
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these species have shown that, once ionised, they primarily exist with the formula 

M(MX). These structures were predicted to he energetically favourable for alkali 

halide clusters [36], a result which was confirmed experimentally initially for NaC1 

clusters [37,38], and then for clusters of Nal, CsC1, and CsI [39]. It is not surprising 

that the sodium-containing clusters show a preference for an fcc framework as the 

bulk crystals are face-centred cubic. However, the clusters incorporating caesium 

atoms also proved to be particularly stable for complete fcc cubes, even though the 

bulk crystal structure is body-centred cubic (bcc). This fitted with Martin's earlier 

premise that all small crystalline clusters would adopt an fcc structure until they 

reached some critical size at which a phase transition could occur, if necessary, 

allowing a conversion to the bcc structure in appropriate casey [40]. 

Latterly, other mixed aggregates have been shown to exhibit a preference for 

structures based on the cubic lattice. These have included MgO clusters [41] and 

TiN clusters [42]. In all of the above cases, local stabilities are also observed for 

completed terraces on the surface of the exceptionally stable closed cuboid struc-

tures. These are analogous to suhshells within the closed cubic shells, although 

this terminology does not technically belong to descriptions of these crystalline 

arrangements. 

4.4.2 Systems with electronic shells 

As described earlier; the cluster systems which best fit the electronic shell model 

are the alkali metals which possess strongly delocalised valence electrons. Sodium 

was the first metal for which the shell effects were observed in cluster abundance 

spectra [5]. The range of sizes of sodium clusters observed has gone from modest 

beginnings spanning only a handful of electronic shells [43], through to clusters 

containing enough electrons to show evidence of supershell structure [15,27]. These 

experiments have shown the existence of electronic shells in 3000-atom sodium 

clusters. The appearance of these effects is not restricted to cluster abundance 

mass spectra and ionisation potential measurements. An interesting study has 

shown that for sodium clusters containing between one hundred and eight hundred 
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atoms, those with completely filled electronic shells are noticeably less reactive 

towards oxygen molecules than clusters with open shells [44]. 

The observation of electronic shells has been extended to other metals in the 

first group of the periodic table, as expected due to the nearly-free electron be-

haviour in these species. Similar electronic shell effects have been observed for 

potassium [43], rubidium [45], and caesium clusters [46]. The emergence of peri-

odic structure due to the grouping of electronic states has alo been observed in 

lithium clusters large enough to give further credence to the existence of electronic 

sup ershells [47]. 

For clusters of a specific group, in this case the alkali metals, the general trend 

is for the electronic shell effects to become less pronounced as one goes down the 

group. This is due to the fact that the elements of higher atomic number have 

more electronic levels to be squeezed into the cluster potential. The grouping of 

the levels still occurs, but the spacing between the bunches of fermion states is 

reduced leading to less prominent shell effects. 

Having seen that electronic shell structure dominates many properties of the 

alkali metals, an obvious question to consider is which other sytems might display 

similar behaviour. A logical guess would he the coinage metals asthey also possess 

one valence electron per atom. In fact, experiments have shown that copper, silver, 

and gold clusters all possess the same electronic shell structure as the alkali metals, 

exhibiting the appropriate magic numbers in abundance spectra [9,48], ionisation 

potentials [49,50], and electron affinities [51,52]. From the similarities between the 

coinage and alkali metals, it would seem that the d-electrons in the coinage metals 

do not perturb the cluster systems greatly with respect to shell structure. These 

electrons can be thought of as core electrons which contribute to the overall ionic 

potential, but leave the system in a state resembling the single free electron alkali 

metal aggregates. 

The next logical question to consider is whether the electronic shell model can 

be used to describe divalent systems. Each group-I1 metal atom should contribute 

two electrons to the jellium potential so that filled electronic shells should occur 

for clusters containing half the number of atoms as for closed-shell alkali metal 
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clusters. Several of these predicted magic numbers do occur in the abundance 

spectra and ionisation potentials of zinc and cadmium clusters [9,53], although 

this is far from the complete picture. Other reproducible intersity anomalies occur 

in these mass spectra which do not fit with predicted electronic shell behaviour. 

Even more perplexing is the fact that none of the Group-hA metal clusters show 

any sign of electronic shell effects at all. Does this mean that the jellium model 

can only be applied to univalent systems? 

The answer to that question is - not necessarily. The difficulties inherent in 

extending this model to the divalent metals arise from the difference between the 

atomic and bulk electronic structures of these elements. This directs our attention 

towards one of the crucial areas of cluster research, that of the general evolution of 

electronic and metallic properties as the bulk material is approached. The problem 

for group-IT species is that the bulk metallic properties exist due to the overlap 

of the s and p bands. These bands evolve from distinct electronic levels which 

begin to hybridize as the cluster grows. However, until hybridization is complete, 

these clusters are not technically metals. For mercury clusters, for instance, the 

hybridization occurs so slowly that only van der Waals forces hold together the 

smallest clusters [54]. For cadmium and zinc these effects should not be as great, 

but may still cause some deviation from the electronic shell structure. The magic 

numbers exhibited by the Group-hA metal clusters will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 6 of this thesis. It is sufficient for the moment to say that they have as 

yet shown no experimental evidence of electronic shell effects. 

Perhaps, then, trivalent metals may prove to be successful candidates, with 

each atom presenting three valence electrons to the cluster? Indeed, the first 

experiments on aluminium clusters showed agreement with the jellium model in 

which each atom did contribute three quasi-free electrons to move within the 

bounds of the cluster. The size ranges studied were from 10 to 400 atom clusters 

[55,56]. However, for clusters containing less than 250 atoms there were several 

mass spectral features which could not be explained with reference to the proposed 

electronic shell effects. A possible explanation for this has been formulated based 

on further experiments, and is discussed towards the end of this chapter. The elec- 
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tronic shell behaviour of aluminium aggregates has also showed up in ion mobility 

experiments [57]. In these studies, the arrival time distributions for cluster ions 

are measured following passage through a collision gas cell under the influence 

of an electric field. Clusters with more compact structures travel more quickly 

through the collision gas cell. It was found that closed-shell aluminium clusters 

had enhanced mobilities, providing additional support for the predicted spherical 

nature of species with filled electronic shells. 

Another trivalent metal that has been studied more recently is indium, which 

has been shown to fit the electronic shell structure well, even better than alu-

minium in fact [58]. Again, the reason for this is discussed later in this chapter. 

Some recent results on gallium have also shown evidence of electronic shell effects 

 

The cluster systems mentioned in this section appear to be the only ones which 

show clear evidence of electronic shell structure. Obviously, the requirement is 

for a metal which can provide a source of delocalised electrons. The transition 

metals are too complex to fit such a simple model. The d and f electrons alter 

the relevant electronic properties of the associated clusters, giving rise to systems 

totally dissimilar to the free electron systems characteristic of species which fit the 

electronic shell model. 

An interesting point to note, however, is the appearance of regular electronic 

shell features in the mass spectra of alloy clusters of copper, silver and indium 

The closed shells still appear for clusters containing the requisite number 

of electrons, although each indium atom supplies three electrons to the cluster, 

whilst the coinage metal atoms donate one electron each. 

Thus, one can see that the electronic shell model helps to explain many features 

which result from metal cluster experiments. The alkali metals fit best, as they 

possess valence electrons which can be described as almost free, moving within 

the potential generated by the effectively unstructured positive background of the 

cluster. There has been some success with the application of the jellium model to 

divalent and trivalent metals, although some extra features are seen to occur which 
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suggest a required modification to the shell model, or an alternative contribution 

which is affecting the stability of specific clusters. 

4.4.3 Systems with geometric shells 

Icosahedral packing was first observed for clusters of rare gas atoms. Intensity 

anomalies in the mass spectrum of xenon clusters were attributed to the stability 

of an icosahedral arrangement of the atoms [61]. The range of rare gas clusters fit-

ting this picture of icosahedral shells has been extended experimentally to include 

argon and krypton [62,63,64,65]. Supporting evidence for the existence of 5-fold 

icosahedral symmetry in these systems has been provided by electron diffraction 

experiments [66]. The symmetric geometries assumed by rare gas clusters must be 

driven to a great extent by the relatively short-range atom-atom interaction poten-

tials. An icosahedral structure allows the maximum number of atom-atom bonds, 

and is therefore the favoured structure for clusters smaller than some critical size 

at which the bulk crystalline arrangement becomes prevalent. Icosahedral struc-

ture has also been invoked to describe the stability of argon clusters containing a 

central aluminium atom [67]. 

This highly stable geometric structure is not confined in its application to rare 

gas species. Several papers have shown that various transition metals also form 

icosahedra, specifically nickel [68] and cobalt [69]. It may be expected, perhaps, 

that molecular clusters would form icosahedral shapes as they are bound by short-

range van der Waals forces. This has been shown to be true for benzene molecules 

which cluster icosahedrally around a central dimer unit [70]. 

An excellent experiment by Martin's group has shown that icosahedral ar-

rangements of fullerene molecules are particularly stable [71]. This study provides 

a good example of the variety of difficulties encountered in these types of ex-

periment. The first problem is to try and ionise the fullerene clusters without 

fragmenting the individual molecules. Laser energies at the ionisation threshold 

are used, although the wavelength must be chosen carefully, taking into account 

the relative magnitude of the photon absorption cross-section when compared with 
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the ionisation cross-section. To actually observe the icosahedral nature of these 

clusters they must be allowed to thermodynamically achieve the most stable ar-

rángements. If the cluster source is too cold the mass spectrum will remain largely 

unstructured. To overcome this another low power laser pulse is used to heat the 

clusters prior to the ionisation event, allowing molecular evaporation to proceed 

until the most stable clusters are reached which will then show up with enhanced 

intensity in the mass spectrum. 

4.4.4 Shell competition 

Examples of systems in which cluster magic numbers can be ascribed to either of 

the two shell, effects have now been given. Are these cluster species so different 

that each effect will occur exclusively in a particular type of system? Certainly, 

the electronic shell effect must be limited in its application to clusters which fit 

the conditions required by the jellium model. As suggested earlier, the primary 

requirement is for clusters which can be described as having effectively delocalised 

electrons. With respect to geometric shells, however, there is no real reason to dis-

miss the possibility of the extension of this effect to cover most cluster systems in 

the right circumstances. In actual fact, it can be seen from the literature that some 

systems do exhibit both effects, either in different size regimes, or under alternate 

experimental conditions. The improvement in detection systems and cluster gen-

eration techniques has allowed the study of a vast size range of cluster species. 

On examination of sodium clusters containing up to 22000 atoms, Martin's group 

noticed that geometric shell effects were dominant [721. This was in contrast to 

the electronic shell effects previously noticed for sodium clusters containing up to 

3000 atoms. The magic numbers corresponding to geometric shell closings were 

representative of either icosahedral or cuboctahedral structure. These two struc-

tures happen to contain the same numbers of atoms for completed shells. They 

can only be distinguished by differences in subshell structure as the cluster grow, 

but the resolution in their experiment was not sufficient to allow the observation of 

geometric subshells. From previous examples, however, the icosahedral structure 

does seem to be the favoured geometry. The reasons for a transition from elec- 
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tronic to geometric shells have not been fully resolved as yet. Martin has proposed 

that smaller clusters are more liquid-like and mobile, so that spherical geometries 

can be assumed when required for a completed electronic shell. The larger clusters 

are thought to be more rigid, only allowing atoms to condense onto specific surface 

sites, and thus emphasising geometric stabilities Over electronic effects [73]. 

The existence of the two shell effects in one cluster systeni' is not always char-

acterised by the appearance of each effect in a different size regime. In a study on 

copper clusters it was found that electronic shell effects and icosahedral structure 

could be observed over the same size range, but under different experimental con-

ditions [74]. It seems reasonable that geometric effects would be more important 

for copper clusters than for alkali metal clusters due to the higher cohesive energies 

for the noble metal species. The study in question showed that copper clusters 

containing less than 100 atoms showed evidence of icosahedral geometries on re-

action with water molecules. However, reaction of copper clusters over the same 

size range with oxygen molecules showed up electronic stabilities. The differences 

here can be attributed to the different types of reaction taking jlace. The 02 re-

action probably involves dissociative chemisorption which is promoted by electron 

transfer from the cluster. Obviously, the promoted reaction will occur more easily 

with a cluster having a lower ionisation potential. This is a property of the cluster 

as a whole, and in this case corresponds with a cluster having a newly-opened 

electronic shell. On the other hand, it is suggested that the H 2 0 reaction is more 

localised, and thus reflects the geometric structure of the reacting cluster. Over-

all, one can see that each cluster must be treated separately to determine whether 

geometric or electronic stability is more itnportant. Furthermore, the root cause 

of a particular stability is not solely dependant on the properties of the cluster 

system itself, but also on the experimental interactions taking place. 

An interesting case study on the assignment of mass spectral magic numbers is 

presented for large aluminium cluster systems. A periodic shell effect was observed 

for aluminium clusters containing between 200 and 1500 atoms [75,76]. The shell 

index plot for these magic numbers resulted in a gradient a factor of two larger than 

that expected from the electronic shell model. This was interpreted by suggesting 
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that the electrons traversed a semi-classical star orbit within the cluster. The 

electrons thus travel a path approximately twice as long as the one-turn triangular 

and square orbits normally favoured. This interpretation would also lead to the 

prediction that larger clusters would eventually show evidence of the triangular 

orbit again as the electrons spent less time at the cluster surface. 

A subsequent study has shown that this shell spacing continues up to 10000-

atom aluminium clusters, throwing doubt on the electronic shell description ini-

tially formulated [771• A very good match for the shell index gradient was found 

when the aluminium clusters were pictured as 'being constructed in the form of 

octahedra. In a similar way to icosahedral shells', it can be shown that the number 

of atoms, n, in a cluster of K octahedral shells is given by the expression 

= (21(3  + 61(2  + 7K +3) 	 (4.6) 

i.e. 

(4.7) 

Substituting k = K + 1 results in the expression simplifying to 

n = 
2 
 k + O(k) 
	

(4.8) 

From Figure 4-5 it can be seen that coverage of only four of the eight octahedral 

faces is required to arrive at the next complete shell. If subshell stability is achieved - 

by the, coverage of a single face, then the subshells occur four times as often as the 

shells, so k can be replaced by 1 k. This leads to the abOve expression simplifying 

to 

n 	= 0.01042k3 	 (4.9)
96  

The experimentally obtained shell index plot fits the expression n = 0.0104k3 , 

thus lending weight to the octahedral structure attributed to large aluminium 

clusters. 

The most recent experiments on large aluminium clusters have shown that the 

distinction of the two shell effects is definitely temperature related. The aluminium 
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Figure 4-5: The breakdown of octahedral shells into subshells by step-wise coy-

erage of triangular faces. 
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clusters produced in the experiment showing octahedral structure are expected to 

exist at temperatures close to the nozzle temperature, which was about 300K. The 

melting point of bulk aluminium is 933K, so even the clusters are expected to be 

solid-like. Heating the nozzle to approximately 470K resulted in the appearance 

of electronic shells for clusters containing between 200 and 600 aluminium atoms, 

with the same shell spacing as for alkali metal clusters [78]. The transition between 

electronic and geometric shells was seen clearly as the temperature in the source 

was varied. This general transition between the two shell effects had been predicted 

earlier [79], but the experimental manipulation of this transition is an exciting 

achievement in cluster research. 

In summary, in this chapter an attempt has been made to discuss the diverse 

range of cluster systems which can be, and have been studied. The magic numbers 

observed have been attributed to realistic models, and these have been described 

generally. It would be impossible to provide an exhaustive account of all of the 

research which has been carried out in this area, but even a look at some general 

systems shows that this is an exciting avenue of research. 
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Chapter 5 

CLUSTER ABUNDANCE 
SPECTRA 

5.1 Introduction 

The main aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the versatility of the laser vaporisa-

tion technique, and to show how features in someof the cluster abundance spectra 

can be rationalised with reference to the shell effects described in the previous 

chapter. Cluster mass spectra which were obtained for a variety of species during 

the course of this work are presented here. More detailed data on the cluster abun-

dance spectra obtained for Group-hA metals and large iron clusters are discussed 

in detail separately in the following chapters. The results presented in this chapter 

illustrate the wide range of materials which can be studied with the experimental 

approach that was employed in this work. The only real limit in the generation 

of clusters using the laser vaporisation technique is in obtaining or creating an 

appropriate solid target which will sit in either of the two cluster sources that 

were described in Chapter 3. The principal features of the cluster mass spectra 

presented here are discussed, some of which provide insight into various aspects 

of the experimental techniques employed. 

One common feature which is evident in the mass spectra presented is a 'mass 

windowing' effect. This is a result of the perpendicular ion extraction geometry of 

the cluster apparatus. The use of a static electric field between the deflection plates 

in the ion source region means that clusters with different mass-to-charge ratios are 

deflected by differing amounts. This gives rise to a mass-dependent transmission 
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function for ions travelling towards the detector. A specific deflection voltage will 

produce a maximum transmission. for cluster ions of a certain mass (assuming 

equally-charged species). The transmission function tends to tail off smoothly for 

clusters which are increasingly heavier or lighter than this mass. This is due to 

clusters either side of this mass range missing the detector at the end of the flight 

tube as a result of being respectively understeered or oversteered by the deflection 

field. The centre of this mass window can be shifted up and down the scale range 

by appropriate alteration of the deflection voltage. The mass window appears in 

the mass spectrum as a bell-shaped envelope containing the cluster peaks. This 

transmission function is smooth and wide enough to allow any unusual features in 

the mass spectrum to be readily distinguished, and thus does not interfere with 

the identification of cluster magic numbers. 

The spectra presented in this thesis were originally recorded experimentally 

as signal intensities versus ion-packet flight times. An existing routine in the 

control software, THOR, allows straightforward mass calibration of the spectra. 

This process simply involves measuring the ti me-of- arrival, t, of known species of 

recognised mass, rn. Two or more peaks are measured and fitted to the function 

t = a + bni 	 (5.1) 

which emerges from the Wiley and McLaren equations [1]. A least mean squares 

fit enables the coefficients, a and b, to be determined which are then used to 

transform the x-axis from time to mass units. 

Mass calibration was aided by the routine appearance of mass spectral peaks 

which could be easily identified, such as helium and aluminium. The presence of 

aluminium ions was due to this material being ablated from he cluster source 

blOck when grazed by the vaporisation laser beam. The presence of a peak due to 

helium in the mass spectra is perhaps not surprising as it is the carrier gas used 

for the cluster beam. The observation of a helium ion signal despite the relatively 

high ionisation potential of helium was explained when helium pulse profiles were 

shown in Chapter 2. 
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5.2 Coinage Metal Clusters 

Cluster abundance spectra for the coinage metals copper and silver could be gen-

erated relatively easily using bulk targets in the rod source described in Chapter 3. 

Typical mass spectra obtained using photoionisation at 193 nm are shown in Fig-

ures 5-1 and 5-2. The discussion in the previous chapter has alerted our attention 

to the fact that coinage metal clusters tend to exhibit electronic shell effects in 

certain circumstances. The mass spectra shown here have noticeably pronounced 

intensities for the cluster species Ag (n = 3, 9) and Cu (n = 3, 9, 21). This fits 

well with the jellium model as these specific clusters have closed electronic shells 

containing 2, 8, and 20 electrons. Evidence for, this type of shell effect in coinage 

metal clusters has been noted previously via ionisation potentiaLmeasurements [2, 

3,41 and the presence of intensity anomalies in cluster abundance spectra [5]. 

Superimposedon this electronic shell effect is a remarkably pronounced al-

ternation in the intensity between clusters containing odd and even numbers of 

constituent atoms. IThose cluster ions containing an odd number of atoms ap-

pear with greater intensities in the mass spectra. Again, similar differences in 

the characteristics of even and odd numbered clusters of the coinage metals have 

been discussed in the literature. The first observation of this effect was noted in 

ionisation potential measurements of small copper clusters [6]. Further evidence 

of these odd-even alternations has surfaced in electron affinity measurements [7, 

8], and cluster abundance spectra [9]. A clue to the origin of this effect can be 

gained by noting that similar effects have been reported for alkali metal clusters 

[10]. This knowledge prompts us to look for a common factor which links the 

alkali metals with the coinage metals. We have already seen that a jellium model 

describes clusters of these two groups of elements well, and in a similar way. This 

is due to the free electron nature of these univalent species. A simple bonding 

model allows us to see that the odd-even intensity alternations can also be derived 

from the fact that these metals effectively possess one valence electron each. In 

the mass spectra presented for copper and silver clusters (Figures 5-1 and 5-2) the 
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more intense peaks correspond to clusters containing an even number of electrons. 

In a simple bonding picture for these species, a spin-pairing of the valence elec-

trons gives rise to a singlet ground state in which the Highest Occupied Molecular 

Orbital (HOMO) is strongly bound and fully occupied. For clusters containing 

an odd number of electrons, one electron remains unpaired leading to a doublet 

ground state. The HOMO in this case is of non-bonding character. It is therefore 

easier to remove an electron from a neutral cluster originally containing an odd 

number of electrons. It must be stressed that the odd-even intensity alternation 

is not linked to the relative stabilities of the neutral clusters. Indeed, ionisation 

with 157 nm radiation results in a mass spectrum with no such intensity alter-

nation. For copper clusters containing less than seven atoms, the even numbered 

clusters only ionise on the absorption of two 193 nm photons, whereas the odd-

numbered clusters require only one photon of this wavelength to ionise. Thus the 

odd-even intensity alternation is linked to the photoionisation process rather than 

the relative abundances of the neutral clusters. 

Another feature which emerges from the spectra shown is the presence of larger 

clusters of copper in comparison to silver. The cluster sizes observable in this type 

of experiment depend on two main factors, one machine-dependent and the other 

system-dependent. The first contribution results from the limited voltage applied 

to the deflection plates in the ion source region of the mass spectrometer. Since 

the magnitude of the deflection field determines the range ofrnasses transmitted 

to the detector, then an upper limit on the size of this field naturally corresponds 

with a maximum observable mass in the cluster distribution. Thus, a larger range 

of copper clusters will fall within the observable mass region when compared with 

silver due simply to the fact that copper atoms are lighter than silver atoms. 

The system-dependent effect is related to the clustering efficiency of a particular 

element. This must intuitively be related to the binding strength of the dimer unit, 

as this is the first species formed in the clustering process, and is the base upon 

which larger clusters grow [8]. Examination of the available data for dimer bond 

strengths shows that copper dimer is more strongly bound than the silver dimer 
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[11]. This is consistent with the observation of larger size clusters for copper than 

for silver. 

A direct comparison of the clustering efficiencies of these two coinage metals 

could be gained if they were clustered heterogeneously. This experiment neces-

sitated the fabrication of a mixed metal target. The melting point of copper is 

1358K, and for silver is 1235K [11]. These values are close enough to make the 

creation of a metal alloy rod feasible. The actual process in'olved placing alter-

nate 5mm-long sections of copper and silver rods in a quartz tube which could 

itself be safely heated to above the melting point of copper whilst retaining its 

solid shape. The copper and silver segments were melted with an acetylene blow-

torch and encouraged to mix. Oxidation of the metal during the heating process 

was restricted by coitinuously flowing argon gas over the open end of the quartz 

tube. The metal in the tube was allowed to solidify, and then melted and agitated 

again to ensure thorough mixing. After the finalsolidification step the quartz tube 

was broken off, and the rod machined down to snugly fit the cluster source block 

(nominally 5mm-diameter). 

Mass spectral analysis of clusters produced when vaporising this mixed metal 

target showed good signal stability, suggesting that the two metals were homoge-

neously mixed. The long term stability of the clusters produced was sufficiently 

good that spectroscOpic experiments could be successfully carried out on the CuAg 

dimer by a former member of this group [121. A typical mass spectrum of the clus-

ter species generated using this target is presented in Figure 5-3. It is difficult to 

obtain information easily from this spectrum due to the different cluster combina-

tions which are present. The general trends are more readily apparent when the 

mass spectral data is displayed in a more simplified format as shown in Figure 5-4. 

Here the intensities of cluster peaks are plotted against the number of constituent 

copper and silver atoms in the cluster. 

The same general trends observed for the pure coinage metal clusters are also 

seen here in the heterogeneous clusters. The odd-even intensity alternation exists 

as before, the effect depending only on the number of constituent atoms, and not 

on their identities. Additionally, the range of cluster compositions lends weight to 
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Figure 5-4: Mass spectral intensities of CuAg cluster ions observed in the mass 

spectrum shown in Figure 5-3. 
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the premise that copper does cluster more efficiently than silver under equivalent 

experimental conditions. 

5.3 Jellium Species 

An overview of the specific species that have exhibited effects which could be de-

scribed by the jellium model was presented in Chapter 4. The coinage metals have 

just been discussed in the previous section, and the experimental results have up-

held the jellium description for these systems. The next step is to discuss whether 

electronic shell effects can be seen for any of the other known jellium species. Here 

we are limited to some extent by the nature of the laser vaporisation source. Some 

metals are not available in an appropriate form for use as vaporisation targets. 

This is especially true of the alkali metals, which have been studied extensively 

using oven cluster sources. 

Nevertheless, an attempt was made to look at some members of the alkali metal 

group. None of these metals were suitable for use with the rod source due to their 

softness and reactivity, but it was possible to use the alternative disc source. Ini-

tially, experiments were attempted on sodium. Sodium metal sticks were obtained 

commercially, and a thin cross-section was cut from the end for mounting in the 

disc source. Obvious safety precautions were taken on handling the material. The 

main experimental concern was to get the metal target mounted within the source 

chamber, and pumped down to vacuum as quickly as possible. This was necessary 

in order to minimise oxidation of the metal which proceeded rapidly once removed 

from the paraffin-filled container in which it was stored. However, the difficulties 

of working with this substance did not end once it was safely housed inside the 

vacuum chamber. The first attempted study ended prematurely before a single 

mass spectrum coulä be collected. This was due to the sodium 'disc' adhering to 

the contact surface of the disc mount, resulting in the disc holder being sheared 

from the rotation arm at a flexible rubber connection. Following repair, another 

attempt was made. 
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The normal optimisation procedure during experiments involves ionisation of 

the clusters with a fairly wide laser beam initially to achieve an appreciable signal. 

Twin razor blades are then used as a slit to narrow the laser beam width, and thus 

decrease the ionisation volume. This has the effect of increasing the resolution of 

the observed peaks by decreasing the effective spatial distribution of nascent ions. 

A specific peak is then chosen, and its intensity monitored as the firing time of 

the ionisation laser is scanned. In this way, the optimum firing time can be found 

and selected. This parameter would be expected to remain almost constant for 

any species in the molecular beam, but it is found to alter slightly, showing a 

mass-dependence. This is due to an effect known as velocity slippage. This is 

common in seeded beams, where the velocity transferred to larger cluster species 

is not quite as great as to the lighter clusters [13,14]. This is because the light 

buffer gas atoms undergo less efficient energy transfer collisions with the heavier 

cluster species. 

Figure 5-5 shows the mass spectrum for sodium clusters which was recorded 

initially. However, before any optimisation of the signal or improvement of the 

resolution could be undertaken the signal disappeared. It was discovered that the 

sodium disc had broken free from its holder and become stuck to the source block 

again. It was decided that no further attempts would be made to continue with 

this type of target. Apart from the very short run time, it was found that the soft 

sodium metal had also clogged up the vaporisation laser access channel, and the 

cleansing of this proved to be an arduous process. A number of comments can be 

made, however, on the spectrum that was obtained. 

Pure sodium clusters can only be distinguished up to Na 5 , and cluster oxides 

seem to be formed readily. Due to the inadequate length of time available to 

optimise the signal in this experiment, the resolution is too low beyond about 

100 amu to allow single peak identification. The broad peaks observed are a 

convolution of signals attributable to several different cluster species. The lack of 

any observable even-odd intensity effects or electronic shell effects is not evidence 

against the existence of these effects as they have been documented in other work. 

As well as the lack of resolution here, the presence of cluster oxides would tend to 
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obscure any intensity anomalies. These oxide adducts are seen for several systems 

and are usually due to impurities in the helium carrier gas, or to surface oxidation 

of the metal target The amount of cluster oxide formation can normally be 

reduced by repeated vaporisation over the same region of the target surface. This 

has the effect of removing the oxide layer, and exposing the clean metal beneath. 

The possibility of using this technique to reduce the oxygen presence from the 

sodium mass spectrum was not feasible due to the short run-times available before 

the experiment was halted. The added difficulty for sodium 'clusters is that the 

bond strength of sodium oxide is appreciably greater than that of the sodium 

dimer, which is itself quite weakly bound (bond strength of Na 2  = 74kJmo1 1 ) 

[11]. Therefore, clustering is more likely to proceed around a base NaO unit 

rather than on Na2 . 

Following the work on sodium, experiments were also attempted to generate 

clusters of lithium. In this case, a lithium disc target was prepared more conven-

tionally by compression of lithium powder. Figure 5-6 shows the mass spectrum 

obtained on vaporisation of this target. Clusters up to Li 5  are observed, but once 

again not sufficiently large to show the expected shell effects. 

In conclusion, the first laser vaporisation experiments on these alkali metals 

did not reveal the expected cluster abundance effects. This siinp1y serves to show 

that there are some materials which are not suited for study with the laser vapori-

sation technique. This is not a problem, as alkali metal clusters have been studied 

extensively from oven sources. 

More successful were experiments on the trivalent species aluminium. Fig-

ure 5-7 shows one such mass spectrum obtained for aluminium clusters following 

photoionisation at 193 nm. From this spectrum it is apparent that anomalously 

high intensities are displayed for clusters containing 7, 14, and 23 aluminium atoms 

in comparison with neighbouring peaks. These ionised clusters contain 20, 41, and 

68 electrons respectively. The first two magic number clusters conform well to the 

jellium predictions for closed electronic shells. Note that a 40-electron system is 

not possible for singly-charged aluminium clusters due to their trivalent nature, 

but the 41-electron cluster has fulfilled this shell closing, and would rather not 
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lose an aluminium atom to remove three electrons. The 68-electron system does 

not conform to the jellium predictions. This is a warning against the complete 

applicability of electronic shell effects for small clusters. The jellium model does 

work well for medium to large-sized cluster systems, but care must be taken when 

looking at smaller systems. The abundances of ionised clusters can often be af-

fected by details of the ionisation process as well as stable cluster configurations. 

This is most prevalent for small clusters, as the ionisation potentials can change 

drastically between adjacent cluster sizes, before settling down to an asymptotic 

approach to the bulk work function. 

It is well accepted that the jellium model describes aluminium clusters contain-

ing more than about fifty atoms well [15], but that there are differences for smaller 

clusters. Again the magic numbers observed are dependent on the measurement 

technique. Experiments to determine the electron affinities of small aluminium 

clusters have shown good agreement with the predicted effects from the jellium 

model [16]. For these effects to be evident in the mass spectrum presented here, 

then Al 0  would have to possess an enhanced intensity instead of the observed 

anomaly for Al 3. The enhancement of the 23-atom cluster peak can still be ex-

plained, although outside of a jellium context. lonisation potential measurements 

have been shown to dip for aluminium clusters containing 7, 14, and 23 atoms 

[17]. Similarly, these cluster species were found to have smaller collision-induced 

cross-sections than their neighbours [18], and were also present in greater abun-

dances in a direct laser vaporisation experiment of an aluminium nitride target in 

which no buffer gas was used [19]. 

Thus for real cluster systems, the use of electronic shell effects to account for 

magic numbers seen in the mass spectrum of a system predicted to conform to 

the jellium model must be treated with caution. One must remember that the 

jellium model is quite simplistic in construction, and that deviations should not 

be unexpected when applied to real cluster systems. Some of the predicted jellium 

closings may well be present in the mass spectrum, but other illffects may mask 

some of the anticipated magic numbers, and also throw up extra ones. For smaller 

clusters especially, the variations in ionisation potentials and photon absorption 
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cross-sections are very important in helping to explain enhanced abundances of 

ionised clusters. These competing effects are difficult to avoid, as the clusters must 

be ionised in order to observe them in these experiments. 

5.4 Transition Metal Clusters 

As has already been stated, one of the principal advantages of the laser vapor-

isation technique is, that clusters of even the most refractory materials can be 

generated. It is into this category that the transition metals fall. Some data on 

the coinage metals has already been presented, but clusters were also successfully 

generated from target rods of nickel, iron, and niobium. 

5.4.1 Nickel and Iron clusters 

Examples of cluster abundance spectra obtained for nickel and iron clusters are 

shown in Figures 5-8 and 5-9, respectively. These transition metal elements have 

complex electronic configurations, and do not exhibit any known electronic shell 

effects. Any possible geometric shells will again tend to be masked by variations in 

photoionisation cross-sections for small clusters. For larger nickel clusters, contain-

ing more than 50 atoms, icosahedral stabilities have been reported in the literature 

[20]. 

The nickel cluster spectrum shown in Figure 5-8 does not consist entirely of 

pure nickel clusters, but also shows cluster oxides. As suggested in the discussion 

on sodium clusters, it should be possible to exclude these oxidesby vaporising the 

same region of the trget rod again to strip off any top oxide layer. However, when 

this procedure was performed, the oxide presence did not diminish, suggesting that 

these peaks are due to nickel clustering with oxygen which must be present as an 

impurity in the helium carrier gas. 

Analysis of the iron cluster mass spectrum shown in Figure 5-9 also shows evi- 

dence of oxygen addition to the bare iron clusters. This spectrum is representative 
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of all of the iron abundance spectra collected in that it showsthe 13-atom cluster 

as having an enhanced intensity in comparison with its neighbours. This can be 

explained due to the stability of the 13-atom icosahedral structure. The ionisa-

tion potentials of iron clusters containing up to fifty atoms have been measured 

by two groups [21,22]. These do not show an especially high IF for Fe 13 , so the 

high binding energy of such a symmetric structure is responsible for its increased 

intensity. The ionisation laser fluences used in the iron cluster experiment were 

high enough to promote some cluster fragmentation. The excess energy given to 

the cluster is such that the dominant fragmentation pathway is single-atom evap-

oration, although a given cluster can successively lose several atoms in this way. A 

cluster with a high binding energy, such as the 13-atom iron cluster, is less likely to 

evaporate atoms, and so shows up in the mass spectrum with a greater intensity. 

5.4.2 Niobium clusters 

Niobium appears to be one of the easiest transition metals to cluster. This may 

well be due to the fact that the bond strength of the niobium dimer is very high ( 

511 kJmol [11]), and this promotes further cluster growth as mentioned previ-

ously. Because it was possible to generate a good distribution of niobium clusters 

relatively routinely, this system was used as a test-bed upon,which to study the 

effects of different experimental conditions. An added advantage of this particular 

element is that it only possesses one naturally occurring isotope, making mass 

calibration of the spectrum much easier. 

A typical mass spectrum for niobium clusters obtained in this laboratory is 

shown in Figure 5-40. This is the type of mass spectrum achieved on initial 

set-up of the cluster apparatus. One feature which is clearly evident from this 

spectrum is the presence of niobium cluster oxides. James [12] noticed that the 

relative intensities of these cluster oxides increased on photoionisation at 193 nm 

when compared with the use of 266 nm radiation. This fact can be related to 

the ionisation potentials of the cluster oxides which have been reportedin the 

literature [23]. 
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If the experimental conditions are altered to allow the creation and detection 

of larger clusters, then the mass spectral abundance patterns change. The type 

of spectrum obtained under these conditions is shown in Figure 5-11. The main 

difference between the experimental conditions used to record this spectrum com-

pared to the previous one is that the deflection plate voltage has been increases 

to allow the mass window to be shifted towards higher masses. The deflection 

voltage was set at 200V for the spectrum recorded in Figure 5-10, and this was 

increased to 600V to record the data displayed in Figure 5-11. As well as this 

adjustment, the firing time of the ionisation laser was re-optimised for ionisation 

of higher mass clusters. This involved a slight increase in the delay between clus-

ter creation and photoionisation due to the greater velocity slippage which exists 

for heavier clusters. It can be seen from the spectrum in Figure 5-11 that local 

maxima in cluster intensities are seen for Nb 7 , Nb 15 , and Nb. 

It must be kept in mind throughout this type of work that the physical, chem-

ical, and electronic properties of any system are not mutually exclusive. In fact 

there is a strong interdependence between properties such as structure, ionisa-

tion potential, and reactivity. Niobium clusters from the dimer upwards are all 

1-photon ionised at 193 nm (6.4eV). As is often the case in these experiments, 

the more abundant clusters in Figure 5-11 are probably more intense due to a 

decreased likelihood of fragmentation during the ionisation process, rather than a 

reflection of the neutral cluster abundances. 

The good cluster distributions that could he obtained for niobium allowed com-

parative experiments to be performed on the effects of different source conditions 

upon the observed abundances. If ionisation is carried out with the excimer laser 

operating on the KrF line at 248 nm (4.98eV) as opposed to the ArF line at 193 nm 

(6.42eV), then the mass spectrum displayed in Figure 5-12 results. The new set 

of peaks which can be observed between the main niobium cluster ion signals for n 

= 7-15 correspond to the creation of doubly-charged niobium clusters containing 

an odd number of constituent atoms. The even-numbered doubly-ionised niobium 

clusters cannot be seen directly in the mass spectrum as they have the same flight 

times through the instrument as singly-charged niobium clusters containing half 

4, 
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that number of constituent metal atoms. Thus the intensitié of the normal nio-

bium cluster ions will contain some contribution from the doubly-charged clusters 

having the same mass-tocharge ratio. 

These doubly-ionised niobium cluster species have been seen before, but only 

using much higher energy electron impact as the means of ionisation [24]. A 60eV 

electron beam was used for ionisation in the reported experiment, supplying over 

ten times as much energy to the niobium clusters in comparison with the 4.98eV 

excimer radiation used in these experiments. 

The relative intensity of doubly-charged niobium cluster peaks can be magni-

fied by altering the experimental conditions in favour of even larger cluster pro-  
- 

duction. Firstly, the deflection voltage can be increased to a higher value to favour 

clusters of higher mass. Also, the effective amount of clustering produced can be 

altered. As has been stated before, a higher helium backing pressure will produce 

more effective clustering. This effect can also be achieved without changing the 

actual pressure at the helium source. Instead, the time of firing the vaporisation 

laser can be shifted to occur at a time when there is a higher density of helium 

passing over the target metal surface. The spectrum shown previously in Figure 5-

12 was recorded with a deflection voltage of 650V, and with the vaporisation laser 

firing into the front edge of the helium pulse. Shifting the deflection voltage up to 

680V, and vaporising at the point of maximum density of the helium pulse pro-

duced the spectrum shown in Figure 5-13. . The intensity of the doubly-charged 

clusters in this spectrum has clearly been el1hanced. Clusters containing up to 

about forty-eight atoms, with a single charge can be observed, and the same size 

range is seen for doubly-charged clusters. 

As most physical properties exhibited by atoms and molecules evolve into an 

analogous bulk property, then the general tendency for a metal cluster to ionise 

may also be linked to bulk properties. Certain niobium clusters have been shown to 

exhibit a delayed emission of electrons after an ionisation event [25]. This property 

correlates with the bulk thermionic emission characteristic. It is known that hot 

clusters may cool by evaporatively losing atoms in a step-wise process. However, 

delayed electron emission provides an alternative energy loss channel to stabilise 
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clusters which have excess internal energy [26]. The question as to whether electron 

or atom loss is more favourable depends on the particular system. For niobium, 

the bulk work function is almost half the value of the cohesive energy of the bulk 

metal. Thus, in general terms, it would not be energetically unfavourable for the 

bulk species to emit two electrons rather than lose an atom. If these properties 

are extrapolated back through to cluster systems, then there is justification for 

niobium cluster ions to become doubly-charged rather than evaporate atoms as a 

means of releasing excess energy. 

From the known physical properties of the niobium atom, the first ionisation 

potential lies at an energy of 6.88eV, and the second ionisation potential is at 

14.32eV [11]. The IPs of cluster species tend to asymptotically approach the bulk 

work function, which in this case is 4.3eV. The general approach to the bulk value 

can be described by a classically obtained relationship [27,28], which, to first order 

defines the ionisation potential of an N-atom cluster as: 

IP(N) = W 	
3e2 

+ 	 (5.2) 

where W is the bulk work function, and R is the cluster radius, which is pro-

portional to the cube root of the number of constituent atoms. Thus, for the 

range of clusters presented here, the first ionisation potentials should lie between 

the atomic IP value, and the bulk work function. Niobium cluster IPs have been 

measured by Knickelbein [29], and these are displayed in Figure 5-14. This shows 

that niobium clusters (n > 2) all have IPs less than that of atomic niobium. It 

then follows that the energy required to remove a second electron from a given 

cluster will most likely be less than the 14eV required to doubly ionise the niobium 

atom. For ionisation with KrF radiation, this only requires the absorption of three 

photons. This process should not be considered unlikely in a typical experiment 

in this laboratory. One should recall that good helium ion signals can be detected, 

and that this involves a four- or five-photon absorption scheme. 

One interesting question is why doubly-charged niobium clusters can be ob-

served when ionising with the KrF line (4.98V), but not with the ArF line 

(6.42eV). The most likely reason is due to the increased laser output energy avail-

able on the KrF line. Pulse energies from the Lumonics excimer laser used in 
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these experiments are typically five times greater for KrF radiation than for ArF. 

Indeed, the optimised spectra shown in this chapter were obtained with vastly 

different pulse energies. The clusters in Figure 5-11 were ionised with ArF pho-

tons. The energy of this laser beam, measured before the quattz access window 

of the ionisation chamber, was 6 mJpulse 1 . The KrF laser beam used to pho-

toionise the clusters shown in Figures 5-12 and 5-13 had a comparative energy 

of 40 mJpulse 1 . This increased photon density would favour the occurence of a 

double ionisation process. 

A less likely factor to consider relies on the fact that the density of electronic 

states within a reasonably-sized cluster has grown considerably from the distinct 

electronic levels seen in small molecules. For the doubly-charged clusters observed 

in these experiments, it may well be that there is a raft of states available as a 

resonant step on absorption of KrF photons to make the second ionisation step 

more probable. 

It seems remarkable that doubly-charged niobium clusters have been generated 

in these experiments. In fact these were the first results obtained in this laboratory 

to show the presence of doubly-charged clusters. As mentioned previously, doubly-

charged niobium clusters have been observed by other groups, but only with more 

energetic means of ;ionisation, such as the use of electron beams. Magnesium 

cluster oxides have been doubly-ionised with focussed ultra-violet laser radiation 

[30], so this type of process is not unfeasible. 

5.5 Non-metal Clusters 

Although the laser vaporisation technique was originally developed to allow the 

study of clusters of refractory metals, particularly the transition metals, the ver-

satility of this cluster generation method has enabled the generation of a very 

wide range of cluster species. The target materials extend even into the realm 

of non-metals. Again, the only limitation lies in being able to obtain the desired 

material in the form of a solid target. 
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One of the first non-metal materials to he clustered was carbon, and these 

experiments yielded some rather astounding results which have had important 

implications for many areas of scientific research. The range of clusters produced 

following vaporisation of a graphite target showed some magic numbers which did 

not correspond to those of any typical metal cluster systems. The most pronounced 

intensity anomaly in the mass spectrum correlated with a cluster containing sixty 

carbon atoms, and this was assigned a particularly stable truncated icosahedral 

cage structure, and named buckminsterfullerene [31,32]. This experiment can be 

easily reconstructed, and a mass spectrum of carbon clusters which was obtained 

during the course of this work is shown in Figure 5-15. This mass spectrum 

is similar to those which have been reported in the literature, with the typical 

bimodal structure in; the carbon cluster abundances. The stability of C60 is evident, 

as is the presence of purely even-numbered carbon clusters in this mass range. 

Further evidence for the particular stability of C 60  can be illustrated by a 

reverse experiment, so to speak. Rather than clustering carbon atoms after vapor-

ising a graphite rod, one can laser desorh a fullerene sample from the surface of 

a target rod and monitor the cluster species present after a controlled photofrag-

mentation process. The desorption step is really just a low-powered vaporisation 

interaction in which the Nd:YAG laser fluence is turned down to less than 1% of 

typical vaporisation fluences. This means that the sample substrate, aluminium 

in this case, is merely heated instead of vaporised. This increased temperature is 

passed to the fullerene molecules that have been coated on to the surface of the 

rod which simply boil off the metal and into the helium stream. 

The fullerene sathple was obtained by the well-documented method of electrical 

discharge of graphite rods in a helium atmosphere contained within a simple bench 

top reactor [33]. The resultant fullerene mixture was purified by chromatographic 

methods to yield only C 60  and C 70 . These species were desorbed intact, but could 

be induced to fragment during the ionisation process. If hard ionisation conditions 

are used, corresponding to higher ionisation laser fluence, then the fullerene species 

successively lose C 2  units, as seen in the mass spectrum shown in Figure 5-16. It 
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must be stressed that the carbon cluster species resulting from the fragmentation 

process were definitely not present in the original sample. 

The previous discussion of the magic numbers exhibited by metal clusters has 

shown that the predictive power afforded by the structure of the periodic table 

has been very useful. Clusters of elements within the same group tend to conform 

to quite similar electronic or geometric stabilities. However, there is no evidence 

in this case to suggest that the structure of silicon clusters might resemble those 

of carbon clusters. This might have been expected considering that the respective 

bulk materials differ greatly in their properties. Studies of the stabilities of silicon 

clusters have shown no resemblance at all to the magic numbers exhibited by 

carbon clusters, and there appears to be no corresponding silicon-built fullerene 

molecules. 

The main studies performed on silicon clusters have involved the measurement 

of the most dominant fragmentation channels exhibited upon cluster dissociation. 

The predominant fragments for smaller clusters appeared to be units containing 

six and ten silicon atoms [34,35,36], and the structures of Si 6  and Si10  have been 

shown to be thermodynamically stable [37]. The most probable structures of these 
/ 

species have been calculated, with the ten-atom cluster assuniing the geometry of 

a crystalline fragment of an adamantane-like structure [38]. The photodissociation 

of larger silicon clusters has shown an evolution in the dissociation process towards 

a bulk description as the cluster size increases [39]. For clusters containing up to 

35 atoms, the dominant fragment is Si 10 . Clusters containing more than 35 but 

fewer than 60 atoms preferentially. yield an Si 6  fragment. Finally, clusters made 

up of more than 60 atoms will simply undergo a single-atom evaporation which is 

what occurs for the bulk material. These changes in fragmentation products can 

be linked to changes in the cohesive energy of the clusters. 

Heterogeneous clusters containing both silicon and carbon atoms have been 

reported on in the literature. The experimental set-up was the same as for the 

generation of bare silicon clusters, although in this case, the inert carrier gas was 

seeded with a quantity of gaseous hydrocarbons [40]. The hot plasma formed 

on vaporisation of the silicon target appears to cause the decomposition of the 
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hydrocarbon species, giving rise to a source of carbon atoms which can also take 

part in the clustering process. The main clusters formed were bare homogeneous 

clusters, and clusters containing only one or two atoms of the other material. 

An alternative way to study these heterogeneous clusters was examined in this 

work. This involved laser vaporisation of a silicon carbide target which was ob-

tained commercially. A typical mass spectrum of the cluster distribution resulting 

from the use of such a target is shown in Figure 5-17. The enhanced relative 

intensities of the Si 6  and Si 10  clusters support the previous experimental results 

discussed above. Again, larger clusters containing near-stoichiometric quantities 

of carbon and silicon atoms do not appear to be formed in the growth process. 

The more favoured mixed-species clusters contain only one or two atoms of one of 

the materials. 

5.6 Heterogeneous Cluster Systems 

The study of heterogeneous clusters is a necessary step towards the understanding 

of real materials. Many groups of homogeneous clusters have been studied, but 

very few bulk systems consist of one pure element. Results from the study of 

heterogeneous clusters should provide insight into the interactions taking place in 

real alloyed systems. 

Experiments using two types of heterogeneous targets have already been de-

scribed in the previous sections of this chapter. The SiC target rod was commer-

cially available, and the CuAg rod was easily fashioned due to the similar melting 

points of the two constituent metals. A number of other similar species were ex-

amined during the course of this work for which it would have been extremely 

difficult to present in the form of a suitable target for use with the conventional 

rod source. These studies entailed use of the disc source described in Section 3.3. 

Many discs of differing compositions were fabricated, mainly in an attempt to 

carry out spectroscopic studies on mixed-metal. dimer species. Some preliminary 
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electronic spectra were obtained for a few of these systems by a previous member 

of this group [41], and these included vibronic spectra for A1Ni, NiCu, and NiAg. 

One group of systems of particular interest in the realm of heterogeneous clus-

ters are the mixed alkali/coinage metal clusters. There is already a considerable 

amount of data available on the homogeneous alkali clusters and coinage clusters 

separately, but very little on the mixed systems. The alkali and coinage metal 

dimers, the smallest cluster units, have been extensively studied by electronic 

spectroscopy, and much has been learned about the nature of the bonding in these 

species. The obvious starting point for a study on the mixed alkali/coinage metal 

clusters would be the prototypical dimer LiCu. Interest would then extend to large 

mixed clusters where, for instance, the study of LiCu would help ellucidate the 

role of a host atom as a localised defect in a bulk system. The interest in these 

species leads to an attempt to generate the LiCu molecule using the technique of 

laser vaporisation. The only previous work on this particular molecule consists 

of a molecular orbital calculation on the electronic ground state [42), and a mea-

surement of its dissociation energy using a Knudsen effusion cell [43]. Thus there 

remains a large number of experiments to be performed on this system. 

The first requirement was the preparation of a suitable mixed metal target. 

Since lithium melts at 453K and copper at 1356K, an alloy rod would be very 

difficult to fabricate in the manner described for CuAg. An easier alternative is 

the creation of a target disc. This was accomplished by mixing powders of the two 

metals and compressing these into a solid disc by the method described in Section 

3.3. The process of. target disc construction is not always as straightforward as 

it may seem. In this specific case, the resultant disc proved to be rather brittle, 

and several attempts were needed to press a disc, and to extricate it from the 

die without extensive crumbling or fracturing of the target. The inhomogeneity 

of the pressed mixture was also evident upon a cursory inspection of the disc, so 

a process of repeated grinding and recompression was carried out. The resultant 

target was usable, and could be mounted in the disc source. 

Figure 5-18 shows the mass spectrum obtained using this target. Identification 

of the principal constituents in the spectrum can be confirmed from the iso- 
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topomers expected to be present. The main isotope of lithium is of mass 7 amu, 

and is 92% abundant. The only other naturally abundant isotope is of mass 6 

amu. Copper has two isotopes of mass 63 and 65 amu, which have a natural 

abundance reflected by a 69:31 ratio. The combination of these isotopes will re-

suit in the most prominent isotopomers of LiCu at masses 70 and 72 amu, in an 

approximate 2:1 ratio. A possible complication to the identification of the LiCu 

molecule in the cluster beam would be the presence of a ten-atom lithium cluster 

which would also occur at mass 70. However, this could be checked by looking at 

the clusters produced from a pure lithium disc target under the same experimental 

conditions as for LiCu. This was confirmed by the fact that the lithium cluster 

distribution under the same conditions, which was displayed in Figure 5-6, only 

showed clusters containing up to five lithium atoms. The peaks at 70 and 72 amu 

in Figure 5-18 are therefore due solely to LiCu. The clear presence of LiCu in the 

beam prompted a preliminary search for the electronic spectra of this molecule 

using the R2PI technique discussed in Section 2.5. Unfortunately, no electronic 

states were found for this molecule when scanning over the range 460 nm to 500 

nm. This may have been due in part to an unsteady signal still arising from the 

lack of uniformity in the constituents of the disc. 

An important point to note is that the versatility of the disc source means that 

its use is not restricted to the study of the mixtures of only two materials. There 

is no reason why three or more different powders cannot be combined, and this has 

been carried out in the fabrication of a single target containing lithium, copper, 

and aluminium. The mass spectrum resulting from the vaporisation of this target 

is shown in Figure 5-19. The successful generation of clusters from this type of 

mixed metal target was of interest, and would be worth future study. 
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5.7 Conclusion 

One of the most attractive features of the laser vaporisation technique is that it is 

not difficult to vary conditions in such a way that a particular range of clusters can 

be optimised. Some of the effects of these parameter variations have been described 

in this chapter, specifically for clusters of niobium atoms. Changing the deflection 

voltage of the ion optics allows adjustment of the centre of the so-called mass 

window, permitting examination of different cluster sizes. The more fundamental 

point of varying the actual range of clusters created obviously depends on the 

processes occurring in the cluster growth region of the apparatus. It has been 

shown that in many cluster sources increasing the length of the clustering channel 

promotes more aggregation, and that increasing the backing pressure of the inert 

carrier gas has a similar effect. These descriptions follow logically from the picture 

of the cluster growth mechanism which was presented in Section 2.3. 

The results presented in this chapter illustrate the very wide range of materials 

that can be studied with the laser vaporisation technique. It must be noted that 

much can be inferred about the stability of certain cluster systems from their mass 

spectral intensities. The ideal models of geometric and electronic shells discussed 

in Chapter 4 have been shown to uphold descriptions of magic numbers observed 

in some real cluster systems, and this is an important confirmation of these models 

which helps to further the insight into the previously obscure region between the 

atomic and bulk extremes. 
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Chapter 6 

GROUP-hA METAL CLUSTERS 

6.1 Introduction 

The studies carried out on clusters of the alkaline earth metals during the course 

of this work are presented in this chapter. Clusters of some of the Group-hA 

metals have been generated previously using oven sources, and results from the 

literature reveal a competition between an icosahedral geometric shell structure for 

the pure metal clusters, and a crystalline structure based on the face-centred cube 

for certain cluster oxides. Reported here are the first experiments in which clusters 

of these metals have been generated using the laser vaporisation technique. These 

studies were carried out in an attempt to clarify the nature of the structures 

assumed by these clusters. In all the experiments described here, magnesium, 

barium, and strontium were used as bulk targets in either the rod or disc cluster 

source. The results on strontium cluster oxides, in particular, are important as 

they have not been reported before, and they allow a more complete picture of 

the structures adopted by this group of clusters. 

6.1.1 Background 

The general reasons for interest in clusters of the Group-hA metals can be clearly 

seen by looking at the characteristics of these metals. The study of a particular 

type of metal cluster is usually motivated by the desire to find out more about 

an unusual physical or chemical property specific to that system. In the case 

of clusters of the alkaline earth metals of Group-hA the interest lies in probing 
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systems which evolye into bulk metals even though the atomic characteristics 

of the species show no definite tendency towards metallic behaviour. In fact the 

electronic structure of these divalent species is such that the exhibition of insulating 

properties for these materials would not, at first glance, be too surprising. This is 

due to the fact that the divalent atoms, in a solid state picture, each contribute 

two electrons to the primitive cell, resulting in a fermi sphere which possesses the 

same volume as the first Brillouin zone [1]. The question then is whether the 

pseudopotential generated by the remaining ionic cores is strong enough to shrink 

the pockets of electrons in the second zone back into the first zone, and remove 

any trace of metallicism. Since these species are bulk metals, then obviously the 

pseudopotential is rather weak. However, metallic bonds are typically quite strong, 

and yet the dimers of these elements are very weakly bound. There is therefore 

some interest in the development of the various properties of these cluster systems 

as they grow from atoms towards the bulk. 

Experiments show that it is actually quite difficult to generate pure clusters 

of these materials. They often tend to be easily contaminated, mainly by any 

oxygen impurities existing in the apparatus. The two structural types which have 

been shown to exist for these metal clusters and their cluster oxides take the form 

of pre-crystalline icosahedra in the case of the pure metals, and fragments of the 

bulk crystal structure as more oxygen is incorporated into the cluster. Evidence for 

these differences has been provided for certain of the alkaline earth metal systems. 

Pure magnesium and calcium clusters have been shown to adopt icosahedral struc-

tures [2,3]. Clusters of magnesium oxide and calcium oxide, however, have been 

shown to prefer a rock salt structure [4,5,6,7] similar to that of sodium chloride 

[8] and other alkali halide cluster ions [9]. 

Previous studies of these alkaline earth metal species have used inert gas ion 

sputtering and gas aggregation techniques to generate the clusters. The work 

presented here is unique in that no other studies of these species using the laser 

vaporisation technique have been reported, probably due to some of the inherent 

difficulties involved in working with or generating clusters of these materials. 
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6.2 Magnesium Clusters 

The first experiments carried out on the Group-hA metals in the present work 

involved an attempted study of magnesium clusters. These experiments were not 

successful, although from comments in the literature it is prehaps not surprising 

that no decent magnesium cluster signals could be generated. Martin et al. [2] 

have shown that pure magnesium clusters containing up to 2869 atoms adopt icosa-

hedral geometries. The magnesium clusters in this study were created in an inert 

gas condensation experiment, with subsequent laser photoionisation and detection 

by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. It is noted in this paper that the magnesium 

clusters were very difficult to observe, and an estimate was made that only one 

cluster was being detected for each laser shot. To achieve a reasonable degree 

of cluster intensities, 200,000 individual spectra were summed, and the slightly 

smoothed spectrum was subtracted from a more highly smoothed background en-

velope. Even so, the actual cluster peaks were only barely discernible from the 

spectral noise. 

In order to have any hope of performing a similar experiment in this laboratory, 

then a spectrum would have taken over five and a half hours to collect at the 

experimental repetition rate of 10Hz. Unfortunately, it was not possible to achieve 

stable operation of the laser vaporisation cluster source for such an extended period 

of time. 

Further confirmation of the difficulty in generating clusteis of this element is 

provided by the work of Ziemann et al. [6] on magnesium cluster oxides. In this 

study no bare magnesium clusters larger than the dimer could be detected. 
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6.3 Barium Clusters 

Following the unsuccessful experiments on magnesium, the next element on which 

experiments were attempted was barium. These experiments were more successful. 

However, before the results that were obtained are shown, the previous work that 

has been reported in the literature on this system is briefly discussed. 

6.3.1 Previous work 

Barium clusters have previously only been generated using oven sources coupled 

with inert gas condensation techniques. The magic numbers observed for barium 

clusters in these studies were consistent with an icosahedral packing arrangement 

of the barium atoms [10,11]. Rayane et al. [10] employed an electron impact 

ionisation source in their work, and were able to generate doubly and triply charged 

barium clusters. The intensity anomalies observed in these spectra occurred for 

the same cluster sizes irrespective of the charge state of the cluster. This result 

pointed to the fact that the magic numbers for barium clusters were clearly based 

on geometric stabilities. For an electronic shell system, a change in the charge 

state of the metal clusters would result in a shift in the observed series of magic 

numbers. 

The results reported by Martin et al. [11] were equally interesting in that 

oxygen contamination of the barium clusters was observed, but this did not seem 

to affect the magic numbers which appeared in their spectra. Clusters were gen-

erated by quenching barium metal vapour, from a typical oven source, in helium 

gas. The clusters were photoionised with focussed 308 nm excimer radiation, and 

detected by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Metal-rich barium oxide clusters of 

the formula Ba,O were detected with x = 1,2,3,4. Clusters containing particular 

numbers, n of barium atoms were found to be especially stable irrespective of the 

number, x, of oxygen atoms. 
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6.3.2 Results 

The work presented here shows the first barium cluster distribution achieved us-

ing the laser vaporisation source. A 22mm diameter barium rod was obtained 

from Johnson Matthey, and this was turned down to a 5mm diameter for use in 

the cluster rod source. The barium was initially packed under argon, but after 

machining was stored in mineral oil to minimise oxidation. The cluster mass spec-

trum obtained, following photoionisation with KrF radiation at 248 nm, is shown 

in Figure 6-1. Reproducibly high stabilities are observed for clusters containing 

13, 19, 23, 26, 29, and 32 barium atoms, as noted in the diagram. The lower 

mass range of Figure 6-1 is expanded to show the distribution of oxides associated 

with specific barium clusters in Figure 6-2. Each grouping of cluster peaks in 

Figure 6-2 corresponds to a specific size of barium cluster, Ba,, and each peak 

within a grouping corresponds to the barium cluster with the incorporation of x 

oxygen atoms. The most intense peak within each Ba grouping is noted on the 

spectrum. 

It can be seen from these two figures that the individual peaks become difficult 

to resolve from about Ba 7 0 onwards. This is due in part to the limited resolution 

of the mass spectrometer, and also to the presence of a number of peaks due to 

the different barium isotopes. Mass spectral measurement of the peaks beyond 

approximately 1000 amu, along with the trends observed below this mass, leads to 

the conclusion that the most intense peaks within a specific Ba,O group for n 

7 correspond to values of.x = 1-3. The actual range of cluster oxides observed for a 

specific barium cluster proceeds only up to BaO_ 1 . This point will be important 

later on, when the results obtained on strontium cluster oxides are analysed. 

The fact that homogeneous clusters of magnesium and calcium exist prefer-

entially as icosahédra has been shown by the close match of the observed magic 

numbers for these systems with the known closed shell Mackay icosahedra, which 

were shown earlier in Figure 4-4. The fact that a 13-atom barium cluster is ex-

ceptionally stable is not enough evidence alone to infer icosahedral packing of the 

atoms. The size range of the barium clusters observed is such that the second 
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closed icosahedron containing 55 atoms is not detected. Despite this, the magic 

numbers exhibited by barium clusters can still be said to conform to an icosahedral 

arrangement of the atoms if the stabilities of partially filled shells are analysed. 

The concept of geometric subshells was discussed in Section 4.3, and it is this 

facet of the shell effect which must now be utilised. Figure 6-3 shows the most 

probable growth pattern of additional atoms onto a 13-atom icosahedron using 

the so-called 'umbrella' model. The hollow circles represent the positions in which 

atoms must be placed onto the 13-atom icosahedron in order to achieve coverage of 

this structure towards completion of the 55-atom icosahedron. Islands of stability 

can be reached as successive pentagonal caps are completed. Six atoms placed 

over one end of the icosahedron results in a very stable structure which appears as 

a double interpenetrating icosahedron containing 19 atoms. Completing the next 

adjacent pentagonal cap only requires the addition of four more atoms, as two 

of those required are shared with the recently filled area. Thus the next subshell 

occurs for a cluster containing 23 atoms. This process continues as above, and the 

subshells obtained fit perfectly with the magic numbers observed in the barium 

cluster mass spectrum presented in Figure 6-1. 

The observation of icosahedral structure for pure barium clusters [10] was per-

haps not unexpected. However, the persistence of this structure on the incorpora-

tion of several oxygen atoms is rather peculiar. It is difficult to say why icosahedral 

structures seem to be preserved on the inclusion of oxygen. If the oxygen exists 

in the cluster in the form of BaO molecules, then the polar nature of this species 

would be expected to distort the cluster. Perhaps the answer lies more simply in 

the relative covalent radii of the two atoms. The large Ba/O size ratio could allow 

a few oxygen atoms within an essentially pure barium cluster icosahedron with-

out too great a distortion of this highly symmetric geometry. In comparison, the 

other alkaline earth metal clusters which have been studied (Mg and Ca) consist 

of atoms which are closer in size to the 0 atom. In these cases the inclusion of 

oxygen atoms within clusters of these materials destroys the overall icosahedral 

symmetry. This then leads to the metal oxide systems adopting stoichiometries 

which allow the formation of stable fcc-type structures. 
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13-atom icosahedron 

+6 = 19 atoms 

+4 = 23 atoms 	 +3 = 26 atoms 

Figure 6-3: The picture of icosahedral subshells used to describe the magic 

numbers observed in barium cluster abundances 
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This observation opens up avenues of future research. Is it possible to observe 

Mg-O and Ca-O cluster icosahedra if only a few oxygen atoris are incorporated 

into the clusters? This experiment would require precise control of the amount 

of oxygen allowed into the clustering region. Secondly, will Ba-O clusters show 

bulk lattice structures if more oxygen is introduced as the aggregation proceeds? 

It is known that all of the bulk metal oxides from this group result in an NaC1 

face-centred cubic structure, but that the lattice energy decreases down the metal 

group. Perhaps the Ba-O lattice is not cohesive enough to show up as a stable 

cluster structure. 

Another interesting question concerns the preferred compositions and struc-

tures of Sr-O clusters. It has been shown that Mg-O and Ca-O clusters form 

stoichiometric or marginally metal-rich cluster ions with magic numbers which in-

dicate a preference Lo form fragments of an fcc-type lattice structure. The lack of 

this structure, and the preference for icosahedra has been shown for Ba-O clusters. 

Since strontium comes between calcium and barium in this group of the periodic 

table, which of the two competing structures will it conform to? As discussed 

below, it will be shown that in fact the Sr-O cluster abundance spectrum bears 

little resemblance to the barium cluster spectra shown here. 

6.3.3 Barium dimer 

Before leaving the barium cluster system, it is worth noting that there have been 

no studies of the electronic spectrum of barium dimer reported in the literature. 

Indeed it was only recently that the first electronic spectrum for Sr 2  was reported 

[12,13]. Broyer's group formed strontium clusters up to Sr 5  by coexpansion of 

strontium vapour with argon as a seed gas. Mass spectrometry was used to de-

tect the photoionised clusters, and depletion spectroscopy was used to study the 

electronic structure of the dimer. As noted, these dimers are difficult to make as 

they are only weakly bound. No pure barium clusters were seen at all by Martin 

ci al. [11], and they suggested that the more stable BaO molecule was the base 

unit around which the higher BaO clusters grew. The laser vaporisation source, 
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coupled with supersonic expansion, is known to produce extremely cold clusters, 

with internal temperatures routinely of the order of 20K. This, therefore, should 

be an ideal source with which to study such a weakly bound species as Ba 2 . The 

main problem is obviously the amount of oxygen uptake by the barium clusters as 

they are growing. 

Several experiments were undertaken in an attempt to see if it was possible 

to generate a cluster beam containing a sufficiently high concentration of barium 

dimer for future spectroscopic studies to be carried out. In order to reduce the 

amount of cluster oxides present, two steps were taken. The first involved cooling 

the helium carrier gas in liquid nitrogen before it passed through the pulsed valve. 

This was carried out in an attempt to minimise the amount of impurities inherent 

in the helium supply. The second step involved fitting a brass block around the 

snout of the end extender on the clustering channel. Liquid nitrogen was then 

allowed to flow through a copper tube in thermal contact with the brass cooling 

block. Again, it was hoped that this modification would trap out any impuri-

ties in the immediate vicinity to allow a cleaner cluster growth. By using these 

two cooling methods, the mass spectrum shown in Figure 6-4 was obtained. The 

most important point about this mass spectrum is the relatively low number of 

experimental shots that were summed to record it. Typical cluster abundance 

spectra were usually recorded by summing 500 or 1000 shots to improve the signal 

to noise ratio. For example, the barium cluster mass spectrum presented in Fig-

ure 6-1 was recorded by summing 1000 individual spectra. The spectrum shown in 

Figure 6-4, however, was taken by collecting only 30 shots. This spectrum shows 

that the intensity of pure Ba 2  can be enhanced under the right conditions. The 

signal is certainly intense enough to permit spectroscopic studies of this species 

to be carried out. Due to time constraints and the interest in making compara-

tive measurements on strontium clusters no spectroscopic investigation of Ba 2  was 

attempted at this stage. 
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6.4 Strontium Clusters 

The results presented in this section show the mass spectra obtained for strontium 

cluster oxides generated for the first time using the laser vaporisation technique. 

This system was studied to link the results obtained in this work and elsewhere 

for clusters of the other Group-hA metals. Experiments on clusters of magne-

sium, calcium and barium have been documented, but a gap exists in the case of 

strontium. 

A 16mm diameter strontium rod, obtained from Johnson Matthey, was turned 

down to 5mm diam!eter  and used in the rod source. A mass spectrum showing 

the cluster species generated when using this target, following photoionisation 

with 248 nm radiation, is shown in Figure 6-5. Before discussing the specific 

magic numbers that were observed for the strontium cluster oxides, some general 

comments on the cluster compositions found in the mass spectra are warranted. 

Immediately, the most striking feature of the spectrum shwn in Figure 6-5 is 

that it bears little resemblance to the barium oxide cluster distributions displayed 

in the previous section. The next point to note from this spectrum is that the most 

intense peak for each specific size of strontium cluster corresponds to a cluster with 

the composition SrQ_ 1  after ionisation. This is sometimes presented in the form 

Sr(SrO) (where now m = n - 1). 

This composition has been observed in other systems as discussed below, and 

has frequently been indicative of structures resembling fragments of a face-centred 

cubic crystal. The main systems to consider for the purposes of comparison are the 

other group Il-VT compound clusters, and the alkali halides. Both of these types 

of clusters have shown evidence of the fcc structure, but are there any differences 

which might make one system more applicable to the strontium oxides? 
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6.4.1 Results on related systems 

Alkali halide clusters 

Alkali halide clusters have been shown to adopt fcc-type structures corresponding 

to clusters with the generic composition M(MX), where M is the alkali metal, 

and X is the halide component of the cluster'. These compositions were initially 

demonstrated to exist for NaCl clusters [8,14,15], and then latterly for clusters of 

RbC1 [16], NaT, CsC1, CsI [9], and NaF [17]. 

Within the alkali halides the prominence of the magic numbers observed is 

different for each system. It has been noted that an increased contrast in intensities 

between magic and non-magic species results for systems with a higher lattice 

energy [18]. Obviously, the degree to which these systems conform to the bulk 

fcc-type structures also depends on the degree of ionicity of the particular species. 

This facet manifests itself when looking at 'subshell' structure for the cubic lattices. 

It has been shown that closed ion cuboids are exceptionally stable structures 

for the systems discussed here. It has also been suggested, and experimentally 

verified, that completed terraces on the surfaces of the cuboids are also stable. 

This is due to the fact that in an environment of ionic bonding, the atoms situated 

at kink sites are weakly bound, and can be easily stripped away to leave complete 

ion cuboids with or without terraces. 

If, however, there is an appreciable degree of covalent character to the bonding 

within the system, then the next-nearest neighbours will contribute to the overall 

binding energy. This would result in an incrased stability for kink site ions, 

perhaps to a level where ions at the corners of the cube are less strongly bound. 

The outcome of this scenario would be a series of magic numbers, slightly displaced 

from those expected for fcc structures. The appearance of these clusters would 

1 These forms and fcc lattice structures have also been reported for doubly-charged 

alkali halide clusters. 
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also be altered to cuboid-like forms with rounded corners and, in the extreme case, 

rounded edges 

An important point to consider is the relationship between the neutral cluster 

abundances, and the observed ion intensities. For the sodium chloride system, 

stoichiometric clusters are the dominant neutral species but these fragment on 

ionisation as follows: 

(NaCl) +i  - Cl + Na(NaCl) 

This results in the detected species being dominated by metal-excess alkali halide 

cluster ions. 

The actual magic numbers exhibited have been shown to depend on the initial 

cluster temperatures. One particular study of NaCl clusters [8] reported that the 

magic numbers observed in the mass spectrum depended on whether the clusters 

generated were cold or at room temperature. The cold clusters, created by quench-

ing sodium chloride vapour in helium at 30K, could be attributed to stable ion 

cuboids. The warm clusters, however, were linked to stable neutral cuboids. It is 

important to emphasise that both series of magic numbers corresponded with an 

fcc-structured system. 

The clusters created using helium at 300K as a seed gas exhibited magic num-

bers for the Na(NaC1) species at n = 17, 19, 23, 29, 31.....These were due 

to the fact that warm clusters had enough internal energy to show a preference 

for stable neutral cuboids of the form (NaCl) i , depicted in Figure 6-6. These 

species would be present in the neutral cluster beam in greater amounts, losing a 

chlorine atom upon ionisation to give the cluster ion magic numbers which were 

in fact related to the neutral cluster magic numbers. 

Other Group-hA cluster oxides 

Pure clusters of magnesium and calcium have shown a preference to adopt icosa- 

hedral structures. As oxygen is allowed into the clustering region, then cluster 

oxides are produced with Mg(MgO) and Ca(CaO) as the dominant cluster ion 
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Viet  

(•1  

n = 17 (3x3x4) 

 

n=19 (2x4x5) 

n=23 (3x4x4) n = 29 (3x4x5) 

• sodium ion 

0 chloride ion 

n=31 (4x4x4) 

 

Figure 6-6: The stable (NaC1) i  cuboid structures which result in appropriate 

magic numbers, n, for the cluster ions Na(NaCl) after ionisation and dissociative 

loss of a chlorine atom. 
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compositions in themass spectra. As well as conforming to the general A(AB) 

composition, clusters of the Mg-O and Ca-O systems assume fcc-type geometries. 

The magic numbers in the mass spectra are attributable to stable ion cuboid for-

mations. However, for the smallest clusters, there are competing structures which 

are very stable, and this leads to differing magic numbers for each system. For 

n < 11, Mg(MgO) is stable for n = 8, whereas the corresponding Ca-O cluster 

ions are stable for n =5, 7, 9. For slightly larger clusters, definite fcc structures are 

seen for both systems, with enhanced stabilities for n = 11, 13, 16, 19, 22,. . . [5]. 

Again, it is important to consider the relationship between the neutral cluster 

abundances for these species, and the observed cluster ion intensities. The existing 

evidence in the case of Ca-O clusters is that the heavy presence of Ca(CaO) ions 

detected is due to the large population of neutral Ca(CaO) n  species in the cluster 

beam [7]. In fact, even more metal-rich cluster ions of the form Ca(CaO) have 

been detected, where m ranged from 1 - 5. The fact that the cluster ions containing 

a single excess metal atom were not a result of the same fragmentation step which 

occurs for the alkali halides was apparent from experimental observation. When 

the ionisation laser power was increased the cluster distributions shifted towards 

less excess metal atom clusters, showing that the clusters were fragmenting by 

losing metal atoms or ions. 

A note of caution as to the exact applicability of particular structural stabilities 

for the smallest clusters is revealed, in Ziemann's work on Mg-O clusters [5]. This 

study was promptedby an interest in the fact that the bonding in bulk magnesium 

oxide is predominantly ionic, whereas the MgO molecule has bonding character 

which is half ionic, and half covalent. This point can be extended so that the 

smaller clusters of the group IT-VT compounds can be pictured as having a fair 

component of covalent character in the bonding of the system. It was stated above 

that the existence of covalent character in these systems can lead to a pattern of 

cluster stability which differs from an fcc system in which the bonding is purely 

ionic. 

The fact that it has been shown in this work that the strontium cluster oxides 

exist with the same compositions as the Mg-O and Ca-O systems leads one to 
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believe that similar magic numbers will be revealed for the Sr-O system, reflecting 

a preferred fcc structure for these clusters. 

In addition to the alkali halides, magnesiun!1and  calcium oxides already dis-

cussed, there is compelling evidence that clusters of titanium nitride [19], titanium 

carbide [20], and boron nitride [21,22] also exist preferentiallyin the general form 

AB_1  under certain conditions. Clusters with this composition have also been 

shown to conform to an fcc structure. The specific case of TiC clusters is rather 

interesting in that two distinct structural forms seem to exist, depending on the 

composition of a particular cluster. It was found that metal-rich clusters existed 

as fcc fragments with the formula TiC_ 1 . The metal deficient clusters, however, 

adopted a cage-like structure described by a pentagonal dodecahedron. These are 

known as 'Met-Cars', the archetypal cluster in this group being Ti 8 C 12 . Other 

Met-Car systems have been reported [23,24] and it seems that these species may 

well find important future applications due to their unusual structures. 

6.4.2 Sr-O cluster spectra: Discussion of results 

It is easier to imagine that strontium oxide clusters would be likely to resemble 

fellow clusters of the alkaline earth metal group, rather than the alkali halide 

clusters. Thus, the initial assumption would be that the Sr(SrO) species observed 

in the spectrum sho*n in Figure 6-5 are due to the predominant neutral cluster 

species in the molecular beam being Sr(SrO). However, this fact cannot be easily 

verified simply by the observation of cluster ions with this composition in the 

mass spectrum. For example, Figure 6-7 shows the lower mass range typical of 

the strontium cluster oxide spectra obtained, and the compositions of the cluster 

ions present require some note. As well as the intense Sr(SrO) ions, there also 

appears to be a significant amount of (SrO) species present. This indicates that 

the neutral counterparts of these stoichiometric species are present in the molecular 

beam to a considerable extent. Thus, the clusters with one excess metal atom could 

have been produced by ionisation of neutrals of the composition Sr(SrO), or by 

fragmentation of neutrals with the composition (SrO) n  following ionisation. 
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Such a fragmentation event can occur if the wavelength of the ionising laser 

allows access to a dissociation channel for the cluster in question. There has been 

a study of the fragmentation dynamics of the smallest Sr-O and Ca-O clusters 

[25], and this has shown that around 2eV is required to dissociate small Sr(SrO) 

clusters, for n = 1 - 3. This value increases slightly, as does the width of the 

photodissociation transition as the cluster size increases. However, no data is 

available for the neutral (SrO) n  species, so no clue as to the likelihood of cluster 

fragmentation can be gained from the literature for the clusters studied here. A 

clue as to the origin of the detected cluster ions can be gained on looking at the 

magic numbers of the system. 

To identify the stable clusters, the mass spectra must be re-examined. The Sr-

O cluster distribution obtained in the lower mass range was shown in Figure 6-5. 

A spectrum recorded showing the distribution to higher cluster size is presented 

in Figure 6-8. Again, the fact which is most immediately apparent about this 

spectrum is the lack of similarity with the barium oxide cluster spectra shown 

earlier in this chapter. At first this might seem remarkable due to the fact that 

strontium sits above, barium in Group-hA of the periodic table. However, we have 

seen that clusters of.calcium oxide show different magic numbers than the barium 

oxide system. Since strontium lies between these two elements in this group, then 

it is logical that it will differ from at least one of them. 

Trying to visually identify the magic numbers from a mass spectrum can some-

times be difficult, especially if there are complicating factors, such as an uneven 

mass transmission function over the size range studied. It is apparent from the 

spectra presented that n = 5 is exceptionally stable for the Sr(SrO) series. How -

ever, for the rest of the cluster peaks, some spectral manipulation is necessary in 

order to clarify the intensity anomalies present in the mass spectra. 

A very good way to enhance the emergence of magic numbers involves taking 

the logarithmic derivative of the cluster intensities [26]. This has the effect of 

eliminating the influence of the global shape of the mass spectrum. In practice, 

this procedure is well approximated by a logarithmic plot of the form ln(L±L) 
In 

versus n, where I is the intensity of a particular cluster. Usually, n denotes 
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the number of atoms in the cluster, but in this case it is equivalent to the n in 

the cluster formula, Sr(SrO). In order to carry out this procedure the data in 

the spectrum to lower mass shown in Figure 6-5 were combined with the data 

in Figure 6-8 by normalising the former to the peak intensities observed for the 

species Sr(SrO). Figure 6-9 shows the resulting plot of the logarithmic derivative 

of clusters intensities that was obtained. The stable clusters in this figure are 

signified by dips in the plot. Thus the strontium cluster oxides which show an 

enhanced stability on detection are those of the form Sr(SrO), for n = 3, 5, 9, 

11, 15, 19, and 23. Some of these magic numbers correlate with those found for 

various fcc-type systems; but there are a few major discrepancies. 

The smallest magic numbers for the Sr-O clusters fit some of those observed 

for Ca-O clusters (n = 5, 9, 11), but not enough to allow a definite conclusion to 

be reached about the structural nature of the Sr-O system over this size range. 

The absence of magic numbers for n = 13 and n = 22 is the most worrying point 

if a match with the fcc structures of Mg-O and Ca-O clusters is desired. These 

values of n correspond to the most stable ion cuboids, having a 3x3x3, and a 3x3x5 

structure, respectively. 

However, it is not necessary to discard all thoughts of a rystalline structure 

for the Sr-O clusters at this stage. A clue to the differences noted with the other 

group Il-VT compound clusters can be gained by considering the nature of the 

experimental techniques used. Most of the experiments on Mg-O and Ca-O clusters 

involved the creation of these species by inert gas condensation. The gas used was 

typically helium, cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures. This would favour the 

exhibition of magic numbers corresponding to stable ion cuboids, whereas cluster 

generation in a warmer environment would allow the evaporation of atoms from 

the growing clusters, and thus reflect the stabilities of neutral cuboid structures 

as in the case of NaCl clusters shown in Figure 6-6. 

If the spectrum shown in Figure 6-8 is studied more closely, then it can be 

seen that the observed signal intensity dips at positions just following the expected 

positions for the cluster oxides corresponding to n = 29 and n = 31. It is possible 

that these correspon4 to stable clusters, with the presence of an additional surface 
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Sr atom or SrO molecule giving rise to an unstable structure which is prone to 

dissociative loss of the added atom or molecule. These magic numbers (n = 

19, 23, 29, 31) correlate well with the stable structures shown in Figure 6-6 for 

NaC1 clusters. This leads to the realisation that the magic numbers of strontium 

oxide clusters exhibited in the mass spectra shown here reflect stabilities of the 

neutral clusters which take the form of fcc cuboids. 

6.4.3 Doubly-charged Sr-O clusters 

This assignment of the structure of the Sr-O clusters as being due to an fcc-

crystalline form is further backed by other cluster spectra which have been obtained 

during the course of this work. Since a range of metal-rich cluster ions were 

detected, it has been concluded that there is a fair population of these neutral 

species in the beam. The stability of the neutral stoichiometric clusters has been 

shown in this work to account for the magic numbers observed in the series of 

clusters ions Sr(SrO). However, there is still the problem of accounting for the 

lack of magic numbers at n = 13, 16, 19,22,. .. for the stable Sr(SrO) clusters that 

would result from the neutral metal-rich clusters of the composition Sr(SrO). 

It is possible that these are overshadowed by the magic numbers resulting from 

stable neutral stoichiometric cluster oxides. However, the mass spectrum shown 

in Figure 6-8 reveals very low intensities for n = 13, 16, 22, and this fact must be 

explained. This question can be addressed by examination of other cluster mass 

spectra which were obtained in which doubly charged cluster oxide peaks were 

observed. Such a spectrum is shown in Figure 6-10. 

It can be seen that the magic numbers expected due to stable ion cuboids 

for n = 16 and 22 show up as magic numbers for doubly charged Sr-O clusters. 

The stability of these species is evident from the mass spectrum, the n = 16 peak 

exhibiting an enhanced intensity compared with the preceding doubly charged 

cluster peaks. Similarly, the n = 22 peak has a high intensity in comparison 

with the subsequent peaks due to doubly charged cluster oxides in this spectrum. 

Unfortunately, the limited resolution of the mass spectrometer in this size regime 
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precludes the observation of Sr(SrO) 	clusters for odd values of n. For example, 

Sr(SrO) 	has a mass-to-charge ration of 512 amu. Other cluster species in this 

area of the spectrum are Sr(SrO) at 504 arnu, and (SrO)t at520 amu. Thus the 

doubly-charged feature in between these two peaks is swamped, or incorporated 

as a peak shoulder. 

To sum up, the smallest strontium cluster oxides show a limited correlation 

with an fcc-structured system. For larger clusters, stable neutral cuboids seem to 

enhance the intensities of singly-charged cluster ions. The neutral cuboids lose 

an oxygen atom on ionisation, so that the ionised cluster has an 0-atom vacancy. 

This is analogous to the concept of point defects in the bulk solid state. In this 

case the vacancy is reminiscent of a so-called colour centre [1]. Furthermore, stable 

ion cuboids lead to an increased intensity for their related doubly-charged cluster 

ions. These observation taken together support the existence of a preferred fcc 

form for the cluster oxides of strontium. 

6.5 Summary 

From the results presented in this chapter, along with the appropriate referenced 

works, it has been shown that it is difficult to produce pure clusters of the alkaline 

earth metals. The weakly bound metal dimer appears to be the main problem, with 

further cluster growth around the more stable metal oxide molecule being much 

preferred. Literature results had shown that cluster oxides of magnesium and 

calcium tended to exist as fragments of the bulk face-centred cubic crystal. The 

adoption of an icosahedral structure for barium cluster oxides was also known, and 

was verified here. There existed a gap in the literature as to which geometry was 

assumed by strontium clusters, and this system was studied here to try and reveal 

this information. The emergence of an fcc structural preference was observed. 

At first sight an analysis of the structures of the Group-hA metal cluster oxides 

as one travels down this group of the periodic table seems to show a discontinuous 

step on reaching the Ba-O system. However, if the cluster compositions are studied 
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closely, then a more gradual trend can be seen. For the fcc systems (Mg-O, Ca-O 

and Sr-O), the predominant cluster ion detected has the formula M(MO). This 

can be referred to as a stoichiometric composition with one excess metal atom, 

M. Other cluster compositions do appear in the mass spectra, and their make-up 

changes gradually down the group, resulting in an increasing metal content for the 

species lower in the table. This trend reaches a stage at barium, when the clusters 

favour the incorporation of only a few oxygen atoms, and adopt the icosahedral 

geometry shown earlier in this chapter instead of a crystalline structure. The 

lattice energies of the bulk Group-hA metal oxides do decrease down the group, 

and perhaps this fact contributes towards the general move away from the bulk-

type structure. 

The increasing metallisation is known for other systems, and has been discussed 

in the case of NaF clusters [27]. It was found that the excess metal atoms prefer to 

congregate on one face of the cuboid structure, as a degree of stability was gained 

as a result of the metal-metal bonding which could occur. This would eventually 

lead to an alkali halide system with an effectively segregated metal layer. 

Clearly, in terms of future work, these systenis would benefit from experiments 

of a confirmatory nature. For example, it would be desirable to be able to closely 

control the amount of oxygen uptake for each system, to see where the transitions 

between icosahedral and bulk lattice structures take place. 
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Chapter.7 

STUDIES OF LARGE IRON 
CLUSTERS 

7.1 Introduction 

The experiments described in this chapter were carried out at the Université 

Claude Bernard in Lyon, France as part of a collaborative research project funded 

by the British Council Alliance Scheme. The study of a system such as iron, within 

the context of the types of experiment described in this thesis, is a fairly ambi-

tious avenue of research. It has been apparent that some of he magic numbers 

evident in the systems already described were easy to assigni to particular shell 

effects. Indeed, the type of shell effect found was often not unexpected given some 

background knowledge of the specific systems. For example, knowing the basis of 

the jellium model, and that potassium clusters fitted this description well, it was 

not difficult to predict that other monovalent metal clusters might conform to this 

picture. 

For a system such as iron, there is no real ground upon which any such assump-

tion can be made. As a subject for cluster research, iron is extremely exciting, and 

possesses many properties which make it an interesting system to look at. With 

respect to the goal of observing the evolution of bulk properties with increasing 

cluster size, then the magnetic properties of bulk iron make it a good test system 

for this type of study. It was hoped that these experiments on iron clusters would 

be useful in allowing us to see just how far the shell models (both electronic and 

geometric) could be pushed. 

179 
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The experimental principles of these experiments on iron clusters are essen-

tially the same as for the previous studies reported in this thesis. The apparatus 

basically consisted of a laser vaporisation source coupled to a supersonic nozzle, 

with cluster characterisation by time-of-flight mass spectromet.ry. There were a 

few differences in the equipment and procedures utilised in the work carried out 

at Lyon as compared with the experiments conducted in Edinburgh, and these are 

described below. 

7.2 Experimental Details 

A schematic diagram of the cluster apparatus in Lyon is shown in Figure 7-1. A 

general description of the basic experimental set-up has already been given in the 

literature [1], but a more detailed description of the areas vital to the production 

of the iron clusters is presented here. Note that the experiments on this apparatus 

were run at a repetition rate of 7.5Hz as opposed to the 10Hz repetition rate used 

for the experiments in Edinburgh. 

7.2.1 Vacuum system 

In terms of overall design, the apparatus is similar to the Edinburgh instrument. 

The entire apparatus was constructed of stainless steel, by the French company 

SDMS. The main chamber is a cylinder of 65cm radius, and 65cm height, with 

an internal volume of approximately 870 litres This chamber was evacuated by 

a Balzers DIF630A oil diffusion pump with a pumping speed of 20,0001s'. This 

was backed by a combination Baizers DU0250A rotary vane pump, and a Balz-

ers WKP1000 roots pump in series. The background pressure attained in this 

chamber was of the order 4 x 10 6 mbar. This would rise to 1 x 10 5 mbar during 

experiments. All pressures were measured on Pirani (Balzers TPR 010) and cold 

cathode (Baizers IKR 020) gauges, which were controlled by a Baizers TCP 310 

control unit. 
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Figure 7-1: Schematic diagram of the cluster apparatus in Lyon. 
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The pumping system for the ionisation chamber consisted of a Baizers D1F250 

oil diffusion pump with a pumping speed of 31001s 1 , backed by a Baizers UNO 30A 

rotary pump. The flight tube of the time-of-flight mass analyser was separately 

pumped by a Balzers TPH 520 turbo-molecular pump. In order to minimise 

mechanical vibrations, most of the pumps were housed in a separate room adjacent 

to the laboratory, and connected to the equipment via extended forelines. 

Pumping down of the main chamber was a slow process due to its size, and 

access to the cluster source was gained by removal of the top flange of this chamber, 

which was only possible with the use of a mechanical winch. 

7.2.2 The cluster source 

The cluster source itself was based on the design of Milani and de Heer [2]. As 

in Edinburgh, the pulsed valve used was a General Valve Corporation Series 9 

model. In this particular cluster source configuration, the carrier gas channel is 

more convoluted, but this serves to minimise gas loss. 

One of the major differences between the apparatus at Lyon and the instrument 

used in Edinburgh was the distance between the cluster source and ionisation 

region. On the apparatus in Lyon, the end of the cluster growth channel was 

situated only 4cm from the skimmer. This made alignment of the cluster source 

much easier, and also allowed more material through into the ionisation region 

of the machine. Alignment was achieved by micrometer controlled translation 

arms fitted to the cluster source. It was also possible to adjust the x-y position 

of the skimmer itself via a similar mechanism. The overall distance from the 

cluster source to the ionisation region was only 15cm, compared to 40cm for the 

apparatus in Edinburgh. Thus the cluster density probed by the ionisation laser 

is much higher for the apparatus in Lyon. This was borne out by the higher mass 

range of clusters observed using this machine. 

A further feature about the apparatus used at Lyon was that the temperature 

of the cluster source could be controlled, and cooled down to as low as 100 K. The 

pulsed valve was thermally isolated from the cluster source block by the use of 
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teflon spacers. Additionally, an electrical coil was used to weakly heat the valve 

body to keep it at room temperature when the cluster source was being cooled 

with liquid nitrogen. The point about creating colder clusters is that it allows 

intensity anomalies to be identified as being due to differences in initial cluster 

abundances, as the clusters are too cold to evaporate any n-aterial once created 

[3]. 

7.2.3 Laser systems 

The types of lasers used in these studies were similar to those described earlier 

in this thesis. The vaporisation wavelength used was identical to that utilised at 

Edinburgh. The 532 nm output of the Nd:YAG laser is widely used for pulsed 

laser vaporisation experiments. The specific type used was a BMI Model 501-D-

NS. This was operated at a repetition rate of 7.5Hz. Photoionisation was carried 

out using the frequency-doubled output of an excimer-pumpecl dye laser. The 

excimer was a Lambda Physik Model LPX-200, operating on the XeCl line and 

emitting at 308 nm. This output was used to pump the dye laser, a Lambda 

Physik Model FL.-3002. The visible output from the dye laser could be converted 

to ultra-violet radiation using a BBO (0-BaB 206 ) crystal for second harmonic 

generation. 

7.2.4 Ion optics 

The ion optics for the time-of-flight mass analyser were similar to those described 

earlier, based on the Wiley and McLaren design for the double-field time-of-flight 

mass spectrometer [4]. However, one major difference in practice was the use of 

a ramp voltage instead of a fixed voltage on the deflection plates used to direct 

cluster ions down the flight tube. The mass windowing effect which results from 

the use of a perpendicular ion extraction geometry for cluster ions has already 

been mentioned earlier in this thesis. 

Although there have been many modifications reported for achieving higher 

mass resolution on time-of-flight instruments [5], there are only a few ways of ex- 
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tending the size of the mass transmission function. One simjile way of achieving 

this involves tilting the entire ion extraction optics so that a component of the 

extraction field counteracts the initial velocity components which the clusters pos-

sess at right angles to the spectrometer drift region [6]. Obviously, the tilt angle 

affects the optimum transmitted mass, and in effect this arrangement bears a great 

deal of similarity to the deflection plate set-up. 

An alternative approach which can be used to extend the mass window of 

clusters that can be observed in any single spectrum involves applying a linear 

ramp to the deflection plate voltages [7]. In the present experiments this approach 

was used with the deflection plate voltage being ramped linearly from 100V to 

750V by a TREK Model 50/750 high voltage amplifier. It should be noted that 

although the width of the effective mass window is extended by this method, the 

resolution does suffer. However, this factor is not too crucial here due to the way 

in which the mass spectra are processed, as explained later. 

The main parameters in the linear time-of-flight mass analyser in the Lyon 

apparatus were as follows: 

Repeller plate 	4000V 

Draw-out grid 	Variable 3500 - 3600V 

Flight grid 	OV 

Drift region 	130cm 

Ions were detected at the end of the field-free drift region using Hamamatsu dual 

microchannel plates. 

An additional point to note was the use of a pair of scavenging plates between 

the skimmer and the ion optics. These plates were biased at +500 and -500V, 

with the resulting electric field serving to deflect away any ions directly created 

in the cluster source thereby preventing them from reaching the ionisation region. 

For mass spectral calibration, the supply to these plates was switched off to allow 

these directly formed cluster ions of low mass to reach the det'ector. This removed 
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the need to alter the source parameters from a high mass cluster experiment to a 

low mass set-up simply to calibrate the spectra. 

7.2.5 Data handling 

The ion signals detected using the mass spectrometer were summed in a fast 

digital oscilloscope (LeCroy Model 9400A) which acts as a multichannel analyser. 

A typical mass spectrum required the accumulation of between 500 and 2000 

shots. These averaged mass spectra were then transferred to a microcomputer for 

subsequent analysis. 

To clearly distinguish any intensity anomalies in the cluster abundance spectra, 

the basic mass spectrum must be manipulated in some way. The procedure utilised 

is standard for this type of work, and simply makes any unusual spectral features 

more plainly evident. It has been noted that the mass transmission function for 

the Edinburgh time-of-flight analyser takes the form of a bell-shaped envelope 

centred around the chosen cluster mass range. On the apparatus in Lyon, this 

feature persists, but is of a greater width due to the voltage ramp employed on 

the deflection plates. A. commonly used method to extract information about mass 

spectral intensity oscillations is the generation of a so-called difference spectrum 

[8,9,10]. This involves fitting a spline function to the mass spectrum to create a 

structureless bell-shaped curve. This is then subtracted from the slightly smoothed 

original mass spectrum to reveal the intensity anomalies more clearly. It is then 

generally somewhat easier to identify the magic numbers. 

7.3 Iron Cluster Abundance Spectra 

Unfortunately, there, is no typical iron cluster spectrum which can be shown here as 

a generic example of the cluster distribution observed for this system. The general 

appearance of the cluster intensities recorded during these studies was seen to 

vary substantially as a result of changing the various experimental conditions. 
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The magic numbers which emerge from the mass spectra must be dealt with 

in two separate size regimes at this time. The abundance spectra for smaller 

clusters containing between 50 and 200 iron atoms can be compared with nickel 

and cobalt clusters under certain conditions, although variations do occur as the 

source parameters are modified [11]. The spectra for larger iron clusters containing 

more than 200 atoms clearly exhibit intensity anomalies, which also vary as above, 

but it is difficult to ascribe these to a particular shell effect as far as the present 

understanding of these systems goes. 

The fact that the positions and relative intensities of the specific magic numbers 

vary with changing source parameters is not too surprising. This type of behaviour 

has been observed recently for aluminium clusters [12], where it was ascribed to 

variations in the temperature of the clusters. The concept of,temperature is a 

difficult one when discussing finite quantum systems, as the normal definition of 

temperature is related to an averaged molecularmotion in a bulk environment. In 

the cluster context, the temperature can still be correlated with the idea of atomic 

motion, but it is perfectly possible for a cluster to have distinct temperature 

regions. 

In general, a warm cluster can be described as liquid-like, in which the con-

stituent particles can move relatively freely. A colder cluster will have a more 

rigid structure, with the atomic positions being more specifically fixed. Each of 

these two regimes favour the appearance of one of the shell effects. Obviously, a 

liquid-like cluster can assume a spherical geometry, providing tb)e  correct environ-

ment for the electrons to exhibit behaviour associated with the expectations of the 

spherical jellium mqdel. A more rigid cluster will show a predominant geometric 

shell effect, where stability is dependent on the strength with which particular 

atoms are bound to the rest of the cluster. 

Thus, in systems which can show both electronic and geometric shell effects, 

there is the interesting possibility of observing a transition between the two effects 

depending on the cluster temperature. There is also the possibility that these two 

distinct types of shell effects can emerge within one experiment for different sized 

clusters. This can occur if the clusters all attain a similar temperature. Since 
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the melting points of the specific clusters vary with size [13], then at a particular 

temperature some clusters may be more lic1uid-like than others. The variation of 

magic numbers seen for iron clusters will be described in terms of competing shell 

effects, and rationalised in the same way as described above. 

The data obtained for the lower size regime, (that is clusters containing between 

50 and 200 atoms) will be examined first. Figure 7-2 shows a mass spectrum 

obtained for iron clusters in this size range following photoionisation at 252.5 nm 

(i.e. after frequency-doubling the dye laser fundamental outputat 505 nm). This 

spectrum corresponds to the raw data as obtained prior to any data manipulation 

procedure. This phtoionisation wavelength was chosen so as to ionise the metal 

clusters near their ionisation potential. This should result in intensity dips in the 

mass spectra for stable cluster species, i.e. those with high ionisation potentials. 

These intensity dips on the background envelope of the mass spectrum are the 

magic numbers for that particular cluster system. As mentioned previously, these 

intensity anomalies can be revealed more clearly if the spectrum is treated in such 

a way as to remove any global variations in the mass spectrum. Figure 7-3 shows 

the difference spectrum which was obtained from the raw data shown in Figure 7-

2. The steps taken to process the raw experimental data involved subtraction 

of a highly smoothed mass spectrum from the original data. In this case the 

smoothed spectrumwas actually the result of adjacently averaging the raw data 

over 100 time channels. After subtraction of this smoothed spectrum from the 

original data, the resultant curve was smoothed slightly to generate the difference 

spectrum shown in Figure 7-3. The expected positions of icosahedral shells and 

subshells are indicated in the figure. 

The magic numbers initially evident for iron clusters in this size regime cor-

related well with the structures seen in experiments on nickel and cobalt clusters 

[11]. The intensity dip for the n = 147 closedshell icosahedron in Figure 7-3 is 

particularly strong, and appeared in all of the iron cluster spectra obtained. Many 

of the expected icosahedral subshells are also evident as local intensity minima in 

this difference spectrum. Thus it would seem likely that an icosahedral structure 

could be attributed to these iron clusters in this size range. However, as men- 
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tioned earlier, the alteration of experimental parameters resulted in a change in 

the anomalous features in the mass spectrum. The more intense features now 

bore some resemblance to magic numbers predicted for a trivalent material fitting 

the spherical jellium model. The change in source conditions to achieve this state 

corresponds with warmer, more liquid-like clusters. 

It must be stressed, though, that the magic numbers which emerged from the 

mass spectra obtained for iron clusters are difficult to explain completely within 

the context of one single type of shell effect. There is not an exact correspon-

dance between the new features for higher temperature clusters, and the jellium 

predictions. Also, it is difficult to say for a system such as iron, with its partially 

filled d shell, how many valence electrons each atom would contribute to a jellium 

potential. The significant fact which points to the contribution of an electronic 

shell effect in this case is the way in which these new features are exhibited as 

the clusters become more liquid-like. This is entirely consistent with previously 

reported results for other systems [12]. 

It should be noted again that in studies of this type, the rationalisation of 

cluster magic numbers is rarely straightforward. Even within the realms of the 

geometric shell effect there are many possible geometries which can be assumed, 

along with various stable subshells. In the course of attempting to find a descrip-

tion for the stabilities observed for iron clusters, many optiOns were considered. 

There seemed at one stage to be a good fit with an alternate geometry seen for 

aluminium clusters, but with a novel subshell filling sequence. On examination 

of the iron cluster magic numbers it was noticed that when considering the oc-

tahedral structure, then the addition of atoms to face centres would result in a 

bcc rhombic dodecàhedral form. This could be considered a stable subshell be-

tween two adjacent structures in the octahedral growth sequence. Allowing the 

formation of the rhombic dodecahedron to occur as part of the more typical se-

ries of octahedral subshells [9] showed a good match with the stable iron clusters 

containing between 85 and 230 atoms. The application of this particular model 

did not extend well at all outwith this range, and was eventually discarded. The 

cluster scientist is afforded some help by the fact that the icosahedron does seem 
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to be a highly favoured natural geometry in many systems, and so this is a good 

starting place in the search for a description of cluster stabilities. 

Another difficulty which can confound attempts to rationalise cluster magic 

numbers is the possibility that one or more structural transitioiis may occur within 

a certain size regim. A related incidence of this is the structural transition and 

presence of isomerism in cobalt clusters containing between 50 and 70 atoms [14]. 

Isomerism has also been noted for iron clusters during IP measurements [15,16], 

and chemical probe experiments [17]. The existence of different crystalline forms 

of bulk iron leads to the expectation that different isomers could feasibly exist in 

clusters which are the building blocks of the bulk state. 

The cluster abundance spectra obtained for iron clusters containing more than 

200 atoms are much more difficult to analyse. A spectrum obtained in this size 

range using threshold photoionisation is shown in Figure 7-4. The positions of 

the third and fourth closed shell icosahedra (n = 147, 309) are indicated, as well 

as the positions of two obvious intensity anomalies. The appropriate difference 

spectrum, generated in the same way as before is also shown in Figure 7-5. 

Subtle changes to the source parameters result in changes in the appearance 

of the mass spectra. Figure 7-6 shows another mass spectrum, recorded soon 

after the spectrum shown in Figure 7-4. The corresponding difference spectrum 

is shown in Figure 7-7 The main experimental conditions such as the ionisation 

laser wavelength, and the cluster source temperature were kept constant, but slight 

changes to the helium backing pressure, and point of vaporisation produced a 

spectrum with a different appearance. A new anomalous intensity feature now 

appears for n = 26& 0 0 

For these larger clusters, then, the mass spectra remain structured and are 

strongly dependent on the source conditions. It is not readily apparent at this 

stage how the magic numbers for iron clusters in this size range are affected by 

changes in the source conditions. 
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7.4 Conclusion 

Summing up, it can be seen that a cluster system such as iron is rather complicated 

to interpret in terms of shell effects. It is clear, at least, that there are competing 

effects evident which account for the magic numbers displayed for iron clusters. For 

clusters containing less than 200 atoms there seems to be a competition between 

an icosahedral atomic shell structure, and an electronic shell effect deriving from 

the spherical jellium model. 

For larger clusters it is difficult to fit the observed magic numbers to any 

known shell effects, but it seems highly likely that the stabilities of these clusters 

are affected by the presence of various structural isomers. 

This uncertainty will be resolved as more techniques are brought to bear on 

this particular system. The input of theoreticians should also shed some light 

over this area. The field of cluster science has been advanced rapidly by the fact 

that scientists from differing branches of research have pooIed their knowledge 

effectively, and this welcome state of affairs seems likely to continue. 

1] 
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In addition, I have attended the Laser Chemistry research group meetings, depart-

mental seminars, joint Edinburgh - Heriot-Watt laser chemistry group meetings, 

and the following conferences: 

1. Faraday Division High Resolution Spectroscopy Group, Heriot-Watt, 1990 
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TWO-COLOUR THRESHOLD PHOTOJONISATION SPECTROSCOPY OF JET-COOLED A92 

A.M.James, J.F.MliIer, J.W.Macdonald, G.W.Lemire, P.F.Brevet 
and P.R.R.Langrldge-Smlth 

Department of Chemistry, The University of Edinburgh 

INTRODUCTION. 

The electronic structure of small transition metal clusters is 
currently an area of intense research interest, both from the 
theoretical and experimental viewpoint. The Group lB. coinage% 
dimers are in many ways the simplest of the transition metal dimers, 
being formed from atoms with filled d subshefls. Consequently, they 
have become benchmark species for calbralion of both ab-initio 
and core pseudopotentlal electronic structure calculations (1. 

One of the most fundamental molecular properties is the First 
ionisation potential (tP). The magnitude of the IP provides a direct 
measure of the strength with which the valence electrons are bound 
to the molecular core, and of the stability,  of the molecular ion. The 
relatively high value of the IP's of the coinage metal dimers 
makes direct one-photon measurements with tunable lasers 
somewhat difficult. Moreover, this approach often enables only 
the vertióal ionisation potential to be accessed due to Franck-
Condon restrictions. We report here the results of two-colour 
threshold photoionisation spectroscopic measurements on jet-
cooled A92. complementing our eartier studies on Cu2 and CuAg 

(2J. 
In these experiments one laser is tuned into resonance to excite 

some specific intermediate electronic state of the molecule, whilst a 
second laser is scanned across the ionisation threshold, ionising 
molecules out of this chosen excited slate. By monitoring the 
photoion signal as a fuction of the wavelength of the lonising laser, a 
photoionisation elliciency (PIE) curve can be generated. Isotopicalfy 
specific. rovibronic state selective excitation can be achieved, and 
additionally, the use of jet-cooling removes any complicating 
contributions from vibralionally excited ground stale molecules. 
thereby sharpening the threshold of the PIE curve and allowing a 
more accurate determination of the ionisalion potential.The 
accuracy with which the IP may be measured is limited by the width 

of the threshold, which may be <2 cm -1  when field ionisation effects 
have been completely eliminated. However, the technique can 
provide more than simply a means of extracting accurate adiabatic 
ionisation polentiats, since processes such as autoionisalion may be 
probed by investigating the shape of the r'IE curve in the post-
threshold region yielding information on the electronic configurations 
involved in the ionisation process. Depending on the chosen 
vibrational level v' in the intermediate slate, we are able to record 
threshold spectra (via v'=O) or high lying Rydberg stale spectra (via 
v'1). In both cases, we can measure IP's and access 
information on the molecular electronic structure, such as 
configuration mixing.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental apparatus used in the present studies is shown 
schematically in Figure 1. A pulsed supersonic beam of silver 
clusters was produced by laser vaporisalion of a silver rod (5mm 
dia.), located within the throat of a pulsed supersonic nozzle, using 
the second harmonic output from a 0-switched Nd:YAG laser (532 
nm, 20 mfpulse, focussed to a diameter of approximately 1 mm). 
The ejected atoms were entrained in a channel 2 mm in diameter 
and 3.5 cm in length. The resulting molecular beam was then 
skimmed (5 mm skimmer) prior to Its entrance into the lorristion 
region of a high resolution reflecting geometry time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer (RETOFMS). There the molecular beam was crossed 
perpendicularly by counterpropagating. superimposed beams from 
two pulsed dye lasers. The first. Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (JK 
HV750/Ouanla Ray PDL-2) was used to populate levels (v'.!) in the 

A (°u4')  stale of A92. The tunable ultraviolet radiation for the 

second. ionising step was generated by frequency doubling the 
oulput of an excimer pumped dye laser (Lambda Physik EMG 
201 MSC,FL23002EC) in a bela barium oorate crystal. Since the 
molecular constants of the A and X stales of A92 had already been 

determined to high accuracy 131, there was no need to perform 
another calibration of the position of the A-X bandheads. It was 
sufficient to carry out a short R2PI scan before each threshold scan 
to ensure that the exciting laser was tuned correctly to the 
appropriate bandhead. Calibration of the photon energy in the 
second ionising step was achieved by recording monitor elaton 
fringes together with neon optogalvanic tines, using the fundamental 
visible laser output. Laser powers were monitored using 
photodiodes in order to enable the PIE curves to be power-
normalised. 

Atomic and molecular ionisation potentials are depressed in the 
presence of static electric fields due to the occurrence of field 
ionisation [4J. The stalic field opposes the coulombic core-electron 
attraction and facilitates escape of the outgoing electron at a lower 
ionisation energy than in the zero-field case. To circumvent this 
problem pulsed, rather than static extraction fields were used to 
enable the measurement of PIE spectra under field-tree conditions. 
The A92 molecules were ioaised with the ion extraction optics of the 

time-of-flight mass spectrometer held at ground potential. After a 
short, variable delay, the newly created photoions were accelerated 
in to the RETOFMS by switching on the extraction voltages using a 
custom built fast risetime high voltage pulser. 

Figure I: Schematic of the experimental 
apparatus used in the present 
studies. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows the PIE spectrum for two-colour photoionisation of 

107Ag2 under zero-field conditions. Here the exciting dye laser was 

tuned to the A- X (0-0) band at 22987 cm 1  while the lonising laser 

was scanned over the threshold. The time delay between the 
synchronised laser pulses and application of the high voltage 
extraction pulse was 150 ns. During this delay period, the nascent 
photoions drift along the molecular beam axis by only 0.3 mm, so 
that they are still well withinthe son source when the accelerating 
potential is applied. 

The observed field-free threshold is somewhat broader than we 
have observed previously for Cu2 and CuAg. Consequently the 

ionisatlon potential for A92 is somewhat more poorly determined. 

Summing the laser photon energies at threshold yields the value 

61725(30) cm; 
(cf. Cu2. lP 63752(3) cm; CuAg, lP- 62754(4) cmi) (21. This 

value may be compared with the adiabatic ionisation potential 

recently reported by Beutel et at. [5). 61747(4) cm, from the 
convergence limits of Rydberg series converging towards 

vibrational levels v in the ground state of the cation Ag- 
One slightly suprising feature of the PIE spectrum is the almost 

complete absence of features lying to the red of the ionisation 
threshold. By analogy with atomic spectroscopy, one might have 
expected to see sharp features due to long-lived molecular Rydberg 
states being field ionised by the pulsed extraction field before they 
decay. We apply approximately 1000 V across the repeller-draw out 
region in the RETOFMS, creating an extraction field of 

approximately 330 Vcm 1 . This should permit the observalion, by 

field ionisalion, of all molecular Rydberg states as far as 110 cm 1  
below threshold, provided that they do not decay during the time 
delay between laser excitation and pulsed extraction. The 
unexpectedly short lifetimes of the Rydberg states remains a 
puzzle. One possible explanation is that they may be heavily 
predissociated by repulsive states correlating with excited neutral 
atomic limits. However, there is clearly scope for further work to 

elucidate the dynamical processes responsible. 
Figure 3 shows the PIE spectrum following excitation via the (1.0) 

band of the A-X system, at 23181 cm. Within expenrnenlal error, 
the ionisation threshold was found at the same two-laser energy as 
for the determination via the (0-0) band above. Qualitatively, 
however, the PIE spectrum in the post-threshold region is very 
dillerent to that obtained when the vibrationtess level of the A state 
was excited. The initial rise in ion signal as the firsl threshold is 
crossed is somewhat diminished compared to that observed for 
excitation via the origin band. More noliceably, Ihere is considerably 
more post-threshold structure which we assign to vibrationally 
excited states that autoionise into the first ionisation limit. A detailed 
analysis of this post-threshold structure is currently in progress. 
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For the first time, the mass distribution of nickel, cobalt and iron clusters is analyzed in a large mass range with near threshold 
photoionization experiments and standard time-of-flight mass spectrometry. In the case of nickel and cobalt, oscillations observed 
in mass spectra correspond to icosahedral atomic shell structure in the studied mass range (50-800 atoms). For iron clusters, the 
situation is less clear. The exact location of structures in mass spectra depends on source operating conditions. We have observed 
the competition between different cluster geometries. 

1. Introduction 

Since the beginning of the eighties there has been 
a rapidly increasing activity in studying small free 
metallic clusters. One of the main goals of these stud-
ies is to find the general rules which govern the phys-
ical and chemical properties of these clusters and how 
they are linked either to the electronic structure of 
the corresponding free atom or to the solid state 
properties in the bulk [1]. With this motivation in 
mind, a lot of experimental work has been per-
formed to look to what extent the concepts and the 
theoretical models, which succeeded in describing the 
cluster properties of some particular elements, may 
be applied to other species. 

As an example, it is now well established that the 
properties of the alkali clusters, as for instance their 
ionization potential or their stability, are mainly ex-
plained by their electronic shell structure, at least for 
the not too large sizes (N2000) [2]. This struc-
ture and the associated "magic" number sequence is 
well predicted by the spherical jellium background 
model [3]. However, for larger clusters, it has been 
observed that the geometry of the ionic arrangement 
becomes the dominant effect, illustrated by a quite  

different magic number sequence related to the com-
pletion of successive geometrical shells of atoms [4]. 
Among the trivalent elements, indium and, even bet-
ter, gallium clusters follow the predictions of the jel-
hum model [5,6], while the structure of the alu-
minum clusters appears mainly dominated by 
geometric effects beyond N25O [7,8]. It is tempt-
ing to draw a parallel between this difference and the 
strongly different melting points of these elements in 
the bulk. As recently pointed out and qualitatively 
discussed by Stampfhi and Benneman [9], the clus-
ter temperature referred to the melting point tem-
perature seems to be an essential parameter to settle 
what is dominant between electronic or geometric 
shell effects. Following this idea, one may expect that 
photoionization mass spectra of transition metal 
clusters will exhibit shell effects essentially reflecting 
properties rather than pure electronic (jellium-like) 
ones. Moreover the electronic configuration of these 
elements, with outer d electrons, makes the agree-
ment with the jellium model unlikely. Testing this 
assumption is one of the goals of the near-threshold 
photoionization experiment we have performed on 
nickel, cobalt and iron clusters. 

Studying the transition metal clusters is very in- 
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teresting to test the validity of general theoretical 
models, but also, and probably even more, to un-
derstand their specific properties. Transition metal 
clusters indeed are very promising species on ac-
count of their important possible applications in 
chemistry and in material science. Let us mention, 
as examples, two research fields: magnetic properties 
in clusters of ferromagnetic elements in the scope of 
magnetism [10,11] and chemical reactivity in con-
nectión with catalytic processes [12,13]. The im-
portant instrumental stride which made these ex-
periments on transition metal clusters possible, even 
for the most refractory ones, is the invention of the 
laser vaporization technique [14,1 5]. 

The determination of the cluster geometry is the 
first unavoidable stage for understanding other more 
specific properties. Several methods involving free 
clusters can provide informations about this ques-
tion: measurements of intensity anomalies in the 
mass distribution of the produced clusters (depend-
ing on the process of the cluster growth) [16,17], 
chemical reactivity experiments [13,18] and near-
threshold photoionization experiments [8,19]. 

Photoionization experiments performed on nickel, 
cobalt and iron clusters are reported in this Letter. 
The metallic clusters are produced by the laser va-
porization technique, laser photoionized with a pho-
ton energy close to the threshold and then analyzed 
by standard time-of-flight mass spectrometry. For the 
small clusters (N 100) of these three metals, ex-
perimental values of their ionization potentials have 
already been published [20-22]. Our results, which 
are quantitative for iron only, are in very good agree-
ment with the former. 

For larger sizes (100 iV 800) the results we ob-
tained for nickel and cobalt clusters look very sim-
ilar. In both cases, a regular structure, periodic on a 
N" 3  scale, is observed. It is found to be consistent 
with the filling of successive shells of atoms assum-
ing an icosahedral cluster geometry. The details of 
this structure agree with the so-called umbrella model 
proposed by Martin et al. [16,231 to explain the fill-
ing sequence. 

On the contrary, there is no evidence for a clear 
and single geometric shell structure in the case of iron 
clusters. By changing the source conditions, it is pos-
sible to modify the features observed in the mass  

spectra, probably revealing a competition between 
several different structures. 

Experimental setup 

A detailed description of our experimental setup 
can be found in an earlier publication [8]. Only the 
main points will be briefly recalled. Our cluster source 
is designed according to the one described by Milani 
and de Heer [24]. A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG 
pulsed laser (A=532 nm) is focused onto a rod of 
the metal to be studied (Fe, Ni or CO), where it cre-
ates a hot metallic plasma. In synchronism with the 
laser shot, a fast pulsed valve delivers a sudden and 
intense peak flow of helium. This carrier gas recom-
bines the laser-produced plasma, cools it, and in-
duces the cluster growth. Several different nozzles 
were successively tried as exit aperture of the source 
chamber; best results and heaviest clusters were ob-
tained with a conical nozzle. 

A few centimeters downstream from the nozzle, 
the cluster beam passes through a skimmer and forms 
a free supersonic beam. Neutral clusters are then 
phótoionized and the mass distribution of the ion-
ized species is analyzed by standard time-of-flight 
mass spectrometry. Near threshold photoionization 
is performed with a frequency-doubled tunable dye 
laser pumped by an XeCl excimer laser. Individual 
mass spectra are recorded and added in a fast digital 
oscilloscope and the averaged spectrum is then 
transferred into a microcomputer for further analysis. 

Results for small clusters (N70) 

The resolution of our mass spectrometer is suffi-
cient to clearly separate the successive cluster peaks 
in this size range. So, it is possible to study a given 
physical property for each individual cluster size 
separately. We determine the ionization potentials 
(IP) of iron clusters Fe N  for 9 < N 68 using a stan-
dard procedure [8,21]. Mass spectra are recorded 
for a series of different ionization photon energies. 
The laser fluence, recorded at the same time, is kept 
low enough to avoid multiphoton processes. After 
normalizing the peak height to the laser fluence for 
each cluster and each photon energy, we obtain pho- 
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toionization efficiency curves. The IP values are de-
termined from these curves by a linear extrapolation 
in the threshold region. 

Our results for iron clusters are displayed in fig. 1. 
For comparison purpose the earlier measurements 
performed by Yang and Knickelbein [22] for the 
same clusters are also presented in fig. I. The two 
curves look very similar we notice a rapid and ir-
regular decrease of the IP with cluster size below 
N=25, followed by a smooth and nearly flat behav-
iour above N= 25. However, several slight discrep-
ancies maybe noted. First, as a general rule, our val-
ues area little bit lower than those measured by Yang 
and co-workers. This is not surprising since our mea-
suiements are performed with a cluster source at 
room temperature (300 K) while these authors 
worked with a liquid nitrogen cooled source (77 K). 
A higher cluster temperature certainly explains this 
systematic difference. Secondly, the ionizing pho-
tons are obtained in our experiment by frequency 
doubling in a BBO crystal. So, their is energy is lim-
ited below hv= 5.63 eV. For the smallest clusters 
(N 17), the IPs are close to this upper limit and 
only a short frequency range is available to construct 
the 'photoionization efficiency curve above thresh-
old. For this reason our experimental IPs are cer-
tainly less accurate and probably underestimated. 
This explains the larger discrepancy between the two 
curves below N= 17. Finally, two slight differences 
remain unexplained: the abrupt increases of the IP 
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Fig. 1. Iron cluster IPs versus cluster size. Our results (0) are 

compared with those obtained by Yang et al. (•. ref. (22]). For 

N> 25. there is no evidence for shell strocture. 

for N=21-22 and N=40-41 observed by Yang and 
co-workers are clearly missing on our curve. Never-
theless, our results largely confirm their measure-
ments and we do not observe any feature revealing 
a regular shell structure. This is quite different from 
what happens in alkali or trivalent metal clusters 
[2,5,6]. Moreover, the evolution of the IP with clus-
ter size is not well described by the 1 /R law in the 
case of iron clusters. 

Concerning the cobalt and nickel clusters, IP val-
ues were measured and published three years ago up 
to N= 92 and N= 90, respectively [22,21]. For nickel 
clusters, they are beyond 5.6 eV and beyond or near 
5.5 eV for cobalt. As mentioned above, our UV laser 
is not well suited for such high IPs. Since these quan-
tities had already been measured we estimated it 
needless to perform the same experiments again. 
However, we recorded a few near-threshold pho-
toionization spectra which look consistent with the 
published results. In such a spectrum, indeed, peak-
to-peak abrupt intensity changes reveal the anoma-
lies in the ionization threshold and, then, the shell 
effects. It is therefore possible to get from these mass 
spectra as many physical\informations as from the 
final IP curve provided one\is only interested in the 
abrupt changes of the IP (shell effects) and not in its 
absolute value nor in its slow evolution with cluster 
size. Moreover, extracting a complete IP curve re-
quires much more time and several normalization 
procedures with respect to the laser fluence and the 
cluster beam intensity. This is a source of additional 
uncertainty which rubs out the weakly pronounced 
effects. In other words, weak shell effects will be vis-
ible on the primary mass spectra but will be blurred 
within the extrapolation method used for IP assign-
ments (Watanabe, linear extrapolation) and the er-
ror bars on the final IP curve. For instance, our mass 
spectra of iron clusters in the mass range N= 25-75 
exhibit clearly irregular peak intensities while the IP 
curve we have obtained is nearly flat. The emergence 
of these structured features encouraged us to pursue 
and to look at photoionization mass spectra of heav -
ier clusters. 

4. Results for larger clusters (50 N 800) 

Mass spectra obtained with a photon energy near 
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the photoionizatiofl threshold have been recorded. 
They present reproducible irregularities in relative 

mass intensities. 
Spectra of cobalt and nickel in a large mass range 

are shown in fig. 2. They both exhibit strong effects 

at the reported sizes (55, 147, 309, 561). These fea-
tures are consistent with closing of successive atomic 
shells in a cubo_octahedral or an icosahedral struc-
ture. Several smaller effects are noticeable for inter -

mediates sizes. To make these oscillations more ap-
parent, we use a simple and usual method: a 
sufficiently smoothed bell-shape envelope is sub-
tracted from the untreated spectrum. We can even-
tually also smooth the resulting difference. Such a 
processed spectrum is displayed in the lower part of 
fig. 2. Only nickel cluster spectrum is shown but the 
same structures are available for cobalt. 

The hypothesis of successive atomic shell filling is 
supported by the sequence reproductibility in the 
spectral features. It is shown in fig. 3 for nickel (left 

part) and cobalt (right part) on a N' 3  scale. These 
spectra correspond, from top to bottom, to the filling 
of atomic shells from N= 55 (second closed shell) to 

Nickel 	 Cobalt 

55 147 	309 	561 
Fig. 3. Nickel (left part) and cobalt (right part) mass spectra on 

a N 	scale. The sequence of shell filling is reproducible from 
one shell to another one. From the top to the bottom, spectra 
show the filling of the shells 55-147 atoms, 147-309 atoms, 309- 
561 atoms, 561-923 atoms. Few sizes (in atoms) are indicated, 

0. 	

Ion signal is given in arbitrary units. 
'3 

3- 

Ni,, 

C 

\ r"r 
200 300 400 500 600 

Cluster size (atoms) 

Fig. 2. Mass spectra of cobalt and nickel clusters. Charactenstic 
sizes corresponding to the major shell effects are reported. The 
lower spectrum is the sante as the nickel cluster one with suitable 
mathematic treatment to make structures more apparent (see 
text). These structures are consistent with icosahedral atomic shell 

filling. 

N=925 (sixth closed shell). Their likeness shows that 
the same structure is available all over the studied 
mass range. The main difficulty is to identify un-
doubtedly the exact one. For this, we assume that 
features of spectra at intermediate sizes correspond 
to subshell closings. 

The difference between these two atomic shell ge-
ometries (cubo-octahedrofl and icosahedron) ap-
pears when looking at the subshell filling. In the case 
of the cubo-octahedron, the filling sequence is not 
expected to be regular because there are 14 non-
equivalent faces: eight close-packed triangular ones 
and six not close-packed square ones. This model, 
not described in the literature, is expected to lead to 
numerous different ways of shell filling, depending 
on whether added atoms settle down preferentially 
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on triangular faces (close-packed) or square ones 
(maximizing the number of nearest-neighbouring 
atoms). For icosahedron, there are 20 equivalent tri-
angular faces. Subshell closings, corresponding to the 
filling of successive faces, are almost regularly spaced. 
Because of the regularity of the observed structure, 
we leave the cubo-octahedral model and take an in-
terest in the icosahèdral one. The problem remains 
to know the exact subshell filling sequence. Let us 
recall the two different ways to fill icosahedral atomic 
shells described in the literature. 

The first model, applied for rare gas clusters, was 
given by Northby [25,26]. The atom—atom inter-
action is described by a Lennard-Jones potential. At-
oms are added one by one on a rigid core (Mackay 
icosahedra). The most stable cluster structure is ob-
tained by minimizing its total energy. When the 
atomic shell is half-filled, there is a particular rear-
rangement of atoms: they take place at this size on 
icosahedral sites, when they are totally free on clus-
ter surface, just after opening the shell. This model 
was used successfully to describe features in mass 
spectra of rare gas clusters. Later, Martin et al. pro-
posed another model for icosahedral shell filling in 
calcium and magnesium clusters [16,23]. This one 
is known as the "umbrella" model. In this case, at-
oms, added one by one on the rigid core, are forced 
to take place on icosahedral sites (atoms are not so  

free like in the preceding model). Enhanced stability 
is achieved each time a face is covered, and espe-
cially when a corner and its five surrounding faces 
are covered (umbrella shape). 

In the case of nickel and cobalt, the agreement be-
tween experimental results and the umbrella model 
predictions is very good (see table 1). The correla-
tion is shown in fig. 4. For large clusters (above 200 
atoms), the major effects are observed for the com-
pletion of a new umbrella. However, this correlation 
is not so clear for light clusters (200 atoms), be-
cause the completions of successive subshells and 
umbrellas are close to each other. Thus our experi-
mental results are consistent with the predictions of 
both models. We are not able to determine very ac-
curately the exact structure in this size range, but the 
major effects remain consistent with icosahedral 
atomic shell sequence. 

These results provide an experimental proof of the 
icosahedral structure of cobalt and nickel clusters. 
They agree with theoretical predictions. In the case 
of nickel, the icosahedral structure is predicted up to 
2000 atoms [27]. The exact one is determined more 
precisely: our results are in agreement with the filling 
sequence according to the umbrella model. We were 
not able to determine the cluster structure above 800 
atoms, because in the present stage of the experi- 

Table I 
Comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions of icosahedral atomic shell model described in the literature. The 
subshell index indicates for experimental results the minima index since the last atomic shell closing feature. It corresponds to the number 
of covered triangular faces. The corresponding sizes predicted by the two models are reported 

Subshell index 	4th shell 
	

5th shell 

our results 	umbrella 	rare gas 	 our results 	umbrella 	rare gas 
model [231 	clusters model [25] 	 model 	clusters model 

Ni, 	Co, 	 Ni, 	Co 

0 147 147 147 147 309 309 309 309 
5 180 180 178 178 362 360 360 360 
S 201 199 200 197 395 395 395 391 

10 218 216 216 210 421 420 420 412 
12 233 233 232 447 445 445 
14 249 247 248 470 471 470 
IS 259 259 258 482 486 485 
17 276 276 274 508 511 510 
18 286 284 284 522 526 525 
19 294 295 294 541 544 540 
20 309 309 309 561 561 561 
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147 309 

i i 

150 200 250 300 

309 561 

tnn 400 500 

Cluster size (in atoms) 

Fig. 4. Shell filling sequence for nickel custers (on a N scale). 
The carried effects correspond to icosahedral subshell closings 
"as umbrellas" (—) and "as not umbrellas" (- - -). Ion signal 
is given in arbitrary units. 

ment we do not produce efficiently heavier clusters 
in our source. 

In the size range 50-150, our results agree with 
those obtained by Riley and co-workers [18,28] 
through chemical investigations. By counting the av-
erage number of ammonia (or water) molecules ad-
sorbed on bare clusters, they deduced high stability 
for characteristic cluster sizes. In the case of cobalt 
and nickel, they found icosahedral structure. Our ex-
periments, which involve an alternative method of 
investigation, extend their conclusion to a much 
larger size domain. However in our case, the mass 
spectrum of small cobalt clusters is not very much 
structured (see the upper right spectrum in fig. 3). 
This result must be compared to the magnetic stud-
ies of cobalt clusters by Bucher et al. [11]. These au-
thors show that a structural transition occurs and that 
isomerism exists in the size range 50-70 for cobalt. 
This can explain our results. 

The behavior of iron clusters is quite different. For 
small sizes (50 N< 200), the results are similar to 
those obtained for nickel and cobalt clusters and are 
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Fig. 5. (a) Comparison between processed mass spectra of iron 
and nickel clusters. In this case, icosahedral structure is put into 
evidence. Sizes corresponding to jellium-like structure are also 
reported at the top of the figure. Under certain circumstances 
these jellium-like structures are dominant in the spectrum (see 
text). (b) Unprocessed mass spectra of iron clusters obtained 
with different source operating conditions. The different major 
features in these spectra lead us to assume a competition between 
different cluster structures. 

in favor of icosahedral structure (fig. 5a). However, 
even in this size domain, the relative intensities of 
the observed features are strongly dependent on the 
source conditions. Under circumstances correspond-
ing to higher cluster temperatures, some intense 
structures emerge in the mass spectra. These struc-
tures are regularly spaced on a N" 3  scale. The ob-
served numbers (N=66, 87, 113, 147, 171, 206) are 
very close to those predicted in the spherical jellium 
shell model with three valence electrons per atom 
(N=3N). In the shell model, the major shell clos-
ings are expected for P1=66, 85, 112, 146, 182, 225. 
In these last conditions, all the subshells of the ico- 
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sahedral structure remain present in the mass spec-
tra, as superimposed to the main features. It is dif-
ficult to go further in the interpretation, but there is 
clearly a competition between an icosahedral struc-
ture and a "jellium-like structure" which could cor-
respond to "liquid" iron clusters. 

For larger sizes (fig. 5b), the mass spectra remain 
structured, and the observed structures are strongly 
dependent on the source conditions. In the present 
stage of the experiment we are not able to identify 
any regular structure, but it is clear that we have a 
strong competition between different isomers. 

In the small size range, our results on iron clusters 
are in good agreement with other authors who have 
used other investigation methods. Riley and co-
workers [291 have performed chemical probe of the 
iron clusters (2<N< 165) and found numerous dif-
ferent structures. During their IP measurements, 
Yang et al. [22] have also evoked the existence of 
isomers to explain the ionization cross section close 
to the threshold. More recently, Armentrout and co-
workers [30] have measured the bond energies of 
iron clusters in the size range 2N 19. They found 
isomers which are weakly bound for 6N 19 and 
the isomer percentage reaches 30% for N= 19. This 
competition between isomers is not surprising in iron 
cluster since in the bulk there is also competition be-
tween different cristalline structures. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have shown in this Letter that 
cluster photoionization near the threshold followed 
by time-of-flight mass spectrometry is an efficient 
way to determine the geometric structure of transi-
tion metal clusters. 

We have identified icosahedral atomic shell struc-
ture of nickel and cobalt clusters up to 800 atoms. 
Our results are well correlated with the umbrella 
model proposed by Martin et al. for magnesium an 
calcium clusters. However, the situation is less clear 
for light clusters. For smaller ones (N<70), the ex-
act structure is not well identified by this method be-
cause subshell closings are close together in the dif-
ferent growth sequences. Moreover, icosahedral 
features are less evident and isomer species can exist 
in this size domain. 

For iron, the situation is more complex. The ob-
served features depend strongly on source operating 
conditions. There may be icosahedral structure for 
light clusters, but this is probably in competition with 
other ones that are not clearly identified. The pre-
dominance of one of them by changing source con-
ditions is not easy to obtain. 
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